








OUR POLICY
Our business was established on a quality basis.

It has grown because vre act on the belief that we
can maintain our position in the trade just so long as

we make better goods than our competitors— and no

longer.

Our customers receive the benefit of the most ad-

vanced photographic thought of Europe and America.

Kodak factories in Europe and America are in constant

touch with each other. Each has the benefit of the

work and the discoveries of the other. The very

breadth of our business enables us to give to each de-

partment absolutely the best that the world affords in

technical skill and in producing facilities.

Our theory is that we can best serve ourselves by
supplying our customers the best goods. Our acts

have made this Theory a Policy, for we have not

merely the desire to make the best goods but the

means of converting that desire into a Reahty.

In thirty years in the photographic business there

have been several revolutionary changes. Doubt-

less there will be many more. Whatever they may be
our Policy shall be to furnish (without following every

mere will-o'-the wisp) the very Ix^st of those goods

which painstaking testing shall prove to be of benefit

to our customers in the Simplification of Photographic

Processes and the Advancement of the Art.

C. K. Co., Ltd.
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TT'EEP IT UP
^ ^ The Christmas business has

been greater than ever before

—

more photographers have been

advertising than ever before, and

more people have been having

pictures made. Thej' have been

reminded by ahnost every maga-
zine they have looked over for

Christmas suggestions that pho-

tographs make very desirable

presents and that there is a pho-

tographer in their town. Natin*-

ally, the photographer "vvho ad-

vertised got the bulk of this

business.

There is but one logical thing

to do to keep up this business

and that is to keep up the adver-

tising. That is what we are

doing, because we have confi-

dence in the results that will

come from more advertising. If

you have followed up our work
and had a good business, keep it

up.

For the hundreds of pictures

your customers have received for

Christmas, hundreds will be
made to give in return, and you
have only skimmed the surface of

the business that is as yet mi-
touched.

Nothing but persistent adver-

tising will bring this business to

you. We have a lot of attractive

illustrated copy we will use dur-

ing the coming year, and the

same strong class of arguments
will be used as in our 1912 copy,

which was hard to beat.

The copy shown on page 5
will appear as full pages in the

January number of Ainslee' s.

Century, Everybody's and Har-
per's. February Coxmoj)oUtan, is-

sued January 10th, will carry the

same copy, and it is sure to ap-

peal to the fathers and mothers
who have growing boys.

It is your advertising but you
must do your part to get the

benefit of it. If you have been
using our copy or following it up
with copy of your own, you have
undoubtedly been benefited the

same as hundreds of others.
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As we have said before, this

advertising is not a hundred yard

dash—it's a marathon and we
have only started.

If you make a $100.00 appro-

priation for 1913 advertising and

use it all up in one month, you

are out of the running. It is

better to set aside an allowance

for twelve months, even if it is

smaller for each month, and keep

it lip.

w HERE DO YOU
STAND.?

THK IMPORTANCE OF KNOWING
YOUR BUSINESS

If you were asked a number
of questions about your 1912
business, would you be able to

answer them correctlj' ? For ex-

am j^le : how much did you make
during the past year by taking

advantage ofyour cash discounts,

what has been the depreciation

on jour furniture, fixtures and

working apparatus, how much
has your general expense amount-

ed to, how many bad accounts

have been charged to profit and

loss, and how much have jour

actual profits increased or de-

creased during the past year ?

These and many other things

should be known by you the

first of every year, and !n order

that they may be known, it is

necessary that you should have

some simple system of keeping

your books, taking an inventory

the first of every year and know-

ing how to close your books so

these facts may all be brought

to light, even if they are rather

startling to you.

It is impossible for anyone to

change a condition of affairs until

he knows what is wrong, and
nothing will throw so much light

on one's business as an inventory

and trial balance. You may think

your business is an exception and
that these things are not im-

portant, but they are if you wish

to better conditions.

You say roughly that your

business is worth so much, but

you don't know how far off you

are until you want to sell it, or

have a fire and an insurance ad-

juster puts a value on your loss.

If for no other reason, an in-

ventor}" is of a great deal of value

to you for just such an emergency,

for then you know just what you

owned at a given time, and if

you keep up your stock, you can

always have a fair idea of where
you stand.

Possibly you are not familiar

with accounting, but the smaller

your business the more simple it

will be, and any bookkeeper will,

for a few dollars, be willing to

start you right and drop in once

in a while to help you out when
you are in trouble.

If you have never had a sys-

tematic method of doing busi-

ness, begin right by not cheating

yourself on your inventory. If

a thing is worthless to you, throw

it away and make room for fresh
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"He may be President." That
is the proud privilege of every

American born bov.

But, whether or no, he is vour

son and photographs that preserve

his boyhood and youth will mean
everything to you in after years.

What he means to vou now, he

will also mean to others some dav,

and the little collection— "taken

at" various ages—will be a priceless

treasure tor generations to come.

There s a photographer in your to-wn,

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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stock, and if it has merely de-

creased in value, be sure you

allow liberally for depreciation.

If you will allow ten per cent, a

year for depreciation on furniture

and accessories, you will find

that in ten years, they have been

paid for and you can throw them
away or sell them for a small

amount, which can be credited

to this account.

This depreciation is a part of

the cost of every dozen pictures

you turn out of your studio, and
it is useless to try to figure costs

and profits unless all these things

are taken into consideration.

Hopelessly bad accounts are

also a part of your cost of doing

business and should be charged

to profit and loss, but they are

not so apt to accumulate if an

orderly set of books is kept and
statements sent each month.
Bills are much more quickly paid

when the customer is promptly

re_Tiinded of the indebtedness,

and you will work harder to col-

lect poor accounts when you are

reminded each month that they

are still on your books. Many
ofthe disputes regarding accounts

are due to the fact that the pho-

tographer has never sent the

customer a statement.

Pay your own bills by check,

not only as a means of simplify-

ing your bookkeeping and giving

you a receipt for each payment
when the cancelled checks are

returned, but because it gives

you more prestige with the

people you buy from. It is not

good business to go down in your

pocket for the rent money or

your stock bill.

Pay yourself a salary the same
as you do your help, and if you

have to use your business capital

for personal expenses, charge it

up to yourself and see that your

business is credited with the

amount. Business is business and

you can only keep out of the

woods by conducting the affairs

of your stvidio as other people

conduct their business. You may
have some surprises in store for

yourself when you learn what
you really own, how much it costs

you to make a dozen pictures and
what your percentage of profit

really is, but it will do you good
to know these things and you

will profit by the knowledge.

Begin the New Year with an

Eastman Studio Register System,

a record system which takes

care of all sittings, orders,

payments, deliveries, duplicate

orders and is a permanent record

or register of all negatives. Com-
plete outfit, including desk box,

transfer box, complete set of cards

and instructions for use, $6.50.

ZELTA
FOR INDIVIDUALITY
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/COPYING STUNTS
^-^ Most every photographer

has at some time during his busi-

ness career had a customer make
a request which seemed un-

reasonable or at least so difficult

that it was not worth consider-

ing. Of course it is not reason-

a!)le for a sitter to ask the
photographer to button up his

coat when a negative has been

made with the coat open and a

new negative would be much
easier, but there are exceptions.

You have probably had occa-

sion to copy a single head or

figure out of an old group, when
the death of the subject made a

portrait worth a grrat deal to the

relatives and friends. In such

cases the work is not only very

profitable when it is well done,

but a satisfied customer will do
you as much good in advertising

your studio as the actual profit

on the work, which, of course,

should be charged at a pi-ice to

make it well worth while.

We can not well tell of all the

little tricks that can be used in

copying, but our one example
will suggest others, and once you
have done a good piece of work
for a customer, it will bring you
other work of a like nature.

Our first illustration (A) is an
example of what one often finds

a difficult task. It is necessary

to make a suitable bust picture

and the subject is without coat

or collar, in outing clothes, or the

other figures are in such a posi-
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tion that it seems almost an im-
possibility, but there is a very
easy way.

First of all, pick out a nega-
tive or make one of a man about
the same size as the subject in

your group, with a neat coat,

collar and tie, and make a print,

which should be cut out as shown
in our illustration (B). When
this has been done, make a copy
of the head from the group,

holding the print of the coat

against the ground glass, so the
head and neck may be of the right

size to fit the coat and collar.

This negative should be re-

touched and the other figures

opaqued out. so a jirint may be
made, showing a white ground,
as in our illustration (C).

The print (B) is then attached
to the print (C) and the com-
bination copied. The result

should be fully as good as that
shown in our illustration (D) , and
when printed on a suitable paper,

the customer will most invari-

ably be pleased with the result.

A bit of air brush work on the
white ground before the print is

copied, will help the effect, but
is not absolutely necessary.

Along this same line might be
mentioned a way to secure more
contrast in a copy from a veiy faint

or faded print. Of course one
may intensify the negative or use

ground glass substitute on the

back to intensif\- the highlights,

but the method we have in mind
is to make two negatives exactly
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alike without moving the cam-
era. When the print is to be

made, the two negatives are

placed in the printing frame,

the paper being in contact with

the first negative. As each high-

light of the second negative is

directly over the highlight of

the first negative, the resulting

jjrint will have much more
strength than if made from only

the one negative. If greater dif-

fusion is desii-ed a sheet of tissue

paper may be placed between
the two negatives.

DECIDEDLY DIFFER-
ENT

A professional was heard to

say to one of our representatives.

No, I don't think I will attend

the Eastman School when it

comes this year, as the program
is the same as when I attended

last year."

Now, it may be true that the

printed program of the School is

similar to that of previous years,

but the School is not. Such an

idea is far from correct, for the

lectures and demonstrations are

different— they are up to the

minute.

When a subject such as light-

ing and i>osing is given on a pro-

gram, there is no way of telling

all the new things that are em-
bodied in the demonstration and
talk on the subject. Our school

force is always on the lookout

for new ideas, better methods,

in fact for anything that will aid

the profession in producing better

results. Its members are con-

stantly coming into contact with

new people— people with new
ideas, who do things, and every

new idea or feature that can be

introduced into their talks or

demonstrations is eagerly seized

upon and made use of.

There has been much discus-

sion in the conventions of the

past year, regarding the impor-

tance of good practical talks on

the business organization and
cost system of the average studio

and the advantages to be derived

from advertising. It has been
interesting to note that the con-

sensus of opinion in almost every

instance, has been that there

should be more parctical and

helpful business talks. The aver-

age photographer wants to be a

better business man— wants to

know how to stop the leaks and
increase his profit, to know how
much money he is making or

losing and how best to advertise.

The helpful magazine adver-

tising, There's a photographer

in your town," has increased the

business of professional photog-

raphers all over the country and

has demonstrated the advantage

and importance of good local ad-

vertising.

We are following up these

demands. The business lectures

which have been added to the

School are full of the meat which

makes good business system, and
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only good business system can

make good business men. These
lectures on Business Organiza-

tion, Advertising and Salesman-

ship will be of {^articular interest

to every photographer who
wishes to be a good business man
as well as a good photographer.

Of the new things in demon-
strations, the greatest interest

will probably be shown in the

complete demonstration of the

new ready-sensitized, matte al-

bumen Zelta paper. With this

new printing-out paper, any tone

from a Red Chalk to an Engrav-

ing Black may be produced in a

single toning bath. It is a paper

for high grade work, the extreme
range of tone allowing for the

expression of individuality as in

no other ready- sensitized paper.

There are many new things in

the talks and demonstrations of

work under the light, printing

room methods, commercial pho-

tography, sepia methods with

the various papers, etc., the pro-

gram being merely the framework
on which the new 1913 School

has been built.

And in the factories, there is

no standing still, our experts are

constantly devising newer, better

and more economical methods
for producing results, and those

in charge of the School are kept
posted.

There has never been a season

in the history of the Eastman
School of Professional Photogra-

phy but that the actual program

has been a great improvement
over the preceding term and
enough new ideas presented to

make it well worth the while of

the man to attend who was
present the year before. The
1913 School is not an exception

— it is a new School.

Make a special effort to attend

when it comes into jour territory

— close your studio and let your

customers know you are keeping

abreast of the times by seeking

the newest things in photogra-

phic methods.

THE PROGRAM
First Day

9:30—11:30 A.M.

Plates. Exposure. Developing
Agents and Developing. Dark
Room, Skylight and Skylight Room.
Lighting and Posing of Subjects
from the Audience.

11:30-12:00 A.M.

Business Lecture. Subject—
"Business Organization."

1:30—2:30 p.m.

Complete Artura Paper Demon-
stration, from Exposure to Finished
Prints. Full Explanation of Control
of Softness, Contrast and Tone.

2:30—3:30p.m.
Commercial Photography. Ap-

paratus, Lenses, Prisms, Plates
and Color Screens.

3:30-4:30 P.M.

^Modern Reception Room Meth-
ods. Print Trimming, Spacing,
]Moiuiting, Show Case Dressing and
Advertising.

4:30—5:30 P.M.

The Proper Handling and Devel-
oping of Platinum Papers.
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7:30—9:30 p.m.

Commercial Photography. Inter-

iors, Exteriors, Show Windows,
Views, Machinery, Glassware, Fur-
niture, Metals. Uses of Color Screens
Illustrated and Explained.

Second Day
9:30-11:30 A.M.

Portraiture. Expression. Prepar-
ation of the Subject. Lighting.
Posing (Hand and Figure). Plain

and Artistic Draping with White
and Dark Grounds.

11:30—12:00 A.M.

Business Lecture. Subject—"Ad-
vertising."

1:30—2: 30 P.M.

Improved Methods of Printing.

Vignetting. Masking. Mask Cut-
ting and Proper Registering. Bor-
der Tinting. Titling Negatives for

both Black and White Letters on
Prints. Printing Room Dodges, etc.

2:30—3: 15 P.M.

Zelta Paper (Matte Albumen).
Complete Demonstration of this

New Paper.

3:15—5:30 p.m.

Commercial Photography. Block-
ing Out and Retouching Negatives.
Etching, Backing, Squeegeeing and
Mounting for Loose Delivery or

Binding. Preparation of Wood,
Metals, etc.

7:30-8:30 P.M.

Enlarging. Papers. Equipment.
Development. How to Sell and
Handle Enlargements.

8:30—9:30 p. M.

Illustrated Lectures on Skylight
Room Problems—Grouping, Com-
position, etc.

Third Day
9:30—10:30 A.M.

Negative Improvement. Re-
touching. Working in Backgrounds.

Etching. Local Reduction of Nega-
tives. Illustrated by Projection
Lantern.

10:30—11:30 A.M.

New and Easy Method of Obtain-
ing Beautiful Sepias on Artura
Paper.

11:30—12:00 A.M.

Business Lecture. Subject

—

"Salesmanship."

1:30—2:30 p.m.

Printing Room. Azo Paper— Ex-
posure, Developers, Developing and
Sepia Tones.

2:30—3:00 p.m.

Printing from Negatives Made at

the School.

3:00-3:30 p. M.

Complete Demonstration of Dry
Mounting with New and Improved
Machine.

3:30—4:30 P.M.

Useful Helps. Ideal Copying and
Air Brush Suggestions. Handling
Broken Negatives. Avoiding Stains

on Hands. Stripping Film from
Negatives. Repairing Enameled
Trays, etc., etc.

Note.—Lectures and Demonstra-
tions will begin exactly at the time
scheduled in program. If you are
especially interested in any sessions

please be in your seat at time men-
tioned.

Zelta offers you sometMng'

entirely new in tone and

texture ofpaper—a means

of g'iz'ing- your worTc an

individuality that will make

it distinctive.
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ON BUSINESS COURAGE
BY THE OFFICE BOY

I bot the reception room
girl's sister a neer diamoii' wring

for Krismuss an' a weak afFter

she quit me for the grocery de-

hvery boy.

Kurrs hiz kowardly hart.

An' I only pade the second

installment an' hez waring thee

wring.

I think I'd BKum a pirut if I

only new whear I kud get a Kor-

respondens Kourse in pirutting.

It's awful 2 hav' lov's yung
dreem shattered when youv gotta

keep on payin' the installmentz.

When I BKum ritch an' famos

I'm kumin bak to glote oaver

the poor grocery klerk's widdow
an' 19 children.

I told the Boss aboute the

diamon' wring an' the install-

mentz an' he sed I wuzzent the

firs' feller that had 2 buy otes

for a ded horse.

I am glad I didden xperens

this menttel anguitch durin' the

Krismus rush BKaus I kuddent
hav' dun my dooty.

Weeve been so blaim bizzy

taikin inventory this weke that

I aint had mutch time 2 brude

oaver mi trubbels tho'.

The Boss says B'in bizzy haz

kured manny a sikness.

When me an' the Boss wuz
chekkin up the inventory with

las' yere's I sene he charged up
all the outfitz les' than he did

las' yere. I asts him why wuz
that an' he says thatz for Dpre-

ciation, an' he showd me a plais

wheare I'd banged one of the

kamerys an' kraked the would,

an' he sed the kamery wuzzent

worth so mutch now, an' that

everything that wuz used wuz
natcherly wurth less.

The Boss says yure only fulin

yureself when you don' figger

on ware an' tair.

He says its foolitch to charg'

up a thing 2 yureself for moar
than you'd B willin' 2 giv' 4 it.

Wee Kum to sum kard mounts
that wuzzent no good no moar
an' I asts the Boss wot shoulde

I put 'em down at— an' he says

put 'em down in the waist baskit.

I asts him why if they kost

him munney that he diden' put

'em down in the inventory, an'

he says if he did it that way
pretty sune all hiz azzets wood
Bkum lyabillitys.

I asts the Boss wot wuz the

differentz Btween a azzet an' a

lyabillity—an' he says the diifer-

entz is wot wuz keepin' him oute

ov the poar hous'.

The Boss says that thairs lotz

of fellers wot hitches up a lya-

bility an' tries 2 drive it as a

azzet an' then wunders wot is

rong when it getz balky.

The Boss say s that thair ' s kwite

few biznesmen wot iz honest with

every boddy but themselves.

I asts the Boss wot wuz the

uze of taikin a inventory if it

diden' tel' the man who tuk it

whair he wuz at an' he says

that's the anser.
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The Boss says it's queer how
sum fellers haz got the nurv to

chase a burgler down a dark hall

with nothiu' but a tuthpik, an'

aint got the nurv to faice there

tru bizness kondition.

I asts the Boss did annj' ov

hiz inventories ever giv him hart

falure, an' he sed sevrel ov 'em
had, but it wuz a good thing for

him to fin' oute hiz bizness wuz
sik in time to kure it.

The Boss says what's the use

ov waiting till yure bizness tem-

perture gets up 2 nere the fatle

point B4 you Bgin to know it

needs doktorin.

LA N T E R N SLIDE
MAKING

To make lantern slides is no

more difficult than to make cop-

ies, the only practical difference

being that a lantern slide is made
from a negative by transmitted

light whereas a copy is made
from a print by reflected light.

If the slide is to be made of

the same size as the negative,

contact exposure can be made in

a printing frame by artificial light

in a dark room. In this case ex-

treme care must be exercised

that the delicate surface of the

emulsion is not injured by rub-

bing or scratching when placed

in contact with the negative.

Both the negative and the sensi-

tized lantern slide plate should

be carefully dusted, otherwise

transparent sj)ots will show. The
light used may be an oil lamp,

a gas jet or an incandescent bulb,

and all extraneous light must be

carefully excluded to avoid fog-

ging.

Exposures should also be made
at a uniform distance from the

light as this will assist in timing

correctly. If one exposure were
made at a distance of one foot

from the light and the next at

say, two feet, it would be more
difficult to expose correctly, as

light is four times as weak at a

distance of two feet than at one
foot from its source, nine times as

weak at three feet, sixteen times

as weak at four feet, and so on.

No apparatus is required for

making contact slides other than

a printing frame and a convenient

arrangement for turning the light

on and off. The Folmer &
Schwing lantern slide printing

frame is recommended as most
convenient and practical for mak-
ing lantern slides by contact ex-

posure. When making slides by

. contact, where the negative is

larger than the slide, only such

portions would be reproduced as

come within the size of the Lan-
tern Slide Plates.

Where slides are to be made
from negatives having a larger or

smaller area than the slide, the

exposure would necessarily be

made by projected light, using a

lens to secure an image of the

required size. The apparatus

used is similar to that for mak-
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ing enlargements except that in

making reductions, the distance

between the lens and the nega-

tive is greater than between the

lens and the sensitive plate,

whereas in maKing enlargements

the distance between the lens

and the negative is less than the

distance between the lens and
the sensitized paper—the scale

of reduction being inverse to that

of enlargement. It is obvious

that the longer the focus the

greater will be the distance be-

tween the negative and lens and
the lens and plate, and the

greater the distance the greater

the diffusion of the light and the

longer the exposure. The rule

is that light decreases in j^ropor-

tion to the square of the distance.

Slides can be made with the

regular enlarging apparatus,
using a short focus lens. The
Graflex Enlarging and Reducing
Camera is well adapted for this

work and as the speed of a lan-

tern slide plate is about the same
as of Bromide Paper, slides can

be made either by daylight or

artificial light as preferred. Arti-

ficial light is more uniform than

daylight and for this reason less

variation of timing would be re-

quired when making exposures.

It should be borne in mind that

any light which is of a yellow

color will work slower and give

more contrast than a light in

which the violet predominates.

When using an artificial light

without condensing lenses one

or two thicknesses of opal flashed

porcelain glass should be used

to diffuse the light.

In making exposures, accuracy

in timing is desirable. An over

exposed or over developed slide

would show dark on the screen

when projected in the lantern.

The highlights of a good slide

should be clear and the half

tones and deep shadows should

be snappy with well defined

gradation. Many successful lan-

tern slide workers are accustomed
to slightly reduce the density of

practically all slides for the pur-

pose of clearing up the highlights,

using for this purpose a weak so-

lution of ferri-prussiate which is

flowed over the entire plate or

may be applied locally with a

soft brush. A half inch Siberian

wash brush is very useful. The
plate should be reduced after

fixing and before washing thor-

oughly as the Hypo remaining

in the emulsion is sufficient to

secure the desired clearing of the

highlights. Care must be exer-

cised in doing this as too strong

an application of the prussiate

would act too quickly and the

slide would be over reduced and
ruined.

For sejiia tones the Hypo alum-

toning bath will give very beauti-

ful results.

The beauty of lantern slides

may be enchanced by coloring if

skillfully done. For this purpose

transparent water colors should

be used. A frame something like
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By The Misses Selby

a retouching easel would be a

convenience in holding the slide

to be colored. Opaque or body
colors should not be used as

these do not transmit the light.

The colors giving best results are

\ elox Transparent Water Colors

"which are particularly recom-

mended for this purpose.

The completed slide should

have a suitable mask and be pro-

tected by a cover glass to which
it is bound with lantern slide

tape. When showing slides in a

lantern, the sky side is down and
cover glass, designated by a small

white sticker, is next to the light.

Xeu- York. X. Y.

BUSINESS WOMEN
Photography may still be

looked upon as a man's profes-

sion, but woman has long ago

taken her place in the photo-

graphic world and been recog-

nized as a very important factor

in the future development of the

photographic business.

We feel sure that our readers

will be interested in the work of

women who have made a business

as well as an artistic success of

photography, and we take espec-

ial pleasure in offering in this

issue of STL Dio Light a series of
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illustrations from the studio of

the Misses Selby, who for a num-
ber of years have been prom-

inent among New York photog-

raphers.

It is only reasonable to believe

that in many ways a woman is

better fitted to produce really

artistic pictures of women and
children than is a man, for who
knows more of her ways than one

of her own number, and who is

better able to apply this knowl-

edge to the making of photo-

graphs ?

To be sure, the greater num-
ber of our profession are men,
but there is probably a greater

proportion of women photog-

raphers who have gained dis-

tinction by reason of the real

artistic value of their woi-k, and

the Misses Selby are of this

nuimber.

Coming to this country from

London, England, these young
women opened their first New
York studio at Fifth Avenue and

18th Street, but a little later,

moved to 292 Fifth Avenue, and

about two years ago, reached

their present location at 628 Fifth

Avenue, each of these changes

naturally being made as the re-

sult of their high class clientele

gradually moving uptown.

The best class of New York
patrons are very discriminating,

and the Misses Selby, like many
others of our best photographers,

have found Etching Black and
Etching Sepia Platinum prints

from Seed Plate negatives, not

only best for expressing their

own individuality, but most
pleasing to their customers.

While much of the beauty of

the original prints is lost in re-

production, still one cannot but
appreciate the quality and profit

by the study of the work of the

Misses Selby which we are priv-

ileged to reproduce in this issue

of Studio Light.

PRACTI CAL
SUGGESTIONS
IDEAS THAT HAVE BEEN TRIED

BY PHOTOGRAPHERS AND
FOUND TO BE USEFUL

In loading plates into a holder,

of course you always go over

the surface of the plate with a

camel's hair brush to remove any

particles of dust. If the brush

is tin bound, there is danger of

scratching the plate. Stretch a

wide rubber band over the tin

and the danger is obviated.

Do you ever have trouble in

locating the brush and, as a con-

sequence, neglect to dust the

plates? If so, fasten a stout cord

to the handle of the brush and
tie the cord to a nail on the wall

or a shelf, where it can readily

be found in the dark. An elastic

cord is best because it can be

shorter.
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THE ONLY CON-
DITION

We make but one condi-

tion in our offer of cuts for

the use of photographers.

It is obvious that two

photographers in the same

town would not care to use

the same cut, and we are

therefore obhged to hmit

this offer to one photogra-

pher in a town. It will be

a case of first come first

served. The first order

from a city will be promjitly

filled. Succeeding orders (if

any) will necessarily be

turned down and the re-

mittance, of course, will be

returned. It is also obvious

that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings,

furnish any large variety of

cuts at the nominal prices

quoted, and therefore can

offer no substitute cut. The
thing to do is to get your

order mjirst, as it would not

be fair to give the man who
happens to get in his order

early one mo\\i\v, a permanent

advantage ; we shall book no

orders in advance. Thej-

must always specify the num-
ber of cut wanted. These cuts

consist of the illustrations

only, thus making it possi-

ble for the printer to change

the wording or the amount
of space to be occupied by

the wording if so desired.

C. K. Co., Ltd.

^ In Your Results

rers of sensitive photo-

, we use only the most

hemieals.

ese same chemicals means
favorable treatment of

of our manufacture—to

t and satisfactory results.

he sensitive materials and

Kodak Tested Chemicals.

ed with the mark of

zal Certainty.

The Living Picture

is our idea of a successful portrait.

This means a study of the character

and mood of the sitter—as well as of

salient features—and the facilities

for interpreting them.

Our studio equipment is up-to-

date, and the entire studio surrovmd-

ings are designed to put the sitter at

ease, enabling us to catch the living,

natural, everyday expression.

If this is your idea of a portrait,

you will appreciate our worii.

The Pyro Studio

No. 186. Price, 50 cents.
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Our Interest In Your Results

As manufacturers of sensitive photo-

graphic materials, we use only the most

carefully tested chemicals.

Your use of these same chemicals means
to us, the most favorable treatment of

sensitive goods of our manufacture—to

you, more perfect and satisfactory results.

In justice to the sensitive materials and

your results, use Kodak Tested Chemicals.

Get acquainted with the mark of

Chemical Certainty.

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada
All Dealerfi
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Latest Style Mounts
Our representatives are carrying*

samples of all the new lines for

Sprini^- of 1913. Be sure and see

them before placing your orders.

We will be ])repared to fill orders

prom])tly.

<

Seed, Royal and Stanley

Plates AliL'ays in Stock

Paper orders filled promptly.

The D. H. Hogg Co., Reg'd,

IGO Craig St. W.

Montreal, Quebec
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The New Artiira Printer
The distinct advantages of the Artura Printer are in a large

measure due to the fact that it has been designed by practical devel-

oping-out paper printers who know the essential points of a machine
for this work, and is manufactured by skilled mechanics who are

thoroughly familiar with the needs of the profession.

It is substantially constructed on scientific principles—is positive

in its action and rapidly and easily manipulated. The cabinet has a
14 X 17 drop leaf at either side to hold the paper and exposed prints

and occupies only 24 x 37 inches of floor space.

The Artura Printer is the most practical and convenient device
on the market for printing Artura and other gaslight papers.

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited

Toronto. Canada
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THE EASTMAN
PLATE TANK
Makes a shorter day's work,

a better day's work.

Less work is economy of time and

energy, while better work is economy

of materials. Tank developed negatives

are not only uni-

formly developed

negatives—they

are clean, snappy

and briUiant— free

from linger marks,

scratches and fog.

Canadian Kodak
Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada

All l>ealers.
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Do You

Guess at

The Time?

The traveler who makes a guess at

the time is pretty sure to guess wrong

and miss his train. With you, guess-

ing means loss of time, paper, chemi-

eals and temper.

Wh\' guess when >'ou can kno\\' b>

using an Eastman Timer ?

PRICE SJ.OO

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada
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THE ADVANTAGES OF

ROYLON
ROYLON with hydrochinon makes a vigorous

developer for photographic papers.

ROYLON gives rich warm tones— is not easily

exhausted.

ROYLON is specially suited to those who are

subject to the irritating effects of other

developers. In most of these cases

there are no ill effects from its use.

THE PRICE
1 ounce bottle $ .60

V4 pound " 2.25

Vo "
'" ....... 4.25

1 " " 8.00

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

All Dealers. Torouto, Canada.
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Use the Best Goods
SEED

ROYAL
STANLEY

PLATES
ARTURA

VELOX
AZO
ANGELO

ARISTO

PAPERS

CHEMICALS AND SUNDRIES

All orders prompily and carefully attended to.

J. G. Ramsey & Co., Limited,

m King St. West, Toronto.
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The Durbar Style
For the "Slip-in" or Matted Developed Print.

BufF, Redeveloped, Sepia, Black and White, 4x6—
Square and Oval.

Colors— Gray, Buff, Brown, Arturatone.

The Durbar— is an exceptionally rich mount for the "slip-in"

print, and entirely different to the ordinary mount of this style.

The flap not only holds the print down, but gives a rich deckled

insert effect. Add to this a rich stripe finish on the mount proper,

and you have a flexible mounter for the "slipped-in" or matted print

that combines all the artistic features of the tipped effect with the

matted effect as well. Send for sample of this style.

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY

The Canadian Card Co., Toronto, Can.



oUR POLICY
Our business was established on a quality basis.

It has grown because we act on the belief that we
can maintain our position in the trade just so long as

we make better goods than our competitors— and no

longer.

Our customers receive the benefit of the most ad-

vanced photographic thought of Europe and America.

Our American and foreign factories are in constant

touch with each other. Each has the benefit of the

work and the discoveries of the other. The very

breadth of our business enables us to give to each de-

partment absolutely the best that the world affords in

technical skill and in producing facilities. The man
with a new photographic idea turns to Rochester for

a market just as he turns to Washington for his letters

patent

.

Our theory is that we can best serve ourselves by
supplying our customers the best goods. Our acts

have made this Theory a Policy, for we have not

merely the desire to make the best goods but the

means of converting that desire into a Reality.

In our thirty years in the photographic business

there have been several revolutionary changes. Doubt-
less there will be many more. Whatever they may be
our Policy shall be to furnish (without following every

mere \vill-o'-the wisp) the very best of those goods
which painstaking testing shall prove to be of benefit

to our customers in the Simplification of Photographic
Processes and the Advancement of the Art.

E. K. Co.



FROM AN AIITURA IRIS PRINT

By Charles F. Toivnsend

Des Moines, Iowa
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r^ ET THE BUSINESS
^^ Advertise that you are the

photographer in jour town and

people will come to know you—
will point you out as Smith, the

Photographer. When they see

your work, they will remember
you, and when they see j'ou,

they will remember your work,

and when they see your advertis-

ing-, they remember both. Then
when they want pictures made,
you get the business.

What do people buj' and why
do they buy it .''

This problem should interest

everj'one who has anything to

sell, and the fact that your busi-

ness is not as large as that of a

department store, does not mean
that your methods of selling

should be radically different or

that you need give no thought

to the subject.

Ask any successflil merchant
why certain goods sell better

than others, and he will tell you
it is quality plus advertising. Even
poor goods can be sold by adver-

tising, but a second sale is not

likely, and either one of two
articles, equally good, can be

sold almost to the exclusion of

the other, by good advertising.

Count on your fingers ten

things that you buy regularly

and see how many of them are

articles that are extensively ad-

vertised. Go home and look in

your wife's pantry and see how
many advertised articles she

buys, and then stop and think.

Why does she buy these things

in preference to many others

which are, in many instances, just

as good ? It's advertising.

Many of these articles are ad-

vertised nationally and you be-

come familiar with them in that

way. You have a desire to try

a particular article because you
have learned something about it,

— you become convinced it is

good and you want it. A local

dealer advertises it for sale and
you ask for it, as though it were

an old friend. The sale is the

result of good advertising. And
it is true in the photographic
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business just the same as in any

other Hue of business. Practic-

ally all trade-marked, nationally

advertised goods are sold directly

to the consumer as manufactured.

The particular manufacturer gets

the direct benefit of his adver-

tising as well as the retailer.

Our national advertising differs

in that every photographer is

benefitted equally, because we
are not advertising our goods to

the consumer, but the photog-

rapher's goods. The photogra-

pher's name, which might be

likened to a trade mark, must
become known to the public by
the photographer's own adver-

tising.

We are making all sorts of

people want pictures, but you

must make them want your pict-

ures, and there's only one way
to do it. Make good work and
advertise.

The February Mujisey's, Re-

view of Reviews, World' s Work
and March Americari will carr\'

your advertisement as full pages,

the coytx being the same as shown
on page 5.

It's advertising that makes
people think pictures, makes
them want pictures, and it's up
to you to make them think of

your studio and you everj' time

they have photographs enter

their minds. Nothing but your

own advertising will do it. Be-

gin now and let the other fellow

wonder why you are getting the

business.

BETTER RESULTS-
MORE BUSINESS

Every photographer who has

any occasion to do work of a

commercial nature, runs across a

snag sooner or later in the form

of reflections. And there's an-

other snag that is often found
right alongside of the reflection

snag, and that is, lack of detail

in the object, due to its color.

The field of commercial pho-

tography is broadening every day
and the photographer who is

alive to the opportunities pre-

sented by the increased sale of

manufactured goods, through the

agency of good photographs, is

finding a new source of profit.

By having his studio ])roperly

equipped for the handling of this

work and by keeping in touch

with the best methods of pro-

ducing satisfactory results, he is

fortifying himself against compe-
tition, for while others may do
tlie work chea])er, the manufac-
turer realizes that it is the best

photograph of an article that

makes the most sales.

In catalogue illustration it is

true that artist's work will over-

come the defects of a poor pho-

tograph, but this work is expen-

sive, and bears the mark of art-

ificiality, which robs the picture

of its effectiveness and selling

power.

The satisfactory growth of

commercial photograjjhy. as ap-

plied to the sale of manufactured
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"How I shall miss vou

When yf)u are grown."

What the poet sang every mother's

heart has felt. Baby's photograph

taken now and then will preserve the

image and memory of baby davs for

all time.

Clever photographers, with the fast

lenses and fast plates of to-day, also

get wonderful results in baby pictures.

How long since you have had your

baby's picture taken ?

There s a photographer in your town,

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. ^

.
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A. Ordinary Plate without Filter.

goods, must, we believe, depend
entirely u]ion the quality of the

work produced by the photogra-

pher. Straight photography will

truthfully reproduce the most
difficult subjects. It is simply a

matter of suitable plates and suit-

able color filters.

With the Wratten Panchro-

matic plate, which is sensitive to

the entire spectrum, including

deep red, and a set of Wratten

& Wainwright Orthochromatic

and Contrast Filters, a photog-

rapher can secure a faithful re-

production of the most difficult

subj ect

.

We reproduce several photo-

graphs which have been made by
users of Wratten Panchromatic

plates and filters, and which tell

the plain truth without exagger-

ation. They will suggest a

method of dealing with subjects

which, to many, have seemed
too difficult to even attempt.
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Wratten Panchromatic Plate. K-.? Filter,

Our first illustration, A. is a

good exami)le of what an ordinary

plate will do towards exagger-

ating the minute scratches which

almost any poUshed wooden sur-

foce contains. These scratches

reflect blue rays of light and as

the center of the table is a light

yellow wood and the edge ma-
hogany, the ordinarj' plate ac-

centuates the scratches, the yel-

low and red woods photographing
dark.

Illustration B shows the result

obtained by using a Wratten
Panchromatic plate and K-3 fil-

ter. The blue reflections fi'om

the scratches are cut out by this

yellow filter, and the yellow and
red wood, as well as the decora-

tions in color, are rendered in

the same contrast our eye sees in

the original. The first case is

failure, the plate being incapable

of rendering a jierfect negative,

while the second shows in a
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C. Oiiliuary Plate without Filter.

<Hi5. C'O: 30.'H.35'.t

D. Wiatten Panchromatic Plate, Red A Filter.

startling manner the effect of the

pi'oper filter on the color-sensi-

tive plate.

Plates C and D offer an ex-

ample in which detail is the im-

portant factor. Plate C is prac-

tically without selling value and
would hardly be recognized as

the same article shown in Plate

D. Plate C is the result secured

bj' using the ordinary plate with-

out a filter, while Plate D is the

result of the Wratten Panchro-

matic and the red A filter.

One other example will prob-

ably suffice to show the great

advantage of the color sensitive

plate and proper filter in com-



FROM AN ARTLUA IRIS TRINT

By Charles F. Toini>

De.t Moines, hiirn

-nd
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E. Ordinao' Plate.

mercial work. Plates E and F
show the results from the ordi-

nary color blind plate, and the

wonderful improvement where
the Panchromatic and proper fil-

ter are used. In the first in-

stance there is almost a complete
lack of detail, while scratches

are also in evidence, but in the

second, nothing more could be
desired. The grain of the wood
is brought out in a way which
would please anj' manufacturer

of fine furniture.

These examples are not out of

the ordinary and may be readily

duplicated bj- any photographer.

F. Panchromatic Plate.

The result that will be olitained

b}- using any particular Wratten
& Wainwright filter with a Wrat-
ten Panchromatic plate, and the

best filter for any difficult sub-

ject, is determined by examining

the subject through the various

filters. The object will photo-

graph on the Panchromatic plate

just as it appears with the filter

to the ej'e.

If you want to get all there

is out of photograi)hy you must
get the best possible result for

the customer you are working

for. And better results reduce

competition.
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FROM AN ARTURA IRIS PRINT

By Charles F. Toicnseiid

oUR ILLUSTRATIONS
Our readers will no doubt

be glad of the opportunity of

studying the series of illustra-

tions which we are permitted to

reproduce from the work of Mr.
Charles F. Townsend, of Des
Moines, Iowa.

Mr. Townsend has always
been very prominent in Conven-
tion work, having filled the va-

rious offices in his State Associa-

tion, including that of president,

with great credit both to himself

and the Association. He was
honored with the office of second

Des MoineSy Iowa

vice-president of the National

Association at the Milwaukee
Convention in 1910, was made
first vice-president at the St.

Paul Convention in 1911, and
was chosen at the recent Phila-

delphia Convention to fill that

of president.

Mr. Townsend is at present

wrajjped up in the affairs of the

National Association, and with

his efficient hoard to back u]) his

personal efforts, the success of

the Kansas City Convention is

assured.

Mr. Townsend comes of a
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family of photographers, his

father having been in the busi-

ness for a number of years before

him, and a brother at present

conducting a studio at Lincohi,

Neb. No doubt there is a natu-

ral aptitude for the photograi)hic

business in the Townsend family

— at any rate the high standard

of Avorkmanship characteristic of

the Townsend Studio has won for

him a most enviable clientele.

Our reproductions are from
Artura Iris prints, this being

the pajjcr in Avhich Mr. Town-
send finds unapproachable print

quality

.

oN STICKING TO THE
JOB

BY THE OFFICE BOY

I noat that the Convention iz

goin' 2 B held awaj- oute in the

wilde an' wooley west this yere

an' I'm w(jnderin' ifwere liabull 2
B attackted by the blud thursty

redskinz or if the kowboys will

shute up the town.

I ast the Boss wuz we likkly

2 C anny Indians at the Conven-
tion, an' he sed that mos' uzually

they wuz sum on hand.

I borried ma's kloze line to

praktis throwin' the roap Bkaus
I may B able 2 get a job kow
punchin', an' ma she kuddent
find it las' Mondaj', an' she had

l^a reezon with me. I don' rel-

lish mi meals quite so mutch
standin' up, but it may tuffeii

me for kow boyin'.

I ast the Boss wuz he ever

skalped an' he sed yes but not

bi no injun.

The Boss says the nobel i-ed-

skin aint got no monopolly on
hair liftin', an' that there's lots

of fellers with diamons in there

shert frontz, ruiuiin' loose, that

kan do a far neeter job.

I tole the Boss that I thot

that may bee I would like a job

Kow punchin', an' he says that

thair wuz lots ov fellers in the

saim bote.

The Boss says that the feller

that wants to chaing jobs every

littel while is uzually az suckces-

ful az he wood B tryin' to hang
hiz kloze on a wireless telegraft

line.

The Boss says that the trubbel

with moast ov uz iz that we think

we wood lie jeenuses in anny line

but our oan, an' that if we wood
spend az mutch time diggin' in

on our oan jobs as we do in

dreemin' how grate we wood B if

we wuz runnin a bank, we wood-
ent hav 2 do mutch worryin'.

I ast the Boss did it hert a

yung feller 2 do a litlel dreemin'

aboute the futcher, an' he saj^s

not if you do it at nite when
yure in the hay.

I had to unpak a hole lot ov

nu goods the oather day an' I

tole the Boss that I thot may B
I wuz oaver workin', an' he sed

he wuz glad I had a thot, an'

that if I WTiz oaver workin'

I'd bee 2 blaim tired 2 think

aboute it.



FROM AN ARTLRA IRIS TRINT

By Charles F. Tou-nsend

Des Moines, Intra
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The Boss say one of the wurst

Dzeeezes a feller can get iz self-

l)ittyeetis, an' that when you git

to taikin' pittj' on yureself, yure

slippin', an' noboddy ever slip-

ped up hill yet.

The Boss says that when he
begins to fele awl woar oute he

uzually finds that it haz kum
fi"om wrastlin' with 2 manny ov

them big blak cigars of hiz, an'

knot frum nientle strane in the

pitcher taikin' bizness.

I ast the Boss wuz I liabull to

have nientle strane an' he says

nope, that I lakked the prin-

cipple ingreedient.

MORE PROFIT
"Yes, we had a rattling

good business du.ing December
— couldn't have I een better in

fact, unless we had been able to

make some enlargements, but

we didn't have the room nor the

time to bother with them."
A man really made that re-

mark, and there are probably

others who had the same exj)eri-

ence, for this holiday season was
surely a hummer. But is there

really any excuse for letting this

enlarging business get awaj' from

you }

Read over the Eastman pro-

fessional booklet on enlarging

and see if you don't think you
could have made your own en-

largements just as well as not.

You know it is profitable work,

but possibly you have never
made a study of its requirements.

If you have an Aristo Lamp,
it is not necessary to use con-

densers. The reflecting cone of

the Graphic Enlarging Camera,
used with the Aristo Lamj), gives

ample illumination, and a Hashed
opal glass will give the greatest

amount of diffusion with the

least obstruction of the light.

One sheet of this flashed opal

glass has the diffusing power of

two or three sheets of ground

glass.

But j'ou say you haven't the

room to work in.

Let's see how much room it

will take. Suppose jour dark-

room is eight feet long and there

is a partition between the dark-

room and printing room. You
can have your Aristo Lamp in

the printing room with the cone

between the lamp and the dark-

room partition, in which an
opening of the proper size has

been cut. This leaves the entire

length of the dark-room for en-

larging. If a lens of ten-inch

focus is used and a four times

enlargement is wanted, the dis-

tance from the negative to the

enlarging easel will be slightly

over five feet; so even a smaller

dark-room could be used, if nec-

essary. The tables in the book-

let on enlarging give the exact

distance necessary between
lenses of different focus and the

enlarging easel for the making
of enlargements from two to
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twenty times the size of the

original miage.

Enlargements may lie made in

any part of the studio at night

by using the F. & S. Aristo

Lamp Jacket, a device that fits

snugly over the lamp, allowing

no light to escape except into

the cone of the enlarging
camera.

Enlargements, up to any size

on Velox, Artura Carbon Black

or Bromide, are made without

the necessity of fitting up a

special room. The jacket is con-

structed entirely of metal and

may be quickly attached to the

lamp and as readily removed.

The R. O. C. Enlarging Back
is similar in construction to the

back of the Graphic Enlarging

Camera and may be instantly

attached to the back of a view

camera, in place of the regular

ground glass frame, if it is de-

sired to make an improvised en-

larging camera. It may be used

with either artificial or day-light,

has a negative carrier with full

set of nested kits, and grooves

for Hashed opal or ground glass

diffusing screens.

The flashed opal glass is a de-

cided advantage where it is nec-

essary to have all the illumina-

tion possible with the greatest

amount of diffusion. This glass

may be had from your dealer at

the following prices

:

7x 7 . . . . $0.75

8x10 75
10 X 10 90

10x12
11 X 14

14 X 17

I .90

1.50

2.25

Artura Carbon Black is. with-

out question, the best paper on

the market for the professional

making high-class portrait en-

largements. It fully preserves

all the delicacy and gradation

of the original negative, the en-

largement being very difficult to

detect from a contact jirint.

With the introduction of Artura

Carbon Black Buff Stock, the

variety of grades afforded is am-
ple for duplicating the effect of

practically any contact print.

Make your own enlargements

and your interest in securing

orders for this kind of work will

be greater and your profits will

increase in greater proportion, for

enlargements do not entail the

original cost of negative making
^they are velvet.

The booklet, "Etilarging for

the Professional," may be had
from your dealer or will be mailed

on request.

YOUR COMPETITION
When a woman has ten

dollars saved up to buy photo-

graphs and bu}"s a new hat in-

stead, it means that the photog-

rapher around the corner is not

your only competition. The mil-

liner is getting some of your

business.
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GETTING INTO THE
HARNESS

At the call of the president,

Chas. F. Townsend, the Execu-

tive Committee of the P. A. of

A, met at the Baltimore Hotel

in Kansas City, on January 6th.

President Townsend appoint-

ed his committees and the secre-

tary was instructed to have pre-

pared, a letter of resolutions to

the senators and representatives

in Congress for the five states

represented on the board, asking

them to assist in defeating the

portion of the Lodge bill relat-

ing to the sale and display of

photographs.

Various suggestions and plans

for the 1913 National Convention

were discussed and the following

resolutions unanimously adojited

:

That a six-day convention he

held, beginning July 31, 1913;

that Kansas City's offer of the

use of Convention Hall be ac-

cepted ; that a practical studio in

operation under the best talent

obtainable, be arranged on the

floor of Convention Hall, and un-

der the charge of the president,

assisted by the secretary. That
the Kansas City Entertainment

Committee's offer of automobile

rides at 8:00 a. m. and 4:30
p. m., during the week, for

tours of parks and boulevards,

and Wednesday evening of Con-

vention week at Electric Park,

as their guest, be accepted with

thanks.

That not more than five pic-

tures be solicited from each ex-

hibitor, to be passed upon by a

jury-

That the Association publish a

record of the convention.

That not more than 20 pic-

tures be selected from the ex-

hibits for reproduction in the

Record, these to be only from

the work of members in good
standing.

Details of the interesting pro-

gram will be given out later.

Kansas City's Convention Hall

is the largest and most conven-

iently arranged building the As-

sociation has had for many years,

and there will be ample room for

all exhibitors, with larger spaces

for disjilay and no necessity of

crowding.

Make your plans now for an

exhibit and a visit to Kansas City

for the National.

MALL FISH
> HARDEST

BITE

A well known photographer of

Sjiokane, Wash., whom we will

call Smith, tells a good story on

himself, which is worth repeating.

Smith was a young photog-

rapher at the time and his idea

of a real top notch workman was
an Omaha man named Eaton

One day a tramp background
painter drifted into Smith's

studio and asked for a job paint-

ing backgrounds. Smith didn't
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need any Avork of the kind, but
the man said he had just come
from Omaha, where he had
painted some grounds for Eaton,

so Smith decided he must be
good. Eaton was a great man
in the eyes of Smith, and if this

man was capable of painting for

such men as Eaton, he was surely

a good background painter, so

Smith gave him a job painting a

large group ground.

Wht-n the ground was finished

it was something awful, but see-

ing he had bit. Smith paid up
without a word of protest.

As the painter was leaving the

studio, he remarked: "It's a

queer thing about that man
Eaton. After I got through
with his backgrounds, he most
had a fit, and doggonned if he'd

l)ay me a cent.

"

ASAFE CIRCUIT
" Flash ! Bang ! Sizz !

—
and then darkness."

"Jimmy!— light a candle and
bring me a fuse plug. That
flash of lightning hit a Avire

somewhere and put our lights

out."

You have probablj- had this

experience if you use electricity,

and you know that a new fuse

plug fixes things up again in

short order.

This is a Tested Chemical story

and if you are interested in the
welfare of your business, keep on

reading and get the ]ioint of the

story

.

When a man wires your studio

for electricity, he i)uts in several

fuse plugs at the point where the
Avires from the outside connect
Avith those on the inside. In

fact, the connection is through
these plugs and in them lies the
safety of the inside Aviring.

The current is tested by the
fuse in the plug. That is to say,

if the outside current is too

strong, the fuse bums out and
disconnects your lamps from the

temporary overcharge from the
outside Avires. A new fuse puts

your light system in order again.

Were it not for this fuse plug
— if your AAiring Avas directly

connected Avith the heavy Avires

outside— CA^ery overcharge of
those Avires would burn out the

lamps in your studio, Avhich

Avould be a very expensive pro-

position.

Eastman Tested Chemicals
come to you onh- after they have
gone through the safeguarding

hands of our chemical testing ex-

perts. They are tested both for

over and under-strength and are

only allowed to pass and reach

your studio in a unifoini condition

— in a condition Avhich assures

you of securing the best possible

results.

The circuit runs from the
chemical factory, through the

testing fuse plug of our laborato-

ries, and into your studio. If

there is an over or under-charge
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FROM AN ARTURA IRIS PRINT

By Charles F. Townsend

of strength or a lacking in })urity.

the chemicals never reach jou.

If you are really interested in

securing the very best results,

you will connect up with this

circuit. We have established it

that your results might be safe-

guarded, for our success^ as well

as yours, depends upon your re-

sults.

Get acquainted with the mark
of chemical certainty, the K. K.

Tested Chemical Seal. It is the

fuse plug between the manufac-
turer and your results.

Des Moines, Iowa

THE CAMERA LN TEST
WORK

Not only is the camera a valu-

able aid in accurately recording

the appearance of the finished

product, but it is frequently

called upon to determine the

value of the things that enter

into its make-up.
Recently the camera Avas em-

ployed as an aid in choosing fit-

tings for motor cars at the Pierce-

Arrow plant at Buffalo. It was
necessary to make a choice be-
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tween several kinds of head-

lamps, and road tests at night

were not considered infallible in

result because of the possibility

of differing weather conditions.

So the camera was called upon.

On the night of the camera test

a large screen was placed against

a blank w'all and the car with

which the test was made was
stationed some little distance

away, facing the fixed position.

As each set of headlights was
fixed to the supports on the car

and the lights switched on, two
photogra])hs were made—one of

the screen alone to show the pro-

jection of the lamps' rays, and
the other of the ground between
the lamp and the screen to illus-

trate the diffusion. All the ex-

posures were made under exactly

the same conditions, the plates

were all developed together and
the prints made together. In

this manner the resulting photo-

graphic prints gave an accurate

idea of the comparative lighting

power of the various lamps tried

out.
^^

^~^ PRACTICAL
SUGGESTIONS
IDEAS THAT HAVE BEEX TRIED

BY PHOTOGRAPHERS AND
FOUND TO BE CSEFCL

A very effective method used

by some photographers for hold-

ing back the shadows in printing

from a negative that is not tech-

nically perfect, is as follows:

Work up a small chunk of

j)utty until it is soft, and roll

into a ball, using this to lightly

tap the glass side of the nega-

tive where the shadows are too

thin. The grease left on the

glass will reduce the amount of

light passing through the parts

of the negative so treated and it

may be removed very quickly

with an ordinary cloth.

Where this treatment is not

sufficient, a small amount of yel-

low or red dry color may be

worked in with the putty, and a

greater amount of light will be

retarded.

If a large bromide print is to

be framed, have the print slightly

larger than the rabbet measure of

the frame. When print is thor-

oughly dry, go over the back with

a sponge that is slightlj' damp.
This will make the paper limj;),

but should not moisten the face

of the print. Cut a piece of pulp

board, exact size for backing.

Lay the print on the frame and
the pulp board on the print and
press the two into the frame
together. Fasten with brads in

the usual way, allowing them to

go through the edges of the pro-

jecting paper. Allow to dry thor-

oughly before covering the back
and the print will stretch tight

without wrinkles.

This method is used by many
framers in preference to mount-
ing prints.
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THE ONLY CON-
DITION

We make but one condi-

tion in our offer of cuts for

the use of photographers.

It is obvious that t%vo

photograjihers in the same
town would not care to use

the same cut, and we are

therefore obhged to limit

this offer to one photogra-

pher in a town. It will be

a case of first come first

served. The first order

from a city will be i)romi)tl.v

filled. Succeediiig orders (if

any) will necessarily be
turned down and the re-

mittance, of course, will be
returned. It is also obvious

that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings,

furnish any large varietj' of

cuts at the nominal prices

quoted, and therefore can

offer no substitute cut. The
thing to do is to get your

order in Jij-st, as it would not

be fair to give the man who
happens to get in his order

early one month , a. perjna iic >i I

advantage ; we shall book no
orders in advance. They
must always specify the num-
ber of cut wanted. These cuts

consist of the illustrations

only, thus making it possi-

ble for the printer to change
the wording or the amount
of space to be occupied by
the wording if so desired.

E. K. Co.

AT YOUR BEST
there is life— action—and a

subtle play to your expression.

These pleasing characteristics

are caught by our fjxst lenses

and reproduced in our portraits.

Bright dai/.s and lung' sit-

tings are unnecessary xcith our
modern equipment

.

The Pyro Studio

No. 187. Price, 30 cents.
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BULLETIN: THE EASTMAN SCHOOL OF
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY FOR 1913

New York, N. Y February 4, 5, 6

Philadel|)hia, Pa Feliruary 11, 12, 13

Pittsburg, Pa February 19, 20, 21

Buffalo, N. Y February 25, 26. 27

Cleveland, O March 4, 5, 6

Indianapolis, Ind March 11, 12, 13

Chicago, 111. .......... . March 19, 20, 21

Detroit, Mich. ......... March 26, 27, 28

Cincinnati, O. . . o . . . . o . . . April 1, 2, 3
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L
The Simplified Developing" Agent

for Photographic Papers

A single chemical instead of two—less

trouble to prepare—results equal to any

combination of developing agents.

Just add the sodas, bromide and wood

alcohol to an ounce of Tozol. There's

nothing so simple—nothing so good for

developing papers.

Tozol costs less—goes further.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers.
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Be Sure of the

Temperature

Many of the print troubles

of cold weather are due to

cold solutions and over-

exposure.

It takes but a moment to

test your solutions and A\^ith

the proper temperature and

exposure your troubles are

at an end.

^"- n iti gi— .rr- TUT- ju <il
-

Eastman Thermometer . . $0.50

Thermometer Stirring Rod . .60

EASTxMAX KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

At Your Dealer s.
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GOOD INSURANCE.
Every good photographer judges his chemicals by the re-

sults obtained. If the chemical is low gi-ade, if the container

is the cheapest to be had, if the sj'stem of packing is taken

care of at the minimum of expense, you will agree there is

little likelihood of the chemicals keeping properly or giving

the best results.

That is whj' we either make or procure the best chemicals

to be had—use mostly glass containers, which insure the chem-
icals reaching your hands in a perfect condition— see that all

containers are properlj' stoppered, labeled and accompanied bj*

suitable foi-mulas for the preparing of solutions. If there is

any difference in price, and in most cases there isn't, the dif-

ference covers these little precautions that insure your results.

Get acquainted with the mark of
Chemical Certainty.

EASTMAX KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All r>e(tlej\s.
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THE EASTMAN
PLATE TANK
Makes a shorter day's work,

a better day's work.

Less work is economy of time and

energy, while better work is economy

of materials. Tank developed negatives

are not only uni-

formly developed

negatives— they

are clean, snappy

and brilliant — free

from linger marks,

scratches and fog.

Eastman Kodak
Company,

Rochester^ N. Y.

AU Dealers.
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EASTMAN

PLATINUM
The papers of quality and refine-

ment—approved by those who are

competent to judge—used by those

who are discriminating enough to

demand the best.

The indescribable tone and text-

ure of an EB or ES print is ap-

preciated on sight.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
All Dealens-.
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The R. O. C. Enlarging Back

Instantly attached to the back of a view camera in

phice of the ground glass frame. Made in two sizes,

6' '-> X 8^2 ^nd 8 X 10, for Empire State and Premo

View Cameras. Adapted to fit R. O. C. or Century

View Cameras without extra charge.

R. O. C. Enlarging Back with Negative

Carrier and full set of nested kits, $8.00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Orderfrom your dealer.
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S12000
-r

will place

the new

No. 8

CENTURY
OUTFIT
in your

Studio.

Here is what the price includes

:

1 11 X 14 Century Grand Portrait Camera with new focusing

arrangement.

1 11 X 14 Semicentennial Stand.

1 Reversible Back for 11 x 14 Century View Plate Holders. Adjust

able for making either one or two exposures on a plate.

Sliding- Attachment for 8 x 10 Curtain Slide Plate Holder.

.Adapter for 8 x 10 Attachment to take 5x7 Curtain Slide Holder.

11 X 14 Century Double View Plate Holder.

8 X 10 Century Curtain Slide Holder with 6'A x 8^A Kit.

5x7 Curtain Slide Holder.

The newest and most elaborate of the

Century Outfits.

Century Camera Division

Eastman Kodak Co. Rochester, N. Y.
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IT FITS IN WITH THE PRICE YOU ASK
^"

FOR YOUR HIGH GRADE
TIPPED PRINTS

THE DECKELTINT
4 X 6, 5 X 8, 7 X 10, 7 X 11 and odd sized, Buff and Sepia tones.

Rich hand flnislied extra weisrht ra? stock with inserts of finer finish but
- line material— all deckled—delicate shades with fine line eti'ects that give the
tiiurh of finish. Sample on receipt of seven one-cent stamps.

DESIGNED AST) MANTJFACTLRED BY

TAPRELL, LOOMIS cV COMPANY
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

The Lead'uKj Card Sovelti/ House of America.



oUR POLICY
Our business was established on a quality basis.

It has grown because we act on the belief that we
can maintain our position in the trade just so long as

we make better goods than our competitors— and no

longer.

Our customers receive the benefit of the most ad-

vanced photographic thought of Europe and America.

Our American and foreign factories are in constant

touch with each other. Each has the benefit of the

work and the discoveries of the other. The very

breadth of our business enables us to give to each de-

partment absolutely the best that the world affords in

technical skill and in producing facilities. The man
with a new photographic idea turns to Rochester for

a market just as he turns to Washington for his letters

patent

.

Our theory is that we can best serve ourselves by

suppljing our customers the best goods. Our acts

have made this Theory a Policy, for we have not

merely the desire to make the best goods but the

means of converting that desire into a Reality.

In our thirty years in the photographic business

there have been several revolutionary changes. Doubt-
less there will be many more. Whatever they may be

our Policy shall be to furnish (without following every

mere will-o'-the wisp) the very best of those goods
which painstaking testing shall prove to be of benefit

to our customers in the Simplification of Photographic

Processes and the Advancement of the Art.

E. K. Co.
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MORE BUSINESS
ENLARGED ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
FOR PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS

6,460,000 copies.

That is the accepted circula-

tion per issue of the magazines

that, beginning with April, will

carry the "photographer-in-

your-town" advertising.

It isn't a big list of magazines,

but it is a list of big magazines.

It is a list of accepted leaders

:

CosmopolitdJi, Everybody's, Mc-
Clure's, Munscy, Saturday Even-

ing Post, Ladies' Home Journal

and Woman's Home Companion.

We shall not use all ofthem every

month, but sometimes we shall,

and it is to be big space right

through, full pages in the stand-

ards and quarter pages in the

Post and the women's papers.

We know that this advertising

pulled last year. With the cumu-
lative effect and the fact that we
are adding about a million and a

quarter circulation there will be

bigger results this year. We are

especially enthusiastic over what

the women's papers should do.

It's an expensive move. Those
quarter pages in the Ladies' Home
Journal will cost us $1,500.00
apiece. But we believe that the

women pretty nearly control the

family expenditures on such
things as photographs— that you
will get results worth while from
this unique publicit}'.

There has been too much
apathy on this question of familj'^

portraits. The apathy log must
be moved out of the business

path. We have taken a firm hold

on the big end of the log. Gen-
eral publicity will get it clear off

the ground. But we can't pull

it off the path while the little end
drags. Local publicity will lift

the little end.

That's up to you.

Business is better. But then,

we can all stand it ifwe get more.
\\'e ean get more if you will help

wake people up to the fact that

duty, pleasure and family pride

combine in demanding more
visits to the photographer -in

-

your -town.
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FROM A DEMONSTRA-
TOR

In the November, 1912. issue

of the Studio Light I read an

article on the Post Card situa-

tion. You may be interested in

the experience of one of my cus-

tomers in that Hue.

A certain photographer in

, doing a veiy fine quality

of popular priced work, was
forced to make post cards by
competition. He decided to

make the best of it by playing

on every string in the harp.

He makes white ground Azo
E cards for a dollar per dozen.

He gives them a great deal of

attention and makes them as good
as he possibly can. He makes
from two to four negatives and
shows proof. He retouches the

negatives with care. The result

is that he sells cards from several

negatives in most cases, charging

for extra retouching. ^ ery often

he gets an order at once for two
or three dozen cards. He makes
an 8 X 10 enlargement on Iris

])aj5er and double mounts it.

When the customer calls for the

work, he shows the neatly made
print and admires it himself as a

])retty sample of his work. The
])rice is asked and he makes it

only a dollar with a chance at a

frame sale. He sold forty-eight

of the first fifty enlargements

that he made.
This gentleman's books show

that in December, 1912, he aver-

aged $4.85 per order. The
highest priced Avork that he
makes will not run over $15.00
per dozen. The post cards do not

seem to lower the average amount
or price of the better work to any

great extent. It's additional

business. The cards are made
good enough to ui)hold the high

standard of quality for this

"Bread and Butter and large

slice of Cake Studio."

ARE YOU OVERLOOK-
ING OPPORTUNITIES

There is a greater demand
every day for the specialist— for

the man who does one or two
things better than others in the

same general line of business.

You have met them and had
need for their services.

You send for a certain deco-

rator, not merely to have new
paper put on your walls, but

because you know you can rely

ui)on his taste in selection— his

aliility to do that one thing bet-

ter than others. In the same way
you have come to depend upon
specialists in medicine, mechaii-

ics, law, and a score of other

professions; but how about pho-

tography ?

We have some few photo-
graphic sjiecialists in the larger

cities, and most of them are ad-

vertising and making money, but

some of the inquiries we have

received since we began our ad-
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"•Mother was a beauty in her younger

days."

Mother may smile deprecatingly— but

—

Watch her go to the little top drawer and

take out the precious photograph "taken

before I was married." Chances are she

will also tell you of her admirers. And

we can believe they were many.

What a priceless record of her younger

charms that photograph is to mother,

and—to you.

Modern photography can do infinitely

more to preserve the record of yours.

There s a photographer in your town,

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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vertising campaign for the pho-

tographei" would lead us to be-

lieve that many opportunities for

very profitable business are being

overlooked in the smaller cities.

For example, the following

card was received from a lady in

a city of over 40,000 population :

Eastman Kodak Co.

Dkar Snis :— Is there a photogra-

pher in this city wlio makes pictures

of babies in the home; one who
conies to the house? If so, please

tell me who it is.

Very truly,

Mrs. L. M.
1401 E. 11th St.

We can't help thinking, when
we receive such inquiries, that

either our advertising for the

photographer has reached further

than his, in his own town, or that

he is not willing to go after this

business of home-portraiture.
When people have money to

spend for home portraits and

can't find a photographer to do

the work for them, it indicates

that there is certainly a field

open to the specialist— the man
who is willing to break away

from studio traditions and go

after business as well as have it

come to him.

Our grandfathers took their

wheat to the mill and brought

home their flour, but the miller

of today doesn't wait for things

to come to him. He goes after

the grain, makes a special brand

of flour and advertises it, and if

you are to keep abreast of pres-

ent day conditions, you must not

only sjiecialize but you must let

the people know in what you are

specializing.

The lady who wishes home
portraits is not going to give up
the idea, pack uj) her wardrobe
and the children's and go to youv

studio, if she can find a photo-

graphic specialist who will bring

his outfit to her home. Neither

is she going to complain about

the price if the pictures are sat-

isfactory.

The specialist is the new factor

in our business — the desire for

home portraits is the new condi-

tion that must be met, and ad-

vertising is the medium through

which you can get the business.

Anything that is worth having

is worth going after, and if you

don't go after it you will be con-

fronted with the outsider coming
into your town and taking the

business away from you.

Meet the condition with a brass

band and lead the procession—
don't follow it.

Individuality is the dis-

tinction giveii to your ivorlc

hy Zelta— the quality not

found in cheaper papers.

The customer zoiUing^ly

pays the difference.
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By Matzene
Lax Angelex, Col.
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MORE LIGHT-SHORT-
ER EXPOSURES-

BETTER RESULTS
It is understood that a photo-

graphic skjlight is a large open-
ing in the side of a studio, cover-

ed with glass to keep out the
weather and at the same time,

let in the light. It is also under-
stood that the greater the volume
of light entering this room, and
directed on the subject under the
light, the shorter will be the ex-

posure necessary for a good neg-

ative, it being understood that

the light should always be
properly balanced.

Following this line of reason-

ing, we naturally come to the

conclusion that there is no need

of having the light unless we use

it, and this brings up the point

of our contention and shatters a

prevailing fallacy. Many oper-

ators believe they cannot work
out under the skylight with a

large volume of light and pro-

duce low toned effects.

This is a fallacy, because the

best low toned negatives are not

made in a dark corner of the

studio, as some suppose, but un-

der the same conditions of light

as negatives of a higher key of

lighting. The trick is in the ex-

posure and development of the

plate, as we will show by our

illustrations.

The farther you get away from
the source of light, the greater

will be the loss of modeling, and
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all good negatives must be well

modeled. It is the modeling, in

fact, that makes the negative.

A long exposure in a dark corner

of the studio where the light is

flat, does not produce a negative

of the proper modeling essential

to good printing quality ; there-

fore, it would be necessary to

resort to local reduction and re-

touching to obtain even passable

printing quality.

Our illustration A shows the

subject directly under the light

at a distance of not more than

four feet from the side light.

The light is well balanced, it

was a dull day, and the normal

exposure was one and one-half

seconds. Illustration B shows
the result obtained with normal

development, the negative being

in a high key, such as would be

made for ordinary clean, bread

and butter photographic work.

Illustration C was made under

the same conditions without n\ov-

ing the subject or changing the

light in any way, the exposure

given being two and one-half

seconds and the negative de-

veloped to retain the same good
modeling in a lower key.

The procedure is simple, the

method being as follows : First

of all, the negative must have a

slightly longer exposure for low

toned effects, the additional time

being about as given for examples

above. The regular A, B, C
I'yro developer was used, in

which the C solution is the Car-
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bonate of Soda. To 7 ozs. of

water, add 1 oz. of A, 1 oz. of B,

but instead of one ounce of C,

the development is started with

one-fourth ounce of C, one-fourth

ounce more being poured into a

small graduate and placed where

it may be had to add to the de-

veloper later on.

The plate develops slowly with

this small amount of carbonate

in the developer, but it will be

seen that nothing is lost, the

lighting merely being held down
to a lower key and the highlights

being just a trifle weak. When
the image is well advanced and

the shadows have been defined,

the additional one-fourth ounce

of carbonate solution is added to

the developer, the highlights

will immediately begin to snap

up and the negative is taken out

of the solution and placed in the

fixing bath.

The result is a perfectly

modeled negative in a low key,

and there is quality and flesh

tone— not flatness.

Customers aredemanding more
of the photograi)her these days,

and it is needless to say that if

a perfect negative can be secured

in one or two seconds under the

light, by the photographer who
knows what the light is for and
how to handle it, that photog-

rapher will have a decided ad-

vantage in his favor. He will

secure better expressions and

please a greater number of sub-

jects, will lose fewer plates be-

cause of movement and will gain

a reputation for being modern in

his methods, when compared
with the man who is afraid to

work under his light.

Note—When Eastman Tested
Carbonate of Soda is used in the
Seed A, B, C Pyro developer, same
should not be over 40 hydrometer
test, or one ounce to sixteen ounces
of water for the C sohition instead
of two ounces of other makes of
Carbonate of Soda.

SEPIA TONES WITH
HYPO-ACID METHOD

As a sepia toning method the

greatest objection to Hypo-Alum
has been the length of time nec-

essary to get the tone and the

excessively hot bath in which one

has been compelled to handle the

prints. These objections have
both been overcome in the fol-

lowing Hypo-Acid toning meth-
od, which we have recommended
for sepia tones on Artura Iris and

which has met with the approval

of the great majority of those

who have tried it out.

Any Hypo-Alum toning bath

is practically automatic, as far as

the resulting tone is concerned,

where prints have received iden-

tical exposure and development,

and the same can be said of the

Hypo-Acidtoningmethod. How-
ever, prints which have received

over-exposure and under-devel-

opment will be warmer than

prints which have received proper
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Bu Matze lie

Los Angeh'S, Cul.
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exposure and full (level()])ment.

and in this way only can the tone

be varied.

From our own experience and

the satisfactory reports whicli

have reached us from all parts of

the country, it is our opinion

that the best results are secured

from Artura prints which have
been exposed so that the full time

of development may be given,

the pi'int coming to a ]iause or

stop. To force development
Avill produce chemical fog result-

ing in muddy sepia tones.

HYPO-ACID TONING BATH FOR
ARTURA IRIS.

Develop the Iris prints in a de-
veloper compounded in accordance
with the formula to be found in the

direction sheet enclosed in each
package of Iris, using one drop of
Saturated Solution of Bromide of
Potassiiun to each two ounces of de-
veloper.

Expose the prints so they can be
given fidl development, thus obtain-

ing a complete reduction of silver.

This is essential or prints will not
have the proper color when toned.
The prints should be a shade dark-

er than would be desirable for a
black and white print, to allow for

the change to brown.
Prints do not bleach in the toning

Ijath, but a jirint of the projjer depth
for a black and white print would
appear too light when toned, due to

the fact that brown is more trans-

parent than blac-k.

Immerse the prints in the regular
shortstop after de\elopment and tix

them in the bath recommended in

the formula. ( Do not over-work the
fixing bath. ) After the prints are
fijied they should be given a s>itti-

cient amf)unt of washing to elimi-

nate the surplus acid fixing bath.

They are now ready to tone in a

bath prepared as follows:

No. 1

Water I,'s ozs.

Hypo ....... Iti ozs.

Place the solution over a fire and
when hot (not boiling) stir in

Citric Acid (Powderecl) . . 5 ozs.

' If the Crystal Acid is used, dis-

solve in as small a quantity of water
as possible before adding the hot
Hypo Bath. )

Allow the Hypo-Acid Solution to

cool and when c-old add the ripening
solution prepared as follows:

No. 2

Water 1 oz.

Nitrate of Silver • . . 6ii grs.

No. 3
Water 1 oz.
Cliloride of AluminuTii . . 160 grrs.

When Nitrate of Silver and Chlo-
ride of Aluminiun are dissolved,

pour the Aluminum Solution into

the Silver Solution and add to the
cold Hypo-Acid bath. Then add

No. 4
Water 3 ozs.

Sodium Nitrate C. P. U'ow-
dered) I'j ozs.

The toning bath is now ready for

use and should be heated to a teni-

j)erature of 110 degrees before plac-

ing the prints in it. Place the prints

in the ijath face up with a sliding

motion to avoid air-bells, stirring

them well during the first few min-
utes they are in the bath.
Toning proceeds rapidly and less

than ten minutes will be required to

completely tone the print sepia.

Avoid getting the bath too hot,

as blisters may be encftuntered. A
temperatiu-e of 110 degrees is suffi-

cient.

The bath can be used repeatedly
but should be renewed from time to

time with fresh bath to bring it up
to the original quantity.

.\fter prints are toned they are
washed in the usual manner.
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JOS H MONTGOMERY

(Montgomery's Studio

MAKERS OF

Quality 'Photographs

Corsicana, 'Uexas .Ian. 13, 1913.

Eastman Kodak Co.,

Rochester, N.Y.

Gentlemen:

-

I am sending you by this mail under separate cover a

marked copy of our daily paper, shewing that I am taking advan-

tage of your valuable advertising campaign.

We have a little city of 10,000 population and our

daily paper has a circulation of 2000 paid subscribers. My busi-

ness ia GOOD and I lay i t to ray advertising. I change my copy

every other day, using some original ads and some taken from

Studio Light as well as those you run in the BIG UOHTHIY :iAGA-

ZINSS. Your advertising campaign i^ "GREAT". I am sure we all

appreciate it, and hope you \.'ill keep the good v;ork up, '.Vi Ih

best wishes for the E. K. Co. I an.

Yours very truly.

^/^xj^y^\^^^^^^~^

The letter above is from a man who has confidence in good

advertising well placed, regularly changed and used continu-

ously. Regular change of copy is one of the most essential

things in good advertising.
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'V

e tamoBa "BniiD .jo ma»c!e9 a>d^iB;|!

i- roacelve^ by Bod Fisher, the about freely mad'o
r Ne» Vork Amer. :U-. ;e- aid tl.W >a- bottj*^ :

"He may be President." That is the

proud privilege of every American born boy.

But. whether or no, he is your son and

Photograplis that preserve his boyhood and

youth wiU mean everything to you in after

years.

What he means to you now, he will also

mean to others some day, and the little col-

lection—"taken at" various ages—will be a

priceless treasure for generations to come.

THE PHOTOGRAPHER IN YOUR TOWN.

proven}

The above ad, ocfupying a three-column space and using a

STroio Light cut, is a very good example of how our general

magazine advertising may be followed up to advantage.
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THE MATZENE STU-
DIO

In the most fashionable resi-

denoe section of Los Angeles,

surrounded by beautiful palms,

rose gardens and spacious lawns,

stands the photograjihic estab-

lishment known as the Matzene
Studio.

The building is a dignified ex-

ample of the modern residence

studio, being similar in architec-

tural style to the California Mis-

sionsoftheold Franciscan Padres.

There are two floors, 40 x 110
feet, with a north single slaTit

light, the entire building being

occupied by the studio and work
rooms.

We esteem it a privilege to

offer our readers a series of illus-

trations from the work of Mr.
Matzene, and the more so be-

cause of the fact that it is the

first time he has ever allowed a

series of his portraits to be pub-
lished.

Our illustrations are represent-

ative of Mr Matzene ' s every-day

work. They are portraits of his

regular customers, not celebrities,

and were selected at a moment's
notice. The prints are from
negatives made on Seed 26 X
plates, developed in the Plate

Tank, and it is interesting to

know that Mr. Matzene never
resorts to local reduction. Har-
monious and well balanced light-

ings, correct timing of exposures

and development are the things

he finds essential to produce per-

fect printing quality in his neg-

atives, and in these essentials he

is most exacting.

As to print quality—Etching
Platinum is used exclusively, and
our illustrations can in no way
do justice to the beautiful qual-

ity of the prints themselves.

It is gratifying to find such a

happy combination of artist and
artisan—one whose work will bear

studying and offer so much sug-

gestion as that of Mr. Matzene.

oN ADVERSITY
BY THE OFFICE BOY

The reception room girls sister

wantz me 2 B her bes' feller

agane but she knnt git the dia-

mon wring I gaiv her bak fruin

the grocery feller wot she let

taik it when she quit me for him.

She wantz me to Dmand it

fruni him, but I'm havin^ triib-

bel enuf payin' the instalmentz

withoute goin' up against a fel-

ler wot ways 40 lbs. morn me.
I ast the Boss had I better re-

seeve her to my buzzum an'

Dmand the wring frum the other

feller, an' he sed I had allreddy

bin stung twict in the saim plaice.

The Boss saj-s that if a B stings

you offen enuf you get youst 2 it,

but wots the yuse of getting

stung if you ain't in the B keep-

in' bizness.

The Boss says my affares of the

hart remin' him of a good man-
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ny fellers in bizness, they go up
aganst sum kou gaim an' get

bumped good, an the swellin'

ain't gone down B4 they're red-

dy 4 another 1.

An' I got 9 dollers yet 2 pay
on the wring— I gess I'll enter a

monneystary an Bkum a munk,
an'jus'go roun' doin'good dedes,

az that iz better than B in dun
good, an' mutch les xpensiv.

The Boss says he wood hait to

C me los' 2 the bizness world az

a certain knumber ov horribul

xamples is kneeded.

I tole the Boss that perhapz

then I had better Bkum a dem-
munstrater, and he sed that B4
I kood hoap to azsi)ire 2 theire

Dstinguished rankz that I had
better Dmonstrait 2 him how I

kood clene up the darkroom sink.

The Boss says that addversitty

haz been the maikin ov manny a

man but he wuz atVade she kud-

dent do mutch when she didden

hav the maikins.

I am wunderin if that wuz a

slam

.

It's enuf to giv' you konklu-

sion of the brane the way foaks

fales to symperthize with you
when yure hittin" the bumps.
The Boss says the only de-

zeeze you can hav' an' hav' foaks

symperthize with you iz nervous

prosperity.

Atetene weaks at fifty centz

per week will berry my hart

trubblez in obbilviun, an I hoap

bi that time to rekover my eki-

librium.

Mene while I'm goin' to buk-

kel down to wurk, az it hikes az

tho we wuzzent goin' 2 hav' kno
dull season at all.

The Boss is hoopin' up the

advertizin, and foaks wot aint
had their pitchers took sintz ole

man Dagerry took em iz komin'

in. U kan tel ein everry time

Bkaus they awl maik the saim

old kracks about taikin' gass or

hoapin' they won't brake the

lens.

The Boss says advertizin' is a

good dele like fishin', if U let

down a hook with a sine on it

reedin' "I am a wurm" you don't

ketch menny fishes, but if you
keep on lettin' down reel apjie-

tizin' wurms pretty sune the

fishes think they hav' just gotta

have 1 of em

.

The Boss says you gotta kreate

a appetyte B 4 foaks will think

they're hungry, and 2 get em
hungry for fottygrafts you gotta

tel em why the shood want 'em.

NEW BUSINESS MADE POSSIBLE
" Every day I can see the benefits

of attending the Eastman Sc-hool of
Professional Photography. This was
especially brought to my mind dur-
ing the last holiday season when I

was called upon to photograph a
number of display windows. All this

business was made possible for me
because I attended the Eastman
School last spring and learned how
to do this kind of work, as well as

how to handle other problems that
daily confront the average photog-
rapher." E. R. Pkushin,

Klamath Falls, Ore.
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PRACTICAL
SUGGESTIONS
IDEAS THAT HAVE BEEN TRIED

BV PHOTOGRAPHERS AND
FODND TO BE USEFUL

A photographer in a small

town, who believes in advertis-

ing, makes a lantern slide each

month from the advertisement

on page 5 of Studio Light. He
has had small slips of paper

printed, which read : "John Doe,

The Photographer in your toir/i."

The name occupies the top line

and is in caps, while the lower

line is in italics. This slip of pa-

per is pasted across the bottom
of the ad below the illustra-

tion, a negative is made of the

proper size for lantern slides and
the slides are shown at the two
motion picture shows in the town.

The ])hotographer gets a great

amount of publicity in this way
and pays for the advertising by

making other slides that are used

by the motion picture houses.

bath. The plates were dusted

and ])laced in the holders, the

brush being held in the hand,
extending backward under the

wrist and touching the hypo-

covered sleeve.

The streaks were caused by

the hypo that was brushed on
the plate in this waj'.

Every jirint you jilace in a frame

should have the back neatly cov-

ered with paper to keep out the

dust. Cut the paper slightly larg-

er than the back of the frame

and go over one side lightlj' with

a damp sponge. While the paper

is absorbing some of the moisture,

brush over the back of the frame

with hot glue and place the dry

side of the paper next to the

fiame. The paper will dry tight

and without wrinkling, if it has

been placed on straight. Trim
the edges and you have a neat

backing that will keep out the

dust.

Queer things cause trouble in

handling plates. A photographer

was having fine transparent lines

running fi-om top to bottom of

his negatives and could not ac-

count for the trouble. It was
discovered by watching the man
who loaded the plates into the

holders. He wore an old coat,

the sleeves of Avhich had at some
time been dipped in the fixing

The temperature of your de-

veloper for paper should be 70
degrees. If you are unable to

hold this tem]ierature in cold

weather, try placing the devel-

oping tray on a flat can which

has been filled with warm water.

The temperature necessary for

the water in the can will depend
upon how cold a room you are

working in.
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THE ONLY CON-
DITION

We make but one condi-

tion in our offer of cuts for

the use of photograjihers.

It is obvious that two
photographers in the same
town would not care to use

the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit

this offer to one i)hotogra-

pher in a town. It will be

a case of first come first

served. The first order

from a city will be ])romptly

filled. Succeeding orders (if

any) will necessarily be

turned down and the re-

mittance, of course, will be

returned. It is also obvious

that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings,

furnish any large variety of

cuts at the nominal prices

quoted, and therefore can

offer no substitute cut. The
thing to do is to get your
order m first, as it would not

be fair to give the man who
happens to get in his order

early one month , a pemiaiiai

i

advantage; we shall book no

orders in advance. They
must always specify the num-
ber of cut wanted. These cuts

consist of the illustrations

only, thus making it possi-

ble for the printer to change
the wording or the amount
of space to be occupied by
the wording if so desired.

E. K. Co.

Make Easier the Occasion

for that new portrait you ha\ e

promised yourself so long. It's

an appropriate time to exchange

jihotographs, and besides, the

l)retty Easter hat and frock will

show you at your best.

Mn/iC (ipj)o'uit)ii(nts carlu.

The Pyro Studio

No. 188. Price, 30 cents.
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B r l l k t i x: the eastman school of
Professional Photography for 19i;3

\i

Clevelaiid, O March 4, 5. 6

Indianapolis. Ind. March 11, 12, 13

Chicago, 111 March 19, 20, 21

Detroit, Mich. . , March 26, 27, 28

Cincinnati, () April 1, 2, 3

Memphis, Tenn. , April 8, 9, 10

New Orleans, La April 15, 16, 17

San Antonio, Texas April 22, 23, 24

Dallas, Texas April 29, 30, May 1

Denver, Col May 6, 7, 8
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$3,000.00

CASH PRIZES
For pictures to be used in

Kodak Advertising

OPEN TO ALL PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHERS AND
THEIR EMPLOYEES

Send a postal for circular giving terms

and explaining requirements.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Eastman Portrait Lens

No. 1—5 X 8
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It costs money to ejcperiment—

but why experiment when you can just as wt'll

be certain?

Eastman Tested Chemicals are the result of

careful tests for strength, purity and uniformity,

in which all those chemicals falling below the

very high standard of these tests are rejected.

By using these chemicals you can be certain

of your results. We do the experimenting for

you— make sure the chemicals are right for

your use before we stamp them with our mark

of approval— the E. K. Tested Chemical Seal.

It costs less to he certain.

On

e\ ery

botth"

KASTIVIAX KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

AH Dealer:
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The Simplified Developing- Ag-ent

for Photographic Papers

A single chemical instead of two—less

trouble to prepare—results equal to any

combination of developing agents.

Just add the sodas, bromide and wood

alcohol to an ounce of Tozol. There's

nothing so simple—nothing so good for

develo])ing papers.

Tozol costs less—g-oes further.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers.
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There's nothing so near an etching

in tone— in quahty— in general effect,

as the print on

EASTMAN
OR

PLATINUM
The superior quahty of pure platinum

j)rints is appreciated by the worth-while

customer.

Warm black prints with cold bath on

Rich sepias with hot bath on

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers.
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The R. O. C. Enlarging Back

Instantly attached to the back of a view camera in

place of the ground glass frame. Made in two sizes.

61 9 X 8^2 and 8 X 10, for Empire State and Premo

View Cameras. Adapted to fit R. O. C. or Century

View Cameras without extra charge,

R. O. C. Enlarging Back with Negative

Carrier and full set of nested kits, $8.00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Orderfrom your dealer.
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1200?
mil place

the new

No. 8

CENTURY
ODTFIT
in your

Studio.

Here is what the price includes:

1 1 X 14 Century Grand Portrait Camera with new focusing

arrant'ement.

1 11 X 14 Semi-Centcnnial Stand.

1 Reversible Back for 11 x 14 Century View Plate Holders, .\djust

able for makinir either one or two exposures on a plate.

1 Sliding .Xttachmcnt for 8 x 10 Curtain Slide Plato Holder.

1 Adapter for 8 x 10 .\ttachment to take 5x7 Curtain Slide Holder.

1 11 X 14 Century Double View Plate Holder.

1 8 X 10 Century Curtain Slide Holder with 6^ x S^ Kit.

1 5x7 Curtain Slide Holder.

The newest and most elaborate of the

Century Outfits.

Century Camera Division

Eastman Kodak Co. Rochester, N. Y.
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rpTTTT^ "PAT ATC (Listed Page 14 of

1 Jrinj 1 iVJ^iVlO Spring Catalog)

For full sheet portraits. Print is tipped inside of folder.

Rich extra weight stock with silk linen paper fly leaf- delicate design on
cover in gilt leaf. Excellent for School and University use.

SAMPLE FREE, OR,
For four two-cent stamps we will send you four high-grade styles, including
the PALAIS, for tipped and slip-in portraits in panels and full size, suitable
for College and School portraits. Call for Sample Offer No. 158.

DK.SIGXED AND MAXlFACTrRED BY

TAPRELL, LOOMIS & COxMPANY
THE PALAIS— CHICAGO, U. S. A.
U fiizes, 3 colors. ^ 7 ^- t rr /• <

All dealers. i he LeadnH) Lard JsoveAtij House of Amenca.



^UR POLICY
^-^ Our business was established on a quality basis.

It has grown because we act on the belief that Ave

can maintain our position in the trade just so long as

we make better goods than our competitors—and no

longer.

Our customers receive the benefit of the most ad-

vanced photograjihic thought of Europe and America.

Kodak factories in Europe and America are in constant

touch Avith each other. Each has the benefit of the

Avork and the discoveries of the other. The very

breadth of our business enables us to give to each de-

partment absolutely the best that the Avorld affords in

technical skill and in producing facilities.

Our theory is that we can best serve ourselves by
supplying our customers the best goods. Our acts

have made this Theory a Policy, for we have not

merely the desire to make the best goods but the

means of converting that desire into a Reality.

In thirty years in the photographic business there

have been several revohitionary changes. Doubt-
less there Avill be many more. Whatever they may be
our Pohcy shall be to furnish (Avithout folloAving every

mere will-o'-the wisp) the very best of those goods
Avhich painstaking testing shall i)rove to be of benefit

to our customers in the Simplification of Photographic

Processes and the Advancement of the Art.

C. K. Co. J Ltd.
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T'S PULLING

ENLARGED ADVF.RTISING
CAMPAIGN

The log of apathy is moving
and a good, strong, all-togethei-

pull will place it clear of the path.

Millions of copies of your ad-

vertising in the biggest and best

magazines could not help making
a stir, but it is only creating the

desire for photographs. You must
do the lifting and pulling at your

end of the log to get it clear of

the path—to get the people who
have the desire, into your studio.

The million and a quarter cir-

culation we have added to the

"There's a photogi-apher in your

town" advertising is reaching

your customers, but it isn't tell-

ing them that you are the pho-

tographer in their town.

That is for you to do.

More photographers are adver-

tising, but possibly you are not.

Most every mail brings us let-

ters telling of the gratifying re-

sults of those who have been
doing their share of the lifting

and pulling.

Business is increasing all along

the line, but we are not satisfied.

We want to stir you up so that

you will get you?- share of the

prosperity.

It has been said that the aver-

age person has a photogra]ih made
once every five years. We want
to reduce that to once every four

years, and then get it down still

further.

If we can get people to have
their pictures made oftener,

everyone will be happier, espec-

ially the people photograj^hed.

And if you will do your part

of the advertising, we can proba-

bly get them into the habit of

having their pictures made ei\'?-i/

year, and that means five times

as much business for the pho-

tographer.

The average person buj's lux-

uries amounting to many times

what they sjiend for photographs,

but there is a very good reason

for these larger purchases. While
the articles bought may not be
as useful or give as much ])leas-

ure as photographs, they are ex-
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tensively advertised and every

advertised article that is not a

necessity is a competitor of the

jjhotograph.

This condition of aifairs can

only be changed by advertising

photographs to the general pub-

lic, as we are doing, and your

local advertising to counteract

that of your local competitors

who sell the luxuries.

Advertising is a scientific game
that you must play by the same
rules your competitor is using, if

you exj^ect to make a good score.

Our April advertising was good
— you may think the May adver-

tising better. It appeals to young
folks and their mothers and fath-

ers. The copy will be found on

page 5.

Connect up with it— pull hard,

and the business will come your

way.

#
TT-ANSAS CITY, 1913

* ^ The Kansas City Conven-
tion which is booked for the week
of July 21st, is to be a memorable
one. It will be an educational

convention, with enough enter-

tainment introduced to make a

well balanced week. Kansas
City Convention Hall, where the

Convention will be held, is the

largest hall ever placed at the

disposal of the Association. The
entire show will be under one

roof. The main floor of the build-

ing will be used for the manufac-
turers and dealers for their ex-

hibits, which will be unusually

numerous, extensive and of

special interest. Since there are

no state conventions west of the

Mississippi River this year, all

the new inventions and produc-

tions will be shown here. Exhib-
itors will have uniform booths,

handsomely decorated, the whole
presenting a scene that will eclipse

all previous attempts of the P.

A. of A.
The business meetings will be

held in the balcony at one end
of the Convention Hall. At the

other side, provision will be made
for meetings of State Associa-

tions. On the ])rogram there will

be no long, tedious, uninterest-

ing lectures ; instead, a few crisp,

snappy talks, full of good meat
that you will not only enjoy but

can take home with you in new
ideas.

The picture exhil)it will be

])laced in the corridors, })ictures

])eing disjilayed on special desk-

sh;iped screens, all jirojierly light-

ed so that there will be no choice

of i)osition. Five pictures have
been requested from each exhib-

itor and all prints will be passed

on by a competent jury before

being hung. A jury will also

select a few (not over twenty) of

the best pictures made and ex-

hibited by members of the P. A.

of A., for illustrating the 1913
Association Annual.

The Women's Federation
under the leadership of Katherine

Jamieson of Pittsburgh, and the
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"Sweet Sixteen" comes but once in

her lifetime. Let the portrait preserve

the record of that happv age. A visit

to the photographer keeps fresh for all

time, the budding charms of sixteen or

the bloom of twenty.

Think what those pictures will mean

to you and to her, in the after years.

Modern equipment and the natural,

homelike surroundings of the up-to-

date studio, insure faithful and artistic

portraiture.

There s a photographer in your town.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. \ .
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Commercial Men's Federation

headed bj^ Pres. R. W. Johnson,

of the same city, are planning

programs that will be of special

interest to the ladies and to those

who are engaged in Commercial
Photogra))hy. The exhibits of

both these organizations will be

made vmder the rules governing

the regular exhibition. Lady
photographers and commercial

men will find much of special

interest to them.

All the pictm-es sent for ex-

hibition must be sent to First

Vice-President Manly W. Tyree,

c/o Convention Hall, Kansas
City, Mo., and must reach their

destination by July 14th. No
packages will be accepted after

that date. Prints for the picture

exhibition may be framed or not,

may be any size and printed on

any medium, and must not bear

the name of the maker. Pack

them carefully and send prepaid

with the name and address of the

sender on the under side of the

box cover.

The Association Annual for

1913, which will be issued soon

after the Convention, will be

illustrated with some of the

pictures shown and will contain

a full report of the proceedings.

A copy will be sent everyone

who pays dues for 1913.

The Kansas City photogra-

phers and dealers are very ac-

tively engaged in preparing for

our entertainment, and the social

features of the Kansas City Con-

vention will compare favorably

with those of any j^revious meet-

ings of the National. The hotel

facilities are ample and of the

best quality. The Baltimore
Hotel, the headquarters, is equal

to any of the high class hotels in

the East, and there are numer-
ous other hotels, any of which

will be found satisfactory.

Detailed information concern-

ing the program will be given

out later. Watch for it. While
you are waiting, if already a

member, pay your dues, line up

your neighbor for a membership
and make your plans to attend

the Convention together in Julj'.

If an owner, part owner or

manager of a studio, you must
have an active membership.
Membership fee $3.00, dues

$3.00 per annum, $6.00 in all.

If an employee of a studio, a

manufacturer or a dealer or his

representative, send $2.00 dues
— no membership fee required

from associate members. Em-
ployees are requested to show a

card of identification from their

employer.

L. A. Dozer, Treasurer,

Bucyrus, Ohio.

ZELTA
For Individuality
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KODAK ADVERTISING
CONTEST, 1913—

$3,000.00 IN CASH PRIZES
The 1913 Kodak Advertising

Contest offers a greater incentive

for effort on the \y.irt of the pro-

fessional photographer than ever

before, and should bring out the

very best of talent. As in the

1911 Contest, the possible ob-

jection some photographers might
raise to competing with the more
experienced prize winners of pre-

vious years, has been overcome
by barring these former winners

from participation in Class A.

This gives every photographer

an equal chance for the prize

money in Class A without the

discouraging prospect of having

to compete with any photographer
who has been successful in pre-

vious contests. However, it is

not intended to encourage pho-

tographers to think they can

secure these prizes with less ef-

fort, but rather to create a double

incentive for greater effort : the

winning of one of the handsome
prizes and eligibility to compete
for a Grand Prize in future eon-

tests.

GRAND PRIZE CLASS
Open only to former prize vnnners in

Professional Class

The establishment oftheGrand
Prize Class in 1911 was an ex-

pensive innovation and it is to be

more expensive this year. There
are to be two prizes: one of

$500.00 and one of $400.00, but

we hope to be repaid for the in-

creased outlay in prize money,
by securing better pictures than

ever before. It is only fair that

those who have been successful

in previous contests should be

allowed to compete for prizes,

and further than this, they have

demonstrated that they can make
the kind of pictures we want.

CLASS A
Professional Pltotographers Onhj

Former prize winners are barred

from this class. It is the opjKn--

tunity for the live photographer

who has an idea to make use of

it. Fourteen hundred dollars in

]irizes should not go begging for

the lack of a little effort on your

part. A good idea expressed in

a i^icture— a picture that will

catch the eye and tell the story

of the goods advertised ; that is

the kind of picture that will get

the money. It must either sug-

gest the pleasure which the Ko-
dak brings to its owner or the

simplicity of the Kodak system

of photography.

The pictures are to be used in

advertising which will forcefully

illustrate these points, with the

addition of a few words of the

copywriter. In our advertising,

we rely on the picture to do
most of the talking, and the

better story it tells the fewer

words we use. Simply pretty

pictures that would make good
sample prints are not what we
want. We expect to use the pic-
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tures for catalogue and booklet

covers, for street cards and maga-
zine advertising.

We prefer photographs to

paintings for this purpose, be-

cause it is particularly fitting that

they should be used to advertise

the photograph business. Orig-

inality coupled with simplicity,

interest, beauty and good tech-

nique— these are the qualities

that will appeal to the judges,

M'ho will be photographers and
advertising men.

In addition to the prize pic-

tures, we usually purchase some
of the less successful pictures for

future advertising purposes. So
in reality our prize money is even

bigger than we advertise it to be.

Even if you don't win a prize,

the experience secured is worth

the effort you make. There is a

constant demand for pictures that

are full of human interest. Such
are the pictures that we need,

that others need. The Kodak
Advertising Contest offers an op-

portunity for you to enter this

growing field of photographic

work. It is not an uncommon
thing for a photographer to re-

ceive a hundred dollars for a pic-

ture illustrating a good adver-

tising idea. Look over the mag-
azine advertising, see what other

photographers have done, and
then do something different—
something original

.

TERMS
1 Each picture is to contain a fig-

ure or figures and is to be suitable

for use as an illustration in advertis-

ing the Kodak or Kodak system of
amateur photography.

2 Each print in the Grand Prize
Class and Class "A" must be from
a negative 5 x 7 or larger. Each
print in Class "B" must be from a
negative 4x5 or3i4x5i2or larger.

3 PRINTS ONLY are to be sent
for competition—not negatives.

4 Prints must be mounted but not
framed. (^Mounts should show about
one inch margin.)

5 No competitor will be awarded
more than one prize. ( This does
not prevent a competitor from enter-
ing as many pictures as he may de-
sire.)

6 Due and reasonable care will

be taken of all non-winning prints

and, barring loss or ai-cident, they
will be returned to their owners at
our expense, but we assume no re-

sponsibility of loss or damage.

7 The negatives from which all

prize winning prints are made are to

become the property of the Eastman
Kodak Company, and are to be re-

ceived by it in good order before
payment of prize money is made.

8 Contestants who are awarded
prizes must also furnish to us the
written consent of the subject (in

case of a minor, the written consent
of a parent or guardian ) to the use
of the picture in such manner as we
may see fit in our advertising, as

per the following form :

For value received, I hereby consent
that the pictures taken of me by

proofs of which are hereto attached,
or any reproduction of the same, may
he used by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany or any of its assorio t(^ nniipa n ies

for the purpose of illustration, adver-
ti.-iing or publication in any manner.
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By Philip Coil kl in

Troij. .V. V.
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[Use this Form for a Minor]

I hereby affirm that I am the
Parent ,

Guardian '

and for value received, I hereby con-

sent that the pictures taken of
,""'

by '

proofs of which are hereto attached,
or any reproduction of the same, may
be iised by the Eastman Kodak Com-
nany or any of its associate companies
for the purpose of illustration, adver-
tising or publication in any manner.

Note—Blank forms will be furnished on
application.

to

*9 All entries should be addressed
I

Eastman Kodak Company

,

Advertising Department,

Rochester , N. Y

.

10 In sending pictures, mark the
package plainly, "Kodak Advertis-
ing Contest," and in the lower left

hand corner write your own name
and address. I'hen write us a letter

as follows

:

/ am sending you to-day by j^^tLy^gg

cliarges prepaid pri)i1s.

Please enter in your Kodak Advertis-

ing Competition. Class

Yours truly.

Name

Address

*Entries from Canada should be sent to
the Canadian Kodak Company, Toronto,
Canada.

11 The name and address of the
competitor must be legibly written

on a paper and enclosed in a sealed

envelope in the same package in

which the prints are forwarded.
There is to be no writing on prints

or mounts.

12 We will promptly acknowledge
the receipt of pictures, and when
awards are made, will send each
competitor a list of prize winners.

13 Recognized professional pho-
tographers, including commercial
and newspaper photographers, in

short all persons depending upon
the use of a camera for a livelihood,

will compete in Class "A." Class "B"
is open to amateurs only.

14 This contest will close Novem-
ber 1st, 1913, at Rochester, N. Y.,
and October 20th at Toronto, Can.

THE PRIZES
Grand Prize Class

First, $500.00 Second, $400.00

Total, $900.00

Open only to Professional Pho-
tographers who have won prizes in

Professional Class in previous Kodak
Advertising Contests.

Negatives, 5 x 7 or larger.

CLASS A
Professional Photog:raphers Only*.
Neg:atives, 5 x 7 or larfjcer.

First Prize $500.00
Second Prize 400.00
Third Prize 250.00
Fourth Prize . . . , . 150.00
Fifth Prize _^00.00

$1400.00
CLASS B

Amateurs Only.
Negatives, 4 x 5 or 3':t x 5/^ or larger.

First Prize $300.00
Second Prize 200.00
Third Prize 100.00

Fourth Prize 50.00

Fifth Prize 50.00

$700.00

*Winners in 1907 and in Class A, 1908,

1909, 1910 and 1911 are not elisrihlc.

Note also paragraph 13.

SUGGESTIONS
First of all, it should be remem-

bered that these jirizes are notoffered

for the sake of obtaining sample
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prints or negatives made with our

goods. Merelii pretty inciiires , merely
artistic picfx re.sv'l 1 1 not be considered

.

The pictures must in some way con-

nect up with the Kodak idea—must
show the pleasure that is to be de-

rived from picture taking, or the

simplicity of the Kodak system, or

suggest the excellence of Kodak
goods. Must, in short, help to sell

Kodak goods, by illnstration of some
one ofthe many points in their favor.

The jury will be instructed to

award the prizes to those contestants

whose pictures, all things considered,

are best adapted to use in Kodak
(or Brownie Camera) advertising.

As reproductions of the pictures

will often be in small sizes, too much
detail should not be introduced.

Pictures for reproduction should

be snappy—vigorous, for they lose

much by the half-tone process.

Where apparatus is introduced, it

must be up-to-date. If you haven't
the goods, you can borrow.

It is highly probable that we shall

want to secure some negatives aside

from the prize winners. In such cases

special arrangements will be made.

We have a limited number of

Souvenirs of the 1911 Contest which
give an idea of the kinds of pictures

that we consider valuable from an
advertising standpoint. We will send
you one if you are interested.

THE JUDGES
The jury of award will consist of

photographers and of advertising

men who are fully competent to

pass upon the work submitted. Full
attention will be paid therefore to

the artistic and technical merit of
the work as well as to its strength

from an advertising standpoint.
Announcement of the names of the

judges will be made later.

Eastmak Kodak Company,

Rochester, N. Y.

YOUR RECEPTION
ROOM

Every photographer has some-

thing to sell and the place where
he makes his sales is his Recep-

tion Room. Naturally it should

be such as will avoid offending

any of his customers, or if some
people are bound to be offended,

let the Reception Room appeal

to the big majority, rather than

to the few.

In the course of a conversation

a few daj'S ago, a man, who has

visited photographic galleries

from Sidney, N. S., to Victoria,

B. C, remarked that he had
found one practice all but uni-

form, and that was the variegated

effect of the Reception Room,
both in form and color of the

furnishings.

To him it seemed as if the

dominating idea in planning Re-

ception Rooms was to produce

the oddest effect possible— to

make a room look bizarj-e, as it

would be described by the soci-

ety editress of a classy city dailj'.

In the Rece]ition Room of

some galleries, he found pieces

of furniture, which originally be-

longed to as many as six differ-

ent sets or styles. The chairs

were not alike in style and were
vividly out of harmony with

tables and settees. Window cur-

tains and hangings, even to an

ordinary human like himself,

clashed most i)ainfully with rugs,

and every second glance showed
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a new dazzler in some Avcird or

incongruous fixture.

By all means be original in

fixing up your Reception Room
just as you should be in your

work, but don't be too original

either in style of work or plan

of Reception Room. You know
that the man with the original

style of work has to keep on
being original, otherwise he soon

finds that his vogue is gone

;

same Avith bizarre Reception
Rooms.

People who have souls that can

appreciate such effects to the full

are in the great minority and they

seldom want pictures of them-
selves.

Rememl)er that good taste in

a Reception Room is as import-

ant an "undefinable something"

as in one's show case arrange-

ment, and after all the most ef-

fective work is the simple and
natural looking kind, the work
that brings you the largest vol-

ume of sales.

Don't make your Reception

Room suggestive of Bohemia.
Mr. Average Man and his wife

don'treallj- like Bohemia, though
they may like to read or hear

tell of it."

A

Artin^a Carbon BhicJi
is without a rival for eiilargrements

that command good prices.

S. W. PAPERS
Studio Special and Matte

D. W. PAPERS
Rougrh Matte, Extra Heavy and Buff
(The first two are medium rough)

PUETTY EXPERI-
MENT WITH HYPO

The extreme solubility of this

salt is too well-known, as is also

the cold produced when it is

dissolved: one pound dissolved

in two of boiling water will give

a solution that is nierely luke-

warm, the surplus heat being ab-

sorbed during the dissolution of

the crystals. This is merely an

examjile of a law of wide ap-

plicability that a solid substance

when converted into a liquid ab-

sorbs heat. The converse of this

law— also of wide applicability

—

that when a liquid is converted

into a solid it disengages heat, is

less familiar. The experiment

we refer to is an illustration of

this law. A perfectly clean glass

flask is taken— size is unimport-

ant—and about half filled with

clean crystals of hypo ; they

must be quite free from bits of

wood or other extraneous parti-

cles. It is then held over a gas

flame until the crystals liquefy

—

hj'po will always dissolve in its

own water of crystallization. A
plug of cotton is placed in the

neck of the flask, first making
sure there is no suspended mat-

ter in the newlj- formed liquid.

If then put gently away in a

cupboard it will be found to re-

tain its liquid condition for weeks,

or even months, if left undis-

turbed. When it is desired to

make the experiment the flask is

taken gently fi-om its resting
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Home Portrait

place, and first putting it on the

palm of the hand, carefully re-

moving the plug, a tiny crystal

of hypo is dropped into the

liquid. In a second or two this

crystal sets up the crystallization

of all the fluid, which in a brief

time becomes sohd and becomes

so hot that the flask cannot be

held in the hand, a remarkable

illustration of heat being evolved

when a liquid becomes solid.

By Philip C'liklin

CLEAN GRADUATES
The best dt- tinition of "dirt"

is "matter in the wrong place"

and there are few things more

important to a photogi-apher than

to keep his graduatt-s clean. The
extra time taken in thoroughly

rinsing the graduate after use

and hanging it up to drain on a

peg will be well repaid in the

saving you will effVct of both

time and material.

^f»
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ON RESPONSIBILITY
BV THE OFFICE BOY

The Boss haz gone away 2 re-

kooperait, an' I am karryin' the

hole wait ov the bizzyness on my
shoukkrz.

I think the Boss sed the dokk-

tor sed he had konjested frek-

kelz, anny how he had 2 go away
for peece an' qwiet.

You C in addition 2 runnin'

hiz pitcher bizness he haz been

runnin' a agrokulturele 'xperi-

ment stattion— he kails ita farm,

but hiz witfe says itz the other

thing an' moast uzzually she iz a

good gesser.

The last bio' to his knerves

kaim when he ordered sum bar-

rels ov hypo an' sum of fertjliz-

zer, an' the 'xpress man got 'em

mixt an' Dlivered the fertylizzer

2 the studio.

We hoap 2 B abel 2 put the

windoes down agane nex' weak;
mene while we are dooing a

strong biznes.

A demmonstrater kum in an'

tuk a whif an' asked wuz we
working a knew re-developper.

The oppyrater, an' the recep-

tion room girl an' Jimmie the

printer, awl think the runnin' ov

the bizness wuz lef 2 them, but

I kno' I am it Bkaus the Boss

tole me knot 2 tri an' inkreece

it 2 rappidly.

We got a letter frum the Boss,

an' he sed it was a good thing 4
a man 2 find oute that hiz biz-

ness kood get along 4 a while

withoute him. We seem 2 B
runnin' along mutch the saim az

when he iz hear oanly moar so

Bkaus we awl feal a morrul res-

ponsibillity 2 do the bes' we kan,

an' me an' Jimmy aint had a

skrap sintz.

Ma wuz figgerin' on kallin'

the dokktor 2 C me Bkaus she

dident hav 2 tel me 2 brush my
teth nor 2 shine mi shooz, nor 2
get up erley, an' she felt mi hed
an' maid me stik oute mi tung,

but I releeved her strane bi tell-

in' her I wuz doin' it 4 the Boss.

There aint no fun in taikin'

chantzes of B in kalled down
when they aint kno boddy 2 do it.

Knoin' the Boss wood want 2
kno how things wuz goin' I

wroat him a letter. I diden'

kno' jus' how 2 go aboute it but

forchunately I foun' a kompleat
leter writer at the 10 cent stoar

whitch heli)ed me mutch.
This is the leter.

Deer Boss

Esteamed and Reverund Sur.

Phelin that you wood B anx-

tious 2 kno' how the bizness wuz
doin' I taik mi pen in hand 2
let you no that I hav' evvery-

thing wel in hand. The recep-

tion girls feller hung aroun' a

while the firs' day but I put a

hunk ov ruber chewin gum whair

he wood sit on it, an' he did, an'

she laffed at him when he faled

2 arize, an' he aint been bak.

The watter pipe in the dark-

room busted an' leeked aboute a

foot ov watter in 2 the stoar
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B-low, but it didi'ii do us no dani-

mage so why should we worry.

Yure dog got ruuned caver bi

Hen Junpson's auttymobile, an'

he bit 1 ov the tires an' punk-

tured it, we got the repare bill

— 4 the tire I mene az the dog
is pas' reparin. Shal we pay it

or hole it til you retterne?

Outcide of the wetther B-in'

bad an^ knot nienny sitters biz-

ness iz good.

With best wisshes frum us awl
an' hoapin' you will sune rek-

kover I remane very respekti-

bully yures,

The Office Boy.

P. S. Yure barn iz on fire

will write you agane when it iz

oute.

P. S. Itz oute.

ANOTHER TANK DE-
VELOPER FORMULA

In some parts of the country

the regular Pyro formula for de-

veloping in the Eastman Plate

Tank is apt to give negatives of

insufficient contrast to produce
brilliant prints. This is due to

a difference of the water in dif-

ferent localities. Photographers

having trouble in obtaining the

required amount of density and
contrast, when developing in the

tank, can overcome the trouble

by using a more concentrated de-

veloper and a less proj)ortion of

Sulphite of Soda. In such cases

the regular Pyro Tank Developer

fornuila could be used double
strength, but the pr()|)ortion of

Sulphite of Soda should be re-

duced.

A very good formula combin-
ing Elon or Metol with Pyro has

been worked out by some of our

demonstrators and we are pub-
lishing same below for the bene-

fit of those in whose hands the

regular formula does not give as

much brilliancy as is desired.

When making up this formula in

the proportions given, the C". K.

Tested Sodas should be used.

ELON OR METOL PYRO
DEVELOPER

Slock Solidioti A—
Water, wRrm 20 ozs.

Metabisulphite of Potassium. 20 grs.

Bromide of Potassium ... 10 grs.

Elon or Metol ^ oz.

Pyro . . . . , i oz.

Stock SohUion B—
Water 20 ozs.

C. K. Sulphite of Soda . . . Ij ozs.

C. K. Carbonate of Soda . . 1 oz.

To use for TANK, take

2i ozs. Stock Solution A.
2^ ozs. Stock Solution B.
60 ozs. Water.

Temperature 65 degrees. Time 15
minutes.

To use for TRAY, take

1 oz. Stock Solution A.
1 oz. Stock Solution B.
10 to 16 ozs. Water.

Kodak Tested Cheniicdl.s

insure the success of your results.

Their action is wni/ormh/ certain.
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FROM A\ ARTL'RA IRIS PRIXT
By Philip Conklin Troy. y. Y.

\ PROGRESSIVE
^ Mr. Philip Conklin, ofTroy,

N.Y., is essentiallj- a "Progres-

sive " as the term applies to the

business of the photographer.

He is a good photographer, a

good advertiser and a good busi-

ness man. His studio is well ap-

pointed and inviting, but if his

customer wishes to l)e spared the

inconvenience of a visit to the
studio, he is just as willing to go
into the home for his negatives.

This is one of the maiiy indica-

tions of his progressiveness and it

is a step which more jihotogra-

phers are taking everyday. The
photographer must keep up with

and a little ahead of the bujing
public to be successful.

Artura is the paper Mr. Conk-
lin has found best suited to the

high standard of quality main-

tained by his printing dejiart-

ment. His progressiveness. how-
ever, has led him to make an
exhibition of Zeltii prints which
he says have been commented
upon most favorably by his cus-

tomers.

We feel assured of your inter-
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est in the excellent examples of

Mr. Conklin's work which we are

privileged to rei)roduce in this

issue of Studio Light.

PRACTICAL
SUGGESTIONS
IDEAS THAT HAVE BEEN TRIED

BY PHOTOGRAPHERS AND
FOUND TO BE USEFUL

I notice in the January Studio

Li(;ht you tell the photographer

to brush plates with a camel hair

brush before loading holders.

This used to be done in England

until the English manufacturers

told the photographer not to, on

the ground that when the plates

were packed, there Avas no dust

between them. If they used a

brush they were more likely to

put on dust than to take it off.

Personally, I always take my
plate holder out in the light and

brush it thoroughly. I never dust

a plate but always raj) the edge

of the plate sharply on the bench

so as to dislodge the dust with-

out danger of putting more on.

A jihotographer who wished

to reduce the number of move-
ments in printing so he could

make a greater number of i^rints

in a given time, bought a wire

coil spring about a foot and a half

long. One end was attached to

the hinged back of his Artura

Printer and the other to the wall

directly behind. The spring kept

the back raised so the paper

could be adjusted on the nega-

tive. The handle was pressed

down in the usual way to make
the exposure, and when the catch

was released the spring caused

the back to fly open, ready for

adjusting another piece of paper

on the negative.

\\ hen a print has been mount-
ed solid with paste, a corner

often becomes unruly and refuses

to remain stuck. It is a difficult

matter to get paste under this

corner without soiling the mount,

and the print usually has an un-

even surface where it has been

pasted the second time. To over-

come this, slip a small jiiece of

Dry Mounting Tissue under the

corner of the print, trim off the

projecting edge, cover with a

l)iece of heavy paper and press

with a fairly hot iron. The cor-

ner will stick tight and stay stuck.

Glossy commercial prints are

often mounted in albums with a

bit of glue at each corner. The
work is much neater if a small

square of Dry Mounting Tissue

is tacked on the back of the print

at each corner, M'ith a hot iron.

Lay the print on the album leaf,

cover with a piece of jiajier and
press with the iron. The prints

stick, the coi ners are smooth and

the high gloss is retained.
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THE ONLY CON-
DITION

We make but one condi-

tion in our offer of cuts for

the use of photographers.

It is obvious that two

photograjihers in the same

town would not care to use

the same cut, and we are

therefore obhged to hmit

this offer to one photogra-

pher in a town. It will be

a case of first come first

served. The first order

from a city will be promptly

filled. Succeeding orders (if

any) will necessarily be
turned down and the re-

mittance, of course, will be

returned. It is also obvious

that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings,

furnish any large variety of

cuts at the nominal prices

quoted, and therefore can

offer no substitute cut. The
thing to do is to get your

order inJirst, as it would not

be fair to give the man who
happens to get in his order

early one month, upet-nunw tit

advantage ; we shall book no

orders in advance. They
must always specify the num-
ber of cutwanted. These cuts

consist of the illustrations

only, thus making it possi-

ble for the printer to change
the wording or the amount
of space to be occupied by

the wording if so desired.

C. K. Co.. Ltd.

MOTHER should be pho-

tographed, but—Mother

thinks only of her children when

she thinks of photographs.

Perhaps she'll need persuad-

ing—perhaps will call it vanity,

but her pictures will prove she

is still a beauty—will be in great-

er demand than those quaint

pictures of younger days.

Make an appo'uitincutjur her,

THE
PYRO STUDIO

No. 189. Price, 50 cents.
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Bu llet in: the eastman school of
Professional Photography for 191:3

Memphis, Tenii April 8, 9, 10

New Orleans, La April 15, 16, 17

Sail Antonio, Texas April 22, 23, 24

Dallas, Texas April 29, 30, May 1

Denver, Col. May 6, 7, 8

Salt Lake City, Utah May 13, 14, 15

Los Angeles, Cal. .......... May 20, 21, 22

San Franeiseo, Cal. May 27, 28, 29

Portland, Ore June 3, 4, 5

(^ W S^
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There's nothing so near an etching

in tone—in quahty— in general efFeet.

as the print on

EASTMAN
OR

PLATINUM
The superior quahty of pure platinum

prints is appreciated by the worth-while

customer.

Warm black prints with cold bath on

IBB
Rich sepias with hot bath on

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers.
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Empire State View

Cameras and

Century View Cameras

A photographer's equipment is not

complete without one of these view

outfits. We carry a stock in 6>^ x 8/^

and 8x10, Write us for prices.

Orders for plates and papers filled

promptly upon receipt. Fresh stock

always on hand.

Ccitaloguc iiKtilcdfree upon request.

The D. H. Hogg Co., Reg'd,

160 Craig St. West

Montreal, Quebec.
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Get acquainted with the

mark of chemical certainty.

0)1 every

bottle.

Kodak Tested Chemicals

are tested for photographic

purity—tested for strength

—

tested for uniformity.

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada.
./// Dealers.
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OUR SALESMEN
Are now showing samples of all the

new styles of cards and folders from

the factory of the Canadian Card Co.

Be sure to see these before order-

ing your supply for Spring.

All Orders Attended to

with Care and Promptness

Send us your RUSH orders

for plates, papers and Sundries

J. G. Ramsey & Co., Limited.

66 King St. West, Toronto
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Successful

Photography
ELppN \cvc.ss'it cites the use of

Dependable

Chemicals

Elon, in combination with Hydro-

chinon, makes a developer of active

strength that will produce those rich,

warm tones so desirable in the print.

The mark of chemical cer- (^

tainty on every Elon bottle W

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada.

All Dealers.
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The R. O. C. Enlarging Back

Instantly attached to the back of a view camera in

place of the ground glass frame. Made in two sizes,

6^7 X 8^^^ and 8 x 10, for Empire State and Premo

View Cameras. Adapted to fit R. O. C. or Century

View Cameras without extra charge,

R. O. C. Enlarging Back with Negative

Carrier and full set of nested kits, $8.00

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Cuiiadti.

Order jrom your dealer.
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Hypo is a Good Servant but

a Bad Master

Make sure that e^T^y print > ou deliver

is safe, by using a

Rounds Print Washer

Automatically removes Hypo in less

than twenty minutes.

Slip hose onto tap, turn on water and

prints wash themselves.

Made in two sizes with capacity of 100

and 200 cabinet prints respectively.

Ask Your Dealer

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada
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STYLE KENYON

\

For Solid Mounted

Prints.

Colors Grey and Brown.

The Kenyon is a very rich staple folder for your single

weight solid mounted print. The card insert is made of

the best grade of stock with rich eggshell pattern and a

handsome design brought up in colored enamel, Silk Linen

Tissue protector enclosed in heavy weight cover, Linen

finish, with Rich Crest and Canopy Design brought up in

color. This folder is one of the best values of our 1913

line. Be sure and send for sample.

Sample on receipt ofJive one-cent .statnps.

DESIGNED AND MAXUFACTURED BY

The Canadian Card Co., Toronto, Can.



oUR POLICY
Our business was established on a quality basis.

It has grown because we act on the belief that we
can maintain our position in the trade just so long as

we make better goods than our competitors— and no

longer.

Our customers receive the benefit of the most ad-

vanced photographic thought of Europe and America.

Our American and foreign factories are in constant

tovich with each other. Each has the benefit of the

work and the discoveries of the other. The very

breadth of our business enables us to give to each de-

partment absolutely the liest that the world affords in

technical skill and in producing facilities. The man
with a new photographic idea turns to Rochester for

a market just as he turns to Washington for his letters

patent.

Our theory is that we can best serve ourselves by
supplying our customers the best goods. Our acts

have made this Theory a Policy, for we have not

merely the desire to make the best goods but the

means of converting that desire into a Reality.

In our thirty years in the photographic business

there have been several revolutionary changes. Doubt-
less there will be many more. Whatever they may be
our Policy shall be to furnish (without following every

mere will-o'-the wisp) the very best of those goods
which painstaking testing shall prove to be of benefit

to our customers in the Simplification of Photographic
Processes and the Advancement of the Art.

E. K. Co.
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CRACKERS VS. PHOTO-
GRAPHS

It took hundreds of thousands

of dollars' worth of advertising

to get the public into the habit

of buying crackers in original

packages instead of from the

grocer's cracker barrel, but the

demand for the package goods

was finally created, and to-day

very few people buy crackers in

any other way.

There is no question as to what

brought about the change. The
advertising was convincing and

created a desire for the original

package with its fresh, clean,

wholesome contents.

And to-daj', nothing is thought

of spending a hundred thousand

dollars in advertising a five-cent

package of a certain brand of

crackers.

Of course such advertising

brings quicker results than the

same amount of money spent in

creating a desire for photograi)hs.

The desire for the package of

crackers has been created and the

advertising merely attracts at-

tention to the particular brand.

The grocers are quick to follow

up such advertising and the sale

of the goods is almost automatic.

But you say, "How does all

this apply to the photographer?

"

In just this M'ay.

There is no longer any ques-

tion as to the success of the

"There's a photographer in your

town" advertising. It's work-
ing— the results are being felt

and its opportunities grasped by
the keen ones who have believed

in advertising and kept their

fingers on the pulse of the buy-

ing public.

If you are not getting results

from this advertising, it is be-

cause there is a link missing in

the chain— and that link is jour
advertising.

We are creating the desire for

the modern photograph as the

cracker people did for the pack-

age goods.

Your advertising helps things

along by furthering the desire
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and attracting attention to the

particular photographs that you
make. Then a sale is as easy for

you as it is for the grocer, when
a lady steps into your studio and
says: "I have been intending to

have my picture made for the

last two or three years, and of

late have been reminded of it so

often by those magazine adver-

tisements, that I decided to have
a sitting to-day. I guess your

advertisement in the Herald made
me think of youi- studio."

This isn't what might happen
to some one or two photographers

— it's what is happening every

day to many photographers, and
we have yet to learn of any wide-

awake man who has not increased

his business by his follow-up

advertising.

The advantage to you will de-

pend upon your own efforts. It

takes _yo»r advertising to stW your
photogra])hs.

Our 1913 campaign is stronger

than that of 1912^ There are

not so many magazines, but their

circulation is larger and their

prestige greater.

The advertisement on page 5
will appear in Cosmopolitan and
McClure's for May, and the May
3rd issue of the Saturday Eve-
ning Post. The combined circu-

lation of these three magazines
for the one issue is more than
three and a half million copies.

And it will get the business

for you if you Mill follow it up

—

will make a pull for your share.

ADVERTISING AS P. P.

S. OF PA. SEES IT
"Whereas, the trend of modem

studio business is to enlarge sales by
greater efficiency in salesmanship
and more extensive advertising than
ever heretofore attempted by the
profession;

Whereas, the efforts of the pho-
tographers have been upheld and
vastly augmented by the campaign
of publicity that is being conducted
by the Eastman Kodak Co.

;

Therefore be it Resolved, that the
P. P. S. of Pa. in convention assem-
bled, do hereby transmit their ex-
pression of appreciation for their

interest and help in the general ad-
vertising of Portrait Photography,
and more especially for popidarizing
the phrase—'There's a Photogra-
pher in Your Town.' And be it

further resolved, that we invite all

manufacturers to take up the further
development of Portrait Photo-
graphic Publicity along these or sim-
ilar lines."

(Signed) J. B. Schhkiver,

G. W. Harris.

While we are naturally very

much gratified with the reports

of increased business of photog-

raphers over the country, attrib-

uted to our general advertising

campaign, we are more gratified

by the enthusiasm of those pho-

tographers who have taken hold

of the new idea and have jirofited

by broad, individual publicity

campaigns on their own accounts.

Not only has the individual

learned the value of advertising,

but Photograiihic Societies have
come to realize that the lesson

of advertising is of equal import-
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" Father grows younger every dav."

And his new photograph hits him to

a '^T".

The old portrait taken twenty years

ago, made him look so serious and old-

fashioned—not a bit like he really is.

We wouldn't part with it of course.

But isn't it splendid to have a picture

of him as zve know him—just as he

looks to-day.

And father says that he's glad he

gave in and had it made— that having

your picture taken is far from an un-

pleasant experience now-a-days.

There s a photographer in your town,

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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aiK-e Avith the lesson of j)hoto<r-

raphy.

We believe that the above res-

olution adopted by the Profes-

sional Photographers' Society of

Pennsylvania expresses the feel-

ing of the profession in general

regarding the necessity for con-

centrated effort in exploiting pho-

tography to the public. The
more advertising there is, the

more business there will be, and
"with the increased business of

the photograjiher will come in-

creased business in all lines of

photographic materials.

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS
The firm of Knaffl & Brake-

bill, successors to the old and
well-known firm of KnatH Bros.,

has a wide reputation for the pro-

duction of very fine portraits.

And that the reputation is well

deserved will be seen by the

series of excellent illustrations

we are privileged to rejjroduce

in this number of Studio LuiHT.

These pictures have been se-

lected fi'om the ordinary run of

work which is being daily de-

livered to customers, as by such

selection we hope to give our

readers an idea of the character

of work approved by the pul)lic

as well as the individuality of

the photograi)her.

Mr. Brakebill received his early

training with Mr. Knaffl, later

conducting his own studio for a

number of years. During this

time, with the unselfish sjjirit so

characteristic of the South, the

two remained warm personal

friends, and about four years ago
entered into their present agree-

able partnership.

Mr. Knaffl has been in busi-

ness in Knoxville for twenty-five

years, and has gradually become
more and more interested in the

art side of photography, while

Mr. Brakebill devotes all his

time to portrait photograph}- and
is thoroughly in love with his

work. The combination is a good
one and the firm is exceptionally

prosperous.

One of the rather original and
interesting features of this studio

is the construction and use of a

double skylight. An east single-

slant light furnishes most of the

illumination for the subject, while

a smaller and very high single-

slant north light is used to bal-

ance the light, giving definition

in the shadows and preserving

the general tonal quality. Such
a light gives excellent effects

with expert handling, but re-

quires great care to prevent false

lights at cross purposes with the

main source of illumination.

The lower portion of the east

light is fitted with a seat and
window casement for making
home-portrait effects in the studio

.

Our illustrations are reproduced

from Artura Iris prints, Artura

being the ]iaper used exclusively

in this studio.



FROM AN ARTLRA IRIS I'RINT

By Knojfl d- BrakrbiU
Kno.rrille, Tiiin.
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HELP TO SWELL THE
RELIEF FUND FOR

PHOTOGRAPHERS IN
FLOOD DISTRICTS
Many photographers through-

out the country have suifered

heavy losses from the recent

floods, and a committee of deal-

ers and photographers has been

hurriedly formed to secure funds

for the relief of those who have

lost their all in these disasters.

Studios have been swept away,

homes destroyed, and many of

the profession left without means

of support. Your help is needed,

ard that your contribution may
reach those who are suffering, at

the earliest possible moment, you

are requested to send same to

Mr. L. A. Dozer, Bucyrus, Ohio,

Treasurer of the P. A. of A., who
has consented to act as Treasurer

of the Relief Committee.

The need of money to relieve

suffering is urgent and the cause

is a worthy one. Every case

will be investigated by the Relief

Committee and the money spent

where it will do the greatest

amount of good.

A number of subscriptions

have already been received, but

much more money is needed.

People do not want photo-

graphs at such a time, but the

photographer and his family must
live—must have food. Make youi-

donation quickly and make it as

large as you can ajj'ord. but make

it.

Every dollar sent Mr. Dozer

will help some unfortunate broth-

er photograi)her who would be

as willing to help you were con-

ditions reversed.

T HE CINCINNATI
SCHOOL

Owing to recent floods in the

Mississippi ^'alley and the crip-

pled condition of all hues of trans-

portation, it was not possible for

the Eastman Professional School,

with the large amount of appa-

ratus it necessarilj' carries, to

reach Cincinnati for the School

dates of April 1st, 2nd and 3rd.

In fact we understand the city

was so completely cut off from

the outside world that it was not

possil)le for photographers to

reach Cincinnati had the School

been there, so the disappoint-

ment was not so great as it might

have been. As it was, trouble

was experienced in moving the

School from Detroit to Memphis.
We trust there may be no more

such disasters, with their accom-

panying loss of life and propert\',

and we take this opportunity ot

extending our sympathy to those

in the storm and flood districts

who have suffered loss.

A date will be arranged for the

Eastman Professional School to

visit Cincinnati in the earlj' fall.

In this way the present schedule

will not be broken up and pho-

tographers of Cincinnati and the

surrounding towns Mill still have

a chance to visit the 1913 School.



FROM AX ARTLRA IRIS PRINT

By Knaffl. <(• Brakcbill

Knoxville, Tenn.
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HOW TO WIN
Do you remember having

seen a certain picture in the pages

of your favorite magazine, which

made you feel that your happi-

ness would be complete if you

owned the car, and could take a

spin over the beautiful road,
shown in that picture?

Perhajis it was a picture which
made you or your wife or the
children desire to possess some-
thing less expensive than an au-

tomobile, but you remember the
tug at your purse strings, and how
you finally had to buy that par-

ticular advertised article to keep
peace in your family.

If you have had such an ex-

perience— and who has not?—you
must know the kind of picture

that is going to win the big

money in our Advertising Con-
test.

And you can make such pic-

tures once you have the idea.

Photographic quality must not

be lost sight of, but it is the story

the picture tells, and the desire

it creates for a Kodak that will

count most.

One must look at the picture

and feel that amateur photogra-

phy is necessary to their happi-

ness and peace of mind— that

their vacation will not be com-
plete without a picture story of

the good times, or that the sim-

plicity of the Kodak system of

photograjihy is within reach of

the boy or girl who has teased

father and mother for a Brownie.
You get the idea—you have

the ability, and the prizes are

large enough to make it well

worth your while to try for them.
You are also relieved of the

handicap of competing against

the man who is more experienced
in this work. Previous prize win-
ners are not allowed to compete
in Class A, but must compete
with one another for the two
Grand Prizes -$500.00, First;

$400.00, Second.

Any professional photogra-
pher, other than above, may com-
pete in Class A, for the $1400.00
in prize money.

There are five prizes and they
are all worth the effort you make
for them.

CLASS A.
Professional Photographers Only,

Negatives, 5 x 7 or larger.

First Prize $500.00
Second Prize 400.00
Third Prize 250.00
Fourth Prize 150.00
Fifth Prize 100.00

We are always on the lookout

for good advertising pictures—
that's why we have these con-

tests. And we usually buy some
of the less successful pictures for

future advertising purposes. So
oiir prize money is, in reality,

even larger than we advertise it

to be.

Large advertisers in all lines

are constantly on the lookout for

pictures that will help sell their

goods. Yoiu" interest in this con-

test and the experience you gain
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By KnuM <( Brakehill

Knoxville, Tenn.
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may lead to the making of other

such pictures, which may prove

a very profitable way of employ-

ing a little spare time.

Match your ideas against the

other man's, and in making the

])ictures, keep in mind the one

point; the picture must show
the pleasures of picture-making
—must create a desire for the

goods advertised.

cONVENTION NEWS
The plans for the thirty-

third convention of the National

Photographers' Association to be
held in Kansas City, July 21st

to the 26th inclusive, are pro-

gressing nicely.

The 1913 Convention will be
one of the best ever held by the

P. A. of A. The Executive
Board have decided that the

leading feature will be a working
studio in full operation under tal-

ented American photographers.

Here is an ojiportunity for you to

see how leading lights of the pro-

fession handle an up-to-date stu-

dio. We are particularly favored

in having at the head of this

studio our old and tried friend.

Daddy Lively, of the Southern

School of Photography. Asso-

ciated with him in the reception

room will be a corps of experi-

enced lady receptionists under

the supervision of the Women's
Federation and their President,

Miss Katherine Jamieson, of

Pittsburg, Pa. The names of the

receptionists will be announced
later.

George Graham Holloway,
]iast president of the P. A. of A.

,

and one of the real live wires of

the profession, will have entire

charge of the operating and re-

touching departments. He is

now making arrangements to

supply the very best workmen
known to American photography
to demonstrate methods of hand-
ling subjects. Arrangements
have been made to comfortably

seat five hundred people in the

posing room, making it possible

for everyone to see and hear ev-

erything that is being done. Arti-

ficial light will be used and the

negatives made will be retouched,

backgrounds worked in, and by
use of a projecting lantern,

thrown upon the screens with full

instructions as to the methods
used, etc. One of the most com-
petent retouchers and ground
workers in this country will be
secured to do this work. Pass-

ing from the studio into the

printing department, we find past

President Frank W^. Medlar, of

Spencer, Iowa, in charge with

four printers of National reputa-

tion continuously demonstrating

the proper methods of printing

and masking. A demonstration

of air brush, wash drawing and
finishing will follow, by the best

artists we can procure.

The large Convention Hall in

Kansas City makes it possible to

put this feature on at the coming



FROM AN ARTL'RA IRIS PRINT

By Knaffl <f- Brake bill

Kiio.cville, Tenn.
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Convention for the first time.

Never before has such an under-

taking been possible owing to

limited floor space. Here the

large crowds visiting the studio

daily can be handled with the

greatest ease. Preparations have

been made for visitors to enter

the reception room and retire

from the studio from the rear

door of the printing department.

No long, tiresome lectures are

being plaimed. Later announce-

ments will probably reveal the

fact that there will be but four

lecturers of the highest type in

their particular line. One will

talk on business organization, one

on advertising, one in the inter-

ests of the Commercial Federa-

tion and one for the Women's
Federation.

The above is a mere outline of

the many things that are being

prepared to interest the live,

wide-awake, up-to-date photog-

raphers who attend the Kansas

City Convention. The following

are usual features which will be

better than ever. The exhibit

is under the management of our

efficient First Vice-President, Mr.
Manley W. Tyree, assisted by
Mr. Will Towles, Second \ ice-

President. Mr. Tyree will also

have charge of the Congress and
every effort will be made to make
it more interesting and profitable

than ever before. Special an-

nouncement of these features will

come from the First and Second
Vice-Presidents.

Much has been said of the en-

tertainment in charge of the
splendid local committee of Kan-
sas City, and much more will be
revealed during the coming
weeks.

The Women's Federation will

provide its usual interesting fea-

tures under the management of

its enterprising and efiicient corps

of officers. Watch for further

announcements.

The Commercial Federation,

which became a part of the Nat-

ional Association last year at

Philadelphia, is preparing to

spring something startling. The
President and Secretary of that

Federation are now working to

secure features which will be of

great value to the Commercial
man, as well as an uplift to Com-
mercial photography all over our

country. Just at this time we
are not prepared to announce

their ])lans, but this feature alone

will be well worth the price of

the trip.

Headquarters will be estali-

lished for every state desii-ing

same and the officers of the
various State Associations are

requested to write President
Townsend to reserve such space.

During the Convention a free

and full discussion will be had on

the question of a paid Secretary

for the P. A. of A. Come pre-

pared to give your opinion and

vote on this proposition.

If questions arise in your daily

business that you would like to
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have answered by competent
])eople in any department of the

studio, come to the National
Convention. You can talk about

methods of handling customers

with the best receptionists in

America and ask questions to

your heart's content about lenses,

background work, wash drawing,

air brush, masking, printing, re-

touching and mounting. Experts

in these lines will give you the

information you wish. Lay your

plans now. Advertise that your

studio will be closed during Con-
vention week — that you have
gone to get new ideas to offer

your customers.

If you want a vacation, come
to the Convention and have a

good time as well as a profitable

one. See one of the best cities

of its size in the country and visit

its leading studios. To avoid the

rush, send your dues in advance
to the Treasurer, L. A. Dozer,

Bucyrus, Ohio, who will send you
a receipt and one of the most
beautiful buttons ever issued by
the Association.

In addition to all these attrac-

tions there will be the manufac-
turers and dealers, whose displays

will eclipse those of all previous

Conventions. They Avill exhilMt

in the most artistic booths ever

furnished. There is not a photo-

grapher in America who can af-

ford to miss this, the greatest of

all Conventions.

(Signed) C. F. Towxsexd,
President.

s
OME COMPARISONS

BT THE OFFICE BOY

The Boss has got a new
autymobilly, and he says itz a

rattling good car.

This one's got a self starter on

it — I remember the first won the

Boss had, it had a self stopper an'

he yused to get oute an' kik it

when it woodent go. He aint

got outa the habbit of wareing

hevy shoos yet.

I ast the Boss vrhy did he pay
so mutch munney 4 hiz kar when
I seen one down 2 the garrage

just as slik and shiny az hiz 4
haf wot he pade.

The Boss says it don't kost no
moar 2 paint a tin car than a

rele won, an' he says that there's

sum fellers jus' like cheep autty-

mobillys, sum slik on the outside

but with bum work incide.

The Boss says the moar you
kuni 2 think aboute it, the moar
you find fellers iz like auttymo-
billys.

He says that thair's lotz of
chaps wot kant get their mixtture

right, or their geres don't mesh
or their Klutch don't hold or

their breaks slips evvery time
they strike a graid, or their oute

ov gassyleen every time therz

sum rele wurk 2 B dun.

The Boss says that some fel-

lers go snortin' and puffin' aroun',

and jus' to heer 'em you wood
think they wuz 90 horse power,
but when you get a chanct to

size up their power plant they
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hav only 1 sylinnder, an' blaim

poor trantzmission.

The Boss says that the rele

fellers like the rele auttymobillys

go slidin' along not maikin' no

noize till you get in their way.

He says that the big men an'

the big auttys boath hav lotz ov

power, but itz HexibuU so they

don't hav 2 uze it unless they

kneed it.

I wus thinkin' that sintz the

macheens had self starters that

maybe I'd like 2 B a chofferneer.

The Boss said that thair wuz
lotz ov fellers willin' 2 run things

if they diden' hav 2 start 'em.

I ast the Boss why wuz it^that

he sat down so hard on so menny
of my ambittions, an' he sed I

lakked koncentration. He says a

aig slammed up against a brik

wall is 2 spraddled oute 4 futchur

use, but D-positted karefully in a

fryin' pan it stans a chantz of

bein' a azzistantz 2 humannilty.

I koncentratted my attenshun

wuntz on 3api)el pyes I swiped

frum Ma's pantry but they re-

versed the kurrent an' koncen-

trated in me, and the dokktor

sed that I wood never B the saim

againe. The Boss says that this

life iz a awful struggel, but so

menny foaks spendz /4 thair time

strugglin' 2 rekkover frum things

they knew blaim wel they had-

dent ot 2 dun.

I tole the Boss I x-pected 2
B-kum a grate man sum day az

I wuz layin' a foundattion of in-

dustry, an' integgrity (l got

that from a story book), an' he

says that my foundattion wuz awl

write if I wuz uzing the rite kind

of cement.

The Boss says lots of good

bizness foundattions kollapse B-

kaus thair aint no gumption ce-

ment in 'em,

GOOD WORK AT GOOD
PRICES

The price that should be asked

for commercial work seems to de-

pend more on competition than

quality of work, if we are to be-

lieve what a great many people

tell us. We don't think this is

true in all cases, and we want to

talk the matter over and see if

there isn't a way to better price

conditions where they are not

right.

All will admit that the portrait

photographer who makes the best

M (jrk can get the most money for

it — they do, so there is really no

argument. Of course some are

better than others, but a photo-

graph of a piece of furniture or

machinery has no expression

—

can not be given an artistic pose

or lighting, so what is to be done

to command a higher price for

this work?
I was talking to a photographer

the other day, who is employed

by one of the great steel indus-

tries, and the subject of color

filters came up. He said: "I

bought a set of Wratten Color

Filters the other day that cost
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me $20.00 and am going to buy
another set in a few dajs for

photo-micrographic work. The
firai want the best possible re-

sults regardless of expense, and
I am going to give them what
they want."

That made me think— in fact

a great many things in that con-

versation made me think, and the

conclusions I drew were that

many manufacturing concerns are

employing good photographers

and instructing them to spare no
expense in securing results. For
instance, a good photograph of a

piece of furniture may make an
increase of thousands of dollars

in the sale of that particular ar-

ticle, and it isn't reasonable to

believe the manufacturer is going

to begrudge a few dollars for the

negative that will make pictures

with increased selling power.

Whenever you talk of raising

prices you can hear a loud chorus

of "they won't pay it— you can't

do it," but, nevertheless, it has

been done and they did pay it

and were glad of the chance.

First of all you must convince

yourself that you can get the re-

sults. If you don't believe, there

is no need of going any further.

You are in a rut and want to stay

there, but if you want to make
more money and are willing to

be convinced, just make a fair

trial of a Wratten Panchromatic

plate and color filter, alongside

of the plate you have been using

without a filter. We say a fair

trial because you may not have
been accustomed to using Pan-
chromatic plates or color filters.

First of all, you must load your

holders with Panchromatic plates

in absolute darkness. If you use

a red light the experiment is of

no value because, being extremely

sensitive to red, the plate is fog-

ged before the exposure is made.
Make an exposure with the i)late

you have been using, taking for a

subject a piece of oak furniture in

which j'ou wish to show the grain

of the wood to best advantage.

Then make an exposure on the

same subject with a Wratten Pan-

chromatic plate and a O Contrast

Filter. This filter will increase

the exposure eight times over that

of the plate without a filter. Don't
be afraid to give the exposure—
you are working for a result and
are going to be paid for your time,

if the customer is pleased. Now
remember that the Panchromatic

plate is to be ])laced in a tray, the

developer poured on in absolute

darkness, developing by time . the

time depending on temperature

of the developer. The plate tank

or a covered tray Avill answer, but

you must know the temperature

so you can give the proper time.

"Too much trouble," you say,

but remember, you are working
for better results and higher
prices, and nothing is too much
trouble if you can be ]iaid for your

work. Fix the negatives and com-
pare the results. If your expos-

ures have been correct, there is
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no comparison to the man who is

looking for quahty, and there are

plenty ofcustomers who want just

such quality and will pay for it.

You are pleased with the result

—you feel you can get better

prices for Panchromatic work,

but what price will you ask your

customer when you show him a

print from each negative ? We
will say, for example, you have
been charging !$1.50 for a nega-

tive, and so much apiece for the

prints. You think you should ask

$1.75 or $2.00 for Panchromatic

negatives.

That's just where you would
be making a grave mistake. You
are at additional expense in time,

material and apparatus, and jou
have made a study of color-

separation to some extent, so

you must also charge for using

your brains— for knowing how.
If you ask $1.50 for your ordi-

nary negatives and have made
an improvement in quality that

places your work beyond that of

your competitor, charge $4.00,

$4.50 or $5.00^ and say it like

you knew it was worth it.

Don't be afraid when it comes
to asking what a thing is worth,

and remember that your time is

a part of your work as well as

the material you put into it.

Many a man is making a mere
salary out of his business because

he is afraid to place the projier

market value on his brains, Avhile

many others who make the same
quality of work are more pros-

perous and more highlv resjiected

because they have confidence in

their own ability and impart this

confidence to their customers.

Where you see a way of im-

proving your work, don't use it

as a means of taking business

away from j'our competitors, but

as a means of putting dollars in

your oir7i pocket. Your compet-
itor will finally touch bottom if

he is getting business by price-

cutting.

Of the Wratten Filters, those

most useful to the average Com-
mercial Photographer are the K3,
G and A. With the Wratten
Panchromatic Plate the K 3 filter

will reproduce colored objects in

monotone Avith the same contrast

they have to the eye. The G
filter will over-correct the yel-

lows, making them lighter than

they appear to the eye, while

the A filter will over-correct reds

in the same way. The result that

will be secured on the Panchro-

matic plate with either of these

filters is readily seen by examin-

ing the object with the filter to

the eye.

Set of three Filters, 3 in. square,
cemented in B glass,packed in a
neat case, K 3, G and A . . $7.50

Separate Filters, same as above,
each $i.50

The i)idivhlu(iUttj (>f Zclta

pnnt.s comiiunuls the price

Tcifh the best profit.
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THE ONLY CON-
DITION

We make but one condi-

tion in our offer of cuts for

the use of photographers.

It is obvious that two
photograjihers in the same
town would not care to use

the same cut, and we are

therefore obHged to Hmit

this offer to one photogra-

pher in a town. It will l)e

a case of first come first

served. The first order

from a city will be promptly

filled. Succeeding orders (if

any) will necessarily be
turned down and the re-

mittance, of course, will be

returned. It is also obvious

that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings,

furnish any large variety of

cuts at the nominal prices

quoted, and therefore can

offer no substitute cut. The
thing to do is to get your

order m^first, as it would not

be fair to give the man who
happens to get in his order

earlj^ one monih,^. permanc tit

advantage; we shall book no
orders in advance. They
must always specify the num-
ber ofcutwanted. These cuts

consist of the illustrations

only, thus making it possi-

ble for the printer to change
the wording or the amount
of space to be occupied by
the wording if so desired.

E. K. Co.

PROUD as you are of the

daughter, and proud as she

is of graduation honors—there

is soon but a memory of such

events unless a portrait keeps

the record of each milestone of

youth.

Our styles of school pictures

are appropriate to the occasion.

Make the appointment early.

THE
PYRO STUDIO

No. 190. Price, ;iO cents.
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BULLETIN: THE EASTMAN SCHOOL OF
Professional Photography for 1913

Salt Lake City, Itah May 13, 14, 15

Los Angeles, Cal May 20, 21, 22

San Francisco, Cal . . . . . May 27, 28, 29

Portland, Ore. . . . June 3, 4, 5

Spokane, Wash. June 10, 11, 12

Seattle, Wash. ..... o «.. . June 17, 18, 19

Vancouver, B. C. .......... June 24, 25, 26

Calgary, Alberta .'..., .o. . July 8, 9, 10
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Give your work the character

and prestige that come with

the use of

EASTMAN
AND

PLATINUM
The quality of these papers will

appeal to the most exacting and dis-

criminating patrons.

Rich warm black prints with cold

bath on IBS — brilhant sepias with

hot bath on

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

AH Dealers.
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It's Printing' Qiiality that Counts.

The Eastman
Plate Tank

Eliminates the danger of light and

chemical fog, giving a brilliancy and snap

to the negative not obtained by tray

development in a dark room. All the

delicate gradations are

preserved, the shadows

are full of detail, the

negative has printing

quality. And better

printing quality means

better prints.

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers.
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Stamp your work with the

mark of distinctive quality.

The quality which distinguishes

the unusual from the commonplace

is best found in

Imlt
c

Matte-Surface, Ready-Sensitized,

Four Grades

The greatest range of tones and

effects— simple and certain in

manipulation.

Your stock-Itou.se Itds if.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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The Simplified Developing- Ag-ent

for Photographic Papers

Tozol is a short cut to better re-

sults—a single chemical that is equal

to any combination of developing

agents—convenience without the sac-

rifice of cjuality.

It's less trouble—^.iust add the sodas,

bromide and wood alcohol to an ounce

of Tozol.

TOZOL costs less—goes further.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealeis.
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The R. O. C. Enlarging Back

Instantly attached to the back of a view camera in

place of the ground glass frame. Made in two sizes,

6^ 2 ^ ^^2 ^^^^ 8 X 10. for Empire State and Prenio

View Cameras. Adapted to fit R. O. C. or Century

View Cameras without extra charge,

R. O. C. Enlarging Back with Negative

Carrier and full set of nested kits, $8.00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Order from your dealer.
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^J^ Successful

I^^Q Photography
' f1^^ !

Necessitates tlie use of

Dependable

Chemicals

Elon, in combination with Hydro-

chinon, makes a developer of active

strength that will produce those rich,

warm tones so desirable in the print.

'^-^i^'
The mark of chemical cer-

tainty on every Elon bottle

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers.
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Cirkut Cameras
The Cirkut is a certain means of securing

more business. Cirkut pictures are easy

to make and easy to sell.

Sendfor hooklet "The Cirkut Method."

Century Camera Division,
EASTMAN KODAK CO.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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FOR 1913 CLASS PORTRAITS
When you show a good range of styles for selection, the

Commencement Class order is more frequently secured.

The Purdue
Made in two sizes, 4x9 and 5i x lOi inches for odd and
regular sized tipped panel prints. Made up of rich shades

of cloth finished stocks of extra weight, hand deckled.

THE PURDUE %mll appeal, and if you are interested in the Class

and School work fov 1913, send us three two-cent stamps and we will

send you four correct styles for University and School work.

Listed Page 18 of Spring Catalog. Call for Sample Offer No. 157.

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY

Taprell, I^oomis k Company, Chicago, U. S. A.
The Leading Card Novelty House of America.



oUR POLICY
Our business was established on a quality basis.

It has grown because we act on the belief that we
can maintain our position in the trade just so long as

we make better goods than our competitors—and no
longer.

Our customers receive the benefit of the most ad-

vanced photographic thought of Europe and America.

Kodak factories in Europe and America are in constant

touch with each other. Each has the benefit of the

work and the discoveries of the other. The very

breadth of our business enables us to give to each de-

partment absolutely the best that the world affords in

technical skill and in producing facilities.

Our theory is that we can best serve ourselves by
supplying our customers the best goods. Our acts

have made this Theory a Policy, for we have not

merely the desire to make the best goods but the

means of converting that desire into a Reality.

In thirty years in the photographic business there

have been several revolutionary changes. Doubt-
less there will be many more. Whatever they may be
our Policy shall be to furnish (without following every

mere will-o'-the wisp) the very best of those goods
which painstaking testing shall prove to be of benefit

to our customers in the Simplification of Photographic
Processes and the Advancement of the Art.

C. K. Co. J Ltd.
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Home Portrait

By Miss Reineke

Kansas City, Mo.
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XT' NEE-DEEP IN JUNE
* ^ Nature is clothed in a fresh

new dress of green, the Spring

openings are most all over and

Summer with all its attending

pleasures is here again.

There are new stjles, to be

sure, and we must have the latest

style. New stj-les in hats, clothes

and shoes. New styles in lawn

mowers as well as automobiles.

New styles in breakfast foods,

wall paper, garden seeds and

ostrich plumes. New styles in

fishing tackle and porch furni-

ture, but how about your photo-

graphs?

It is the new thing the public

wants, whether it be something

to wear, something to eat or

something to look at. Give them
something new and make them
feel they must have it. Attend
the National Convention and see

the new things, absorb the new
ideas and most of all, profit by

them. And when you have some-

thing new, advertise it.

DONT MISS IT
ARRANGEMENTS FOR BIG
KANSAS CITY CONVENTION
NEARING COMPLETION

President Townsend advises

us that greater preparations are

being made for the Kansas City

National Convention than for anj^

previous meeting in the history

of the Association, and from the

plans that have been announced,

the educational features would

seem to predominate.

The Convention Hall is espec-

ially well suited to the plan for a

working studio, allowing at least

five hundred to be comfortably

seated where they may see all

that takes place. The aifair will,

in reality, be staged, and the
hall is so large that it will in no
way interfere with the great Man-
ufacturers' and Photographers'

Exhibits. The two shows will

run in the same hall without
conflicting and the convention

will be the better held together

by this arrangement.

To add the necessary touch of
human interest to the show, an
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illustrated circular is soon to be

issued, giving the program in

detail, showing views of the great

Convention Hall and portraits of

the lecturers and all of those

who will take active part in the

staging of the Model Working
Studio.

It is to be an all-star cast of

characters— talent such as has

never been brought together be-

fore, and the practical demon-

strations given by these work-

men, in all branches of photog-

raphy, will be well worth a trip

to Kansas City to see.

Daddy Lively will have charge

of the reception room, with a

force of six receptionists ofnation-

al reputation, selected by Miss

Katherine Jameison, president of

the Women's Federation. All

questions pertaining to this most

important department— the sales

department of the studio— will

be cheerfully answered or intelli-

gently discussed.

Mr. Frank W. Medlar, in

charge of the printing and re-

touching departments, will not

only have a force of printers and

retouchers, but an expert in back-

ground work on negatives, and

an ingenious projecting lantern,

by which every movement of the

artist's pencil may be seen on a

large screen as the grounds are

worked on the negatives.

Mr. George G. Holloway, in

charge of the operating room,

will have twelve of the best men
of the country, Avho will demon-

strate their individual methods
of negative making under the

light. Instead of the beautiful

models usually secured to pose

for these convention demonstra-

tions, the usual run of sul)jects,

including the most difficult ones,

will be used, so the spectators

may learn the various methods

of handling a poor subject as well

as a good one.

We do not know of any asso-

ciation of business or professional

men, who, in their conventions,

offer so much of an educational

nature or bring together such an

array of talent to freely dispense

the knoweldge they have ac-

quired, for the benefit of their

fellow members.

Such conventions should have

your hearty support and co-ojier-

ation. Every owner of a studio,

who can do so, should not only

attend the Kansas City Conven-

tion, but should make it possi-

ble for his employees to attend.

Photography has ceased to con-

sist of carefully guarded secrets,

and the broader your knowledge
and the more able your em-
ployees, the greater will be the

demand for your work.

The Kansas City Entertain-

ment Committee promises a royal

good time in addition to all the

regular convention attractions

Attend the Convention, bring

your employees and invite your

brother photographers.
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JUNE ADVERTISING
HOW TO MAKK MORK BUSI-
NESS FALL VOUR WAY

If two people set about to cut

down a tree, one doesn't begin

chopping a foot from the ground
and the other three feet above.

They take opposite sides and
chop on the same line and the

tree falls in half the time.

For the same reason the local

advertising with the greatest

strength is that which follows

along the same line used by a

manufacturer in advertising an
article nationally. "There's a

photographer in our town," as

an advertising slogan has been a

great success. There has been a

marked increase in the portrait

business over the country, and
we are pleased to see how many
have followed up this publicity.

From all reports—and we have
had many—the best results have
been secured by those photog-

raphers who have used our copy,

omitting our name, of course,

and inserting their own or the

studio name in place of it, fol-

lowed by the line, "The pho-
tographer in your town."

We feel sure that if you will

use our copy, in connecting our

advertising with your studio, re-

sults will come quicker and the

increase in your business will be
greater than if you depend en-

tirely upon an advertising cam-
paign of your own, along different

lines.

Our advertising is creating a

general demand for photogra[)hs.

Your use of our copy will make
a deeper impression on Mrs.
Smith, who has seen our maga-
zine advertising, because you re-

peat our argument and add the
information that you are the pho-
tographer in her town— you open
the doors of your studio, as it

were, and leave no excuse for her

to say :
" I would have some pic-

tures made but I don't know who
to go to for photographs."

With this co-operation on your

part, we will both be hewing on
the same line and the tree will

fall quickly and your way.

The copy reproduced on page
7 will appear as full pages in

the June number of Everybody'

s

and Munsey's, and as one-quar-

ter i>age in the Woman's Home
Companion. The July Ladies'

Home Journal will carry the same
copy , occupying one-quarterpage

.

The combined circulation of these

magazines runs into the millions,

and the advertisements will prob-

ably be read by a greater num-
ber of people in your locality than

could be reached by your local

papers. Connect up with and
direct the force of this adver-

tising campaign towards your

studio.

Give the customer some-

tiling new, something
better—ZELTA.
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Time works quick changes in the

growing girl. Pig-tails and short

skirts are soon forgotten in the

maturer charms of the debutante.

Sometimes though you will ache

for a picture of her just as she

romped in from school or play.

Think how she would like one

too, in the after years— to show her

friends and possibly her children.

Make the appointment while the

thought is fresh in your mind.

There s a photographer in your town,

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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FSc S. PROFESSIONAL
. PRINTER

The F. & S. Professional Printer

will appeal to the professional

photographer, because of its very

simple construction, positive ac-

tion, and the practical conveni-

ences which it embodies. The
fact that the printer is operated

by a foot treadle leaves both

hands free to adjust the nega-

tive, printing mask and paper, a

12 X 17 folding leaf at either side

of the machine affording ample
space for carrying the paper and
negatives.

The contact back is so con-

structed that the paper and neg-

ative are brought into absolute

contact with single or double-

weight paper, films and varying

thicknesses of glass negatives.

As soon as full pressure
"•^ is applied to the pad by

pressing down on the
foot treadle, the lights are ai;to-

matically turned on. To insure

perfect contact through the en-

tire exposing period, the lights

are automatically turned off be-

fore the pressure on the pad is

entirely released.

The light box is arranged to

carry nine 40 watt Tungsten or

Mazda lamps, in three rows, as

shown in our illustration, in

addition to one ruby pilot light

which enal^les the operator to

adjust paper and negatives. AH
of the lamps may be illuminated,

or any row of three, there being

an independent switch controll-

ing each row of lights. In this

way, negatives of uneven den-

sity may be given more or less

light where wanted. As the
lamps, -with the exception of the

Arrangement of Lights
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ruby light, burn only during the

time of exposure, the F. & S.

Printer is exceptionally econom-
ical to operate.

A sheet of crystal plate glass

is set flush with the top of the

stand, forming the j)rinting sur-

face, which is large enough to ac-

Back View of Printer

commodate a full 8 x 10 negative.

Spring fingers at either side of
the glass hold the mask in posi-

tion during printing. A slide at

the side of the table top permits

the removal of the glass for re-

newing or adjusting the lamps.

Immediately under the printing

surface, grooves are provided for

sheets of ground or opal glass.

One sheet of flashed opal glass

is furnished with the printer and
will diffuse the light sufficiently

for even illumination under or-

dinary conditions.

The machine is substantially

constructed of hard wood in

weathered oak finish and is so

simple in construction, there is

nothing to get out of order.

Economy of operation, simplicity

of the working parts, com-
bined with the ability it

affords one to "dodge"
while printing, by varying the

the illumination, make the F. &
S. Professional Printer the most
efficient printing device on the

market.
SPECIFICATIONS

Height, 37 inches.

Floor space, with leaves folded,

18 X 20 inches.

Printing surface. 8 x 10 inches.

THE PRICE
F. & S. Professional Printer No. 1.

8 X 10, without lights, including
conductor cord and one sheet of

Flashed Opal Glass $30.00

A SUGGESTION
"* •^ To prevent corks from being
lost or laid on dirty shelves or

tables, thread a needle with stout

twine and run it through the top

of the cork from side to side.

Tie one end of the twine over

the top of the cork and the other

to the neck of the bottle, having

the string just short enough so

that the cork will not reach to

the bottom of the bottle.
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CONVENTION OF THE
PHOTOGRAPHERS'

ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
The Executive of the Photog-

raphers' Association of Canada
ha%'e decided to hold their con-

vention on Wednesdav and Thurs-
day, July 9th and lOth, 1913,
in the rooms of the Toronto
Camera Club, No. 2 Gould
Street, Toronto.

The Executive have secured

the services of Frank Scott Clark

of Detroit, and J. W. Beatty of

Toronto.

Mr. Clark will give demonstra-

tions and talks both days, which
will be very beneficial to the

Photographer, and every mem-
ber of the profession in Ontario

should avail himself of the oppor-

tunity of hearing Mr. Clark.

Mr. Beatty needs only to be

heard, to be appreciated.

There will also be plenty of

demonstrations and talks on plates

and papers, and pet schemes of

the different Photographers and
Manufacturers' demonstrators.
Then socially it will be one of

the best conventions ever held in

Canada, and taking it all round,

will be a banner meeting.

Get your exhibit ready at once,

and have it framed neatly for

hanging, and don't forget that

the only way to have your work
exhibited at the Canadian Na-
tional Exhibition is to do so

through the Photographers' As-
sociation of Canada. It will

greatly repay you for any trouble

or expense you may be put to.

Bring your wife along and have

a good time, as well as an educa-

tive time; make up your mind
to be on hand, and be there—
get ready now, give the Associa-

tion a boost.

Send your dues to the Treas-

urer, Walt. Dickson, 238 Queen
St. East, Toronto.

T.J. Leatherdale,
Fred L. Rov, President.

Secretary,

Peterborough.

Programmes later.

BUFF AZO.

Azo H, buff stock, is a new
grade of this justly popular paper

that will find immediate favor.

The emulsion is the right

grade of contrast to meet the

requirements of the average por-

trait negative, and has all the

latitude of the other grades of

Azo in exposure and develop-

ment.
The stock is practically a

double weight, of a delicate buff

in tone, and the surface is a

happy medium between smooth
and rough.

Azo H lends itself to the pro-

duction of excellent sepia tones

with ease and certainty, and will

afford highly satisfactory results

in the black and white or in sepia.

Price the same as for Double
Weight Azo.
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Tj^RANK F. HAZLETT
It is with deep regret that

we announce the death of Mr.

Frank F. Hazlett, Traveling

Manager of the Eastman Profes-

sional School.

Mr. Hazlett has been in the

employ of the American Aristo-

type Company and the Eastman
Kodak Company for a period of

fourteen years. After demon-
strating Aristo paper for several

years, he was placed in charge

of Convention Exhibits and later

on given charge of the Aristo

School, which developed into

the present Eastinan Professional

School.

It was while in charge of the

School at Salt Lake City, that

Mr. Hazlett, on Wednesday
evening. May 14th, suifered a

stroke of apoplexy. He was im-

mediately removed to St. Mark's
Hospital and given every medical

attention, death following the

next day at 1:30 p. m., at

which time the session of the

School was immediately closed.

The remains were sent to his

home in Chicago, the following

day, in charge of a representa-

tive of the Eastman Company,
where other representatives
were in waiting to receive the
body.

Mr. Hazlett was fifty- three

years of age and leaves a wife

and two children— a daughter
and a son, both of whom are

grown.

Through his long connection

with convention and school work
Mr. Hazlett had become widely

known among the professional

photographers. He was patient

and painstaking in his work, and
ready and willing at all times to

offer his advice or assistance. A
man Avho was loyal to his firm,

to his associates, and to all with

whom he came in contact, his

friends were legion. In the de-

mise of Frank Hazlett the pho-

tographic fraternity, as well as

his family and immediate busi-

ness associates, have lost a loyal

and true hearted gentleman.

GOOD PUBLICITY
A live photograj)her has

made the suggestion that there

is an excellent opportunity for

the use of lantern slides in studio

advertising at the motion picture

theatres— this advertising to be
used as a follow-up of our "pho-

tographer in your town" cam-
paign.

For the photographer this

should be a simple matter—and
he can combine his own individ-

uality with our now well-known
professional photographer publi-

city. It has been suggested that

we furnish the slides at nominal

cost, with space left on for the

photographer's name. This plan,

however, is hardly practical, as

the lettering would then have to

be done by hand and a combina-
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tion of hand lettering and pho-

tography is far from attractive.

No photographer should have

any trouble in making up good
slides for his own use. Let him
simply cut out one of our adver-

tisements from a magazine and
mount it on a card. Then mount
on it a suitable print from one

of his own negatives, covering

the half tone shown in the ad-

vertisement. Then let him have

printed on a piece of paper of

suitable size his own firm name
and the line "The photographer

in your town," pasting this over

the address and the similar line

on the magazine advertisement.

(The "photographer in your
town" line should be in the same
italic type face that we always

use for same.) Any emblem of

his studio, style of type for sig-

nature, or design that he regu-

larly uses in his advertising can

thus be made an effective part

of this advertisement. This com-
plete design is then set up and
photographed down to the proper

size and any number of lantern

slides may be made by contact.

Such work could be done at odd
times with little trouble or ex-

pense and offers a forceful and
inexpensive method of reaching

a large number of people.

We especially urge that for

the photograph you use your own
work and that your firm name
be always in the same style. If

you have a design, an emblem,
a particular style of signature,

reproduce that. If you have not

—adopt one. Make your adver-

tisement distinctive, of a style all

your own and thereby double its

effectiveness.

H OT WEATHER
ECONOMY

"An ounce of prevention is

worth a pound of cure," is par-

ticularly applicable to the care

you exercise with regard to your

sodas during the hot weather,

which will soon be with us.

Make it a point, if possible,

to store your sodas in a room that

is absolutely dry and not subject

to extreme changes of tempera-

ture. We know in some cases

it is not possible to do this, and
from lack of space, material of

this kind must be kept in one of

the work rooms, where the floor

is often wet and the atmosphere

is affected by the constant use of

running water and moisture that

generally prevails.

If you have no other space

that can be utilized for storing

sodas, be sure that your contain-

ers are kept tightly covered. If

you buy in fairly large quantities,

try and accumulate a number of

5 lb. bottles and when fresh stock

is received, transfer it to these

bottles and see that they are

tightly stoppered. While Sodium
Carbonate will be found to keep
well even under trying conditions,

it is, however, a well-known fact

that Sodium Sulphite will not
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stand up in extremely hot, humid
weather if kept in a damp room
— unless one is careful to see

that it is not exposed to these

conditions.

And, furthermore, don't save

Sulphite that shows discolora-

tion and which you know has

deteriorated, for use in your fix-

ing bath. There are two kinds

of economy—the right and wrong
kind. To avoid stains, yellow

prints and endless other troubles,

use fresh Sulphite at all times.

It is the right kind of economy.

oN SYMPTOMS
BY THE OFFICE BOY

I ain't bin phelin' wel latttly

an' wuz wunderin' if I wuz goin'

in2 a deekline but ma says she

ain't knoticed me deeklinnin'

anny thing in the way of etes.

The Boss says that ' long aboute

this time ov yere when the bul

heds iz B-ginnin' 2 bite menney
fellers Bgin 2 werry aboute their

helth, an' 2 phele that their

wurk is 2 confinnin'.

I ast the Boss shoodent a fel-

ler phele sum koncern regardin'

hiz fizzikle wel fair, an' he says

shure, but 2 phele it affter biz-

ness houres.

The Boss says that a feller kin

get awl the simptums in a pattent

medicin' almanak if he letts hiz

mind dwel on it long enuf.

Our porter wot kleenz up
aroun' the plaise is awlways bav-

in' sompthin', a mizzerj- in hiz

bak, or hiz stummik ain't write.

The Boss says that that's the

reezon hez only a porter Bkaus
he ain't newer foun' time 2
Dvote hiz brainz 2 anny thing

but simptums.

The Boss kalled me down 4

bein' lait the otther mornin', an'

he says the erley bird ketches

the wurm, an' i ast him why wuz
it the ivurm got it in the kneck
4 bein' erley, an' he says the

wurm wuz workin' on the nite

shift an' wuz lait gettin' hoam.
The Boss says that there's sum

fellers wot don't know whair the

dividin' line kumz B-tween the

day shift an' the nite shift, an'

that it ain't no ekonomy 2 try 2
get 2 the middel bi bumin' the

kandel at boath endes.

I ast the Boss diden' you get

moar lite bi bumin' the kandel

at boath endes, an' he saj's shure

but the kandel wuz usually fin-

isht just when the gaim got

interestin'.

The Boss says that if you want
2 liv' 2 a ripe ole aige that you
gotta observ' the rules of Hy
Geen. I ast him who wuz Hy
Geen an' he sed he wuz Presi-

dent of the Doant Worry Klub
an' that one ov hiz best rules

wuz 2 keap youar poars open an'

yure mouth shut. The Boss tole

me that if I kep' mi mouth open

2 mutch a fli mite fli in an'

strangel me bi litin' on mi eppy-

glottis— that wood B a awful

deth.
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I gess wot he reeley ment wuz
4 me 2 do moar think in' an' les

konversattion ; still how iz a yuth

2 lern unles he asks questions bi

konversin' ?

The Boss says that thairs mutch
2 B lerned bi obbservattion ; the

egle ain't knoted 4 his swete

voice but mutch don' eskape hiz

i, hentz the turm egle i.

I ast the Boss wuzzent it a

good thing 2 B abel 2 speke a

lot ov languigges an' he says yep,

but it took a good man 2 finantz

a proppozition in anny one of 'em.

The Boss says that eloquentz

doan't kum from a hole lot ov

wards, but dependz upon what
the wurds iz. He sed the best

konversation he ever herd wuz
short. He wuz broak onst an'

ast a man 2 lend him 10 dollers

an' the man sed "yes."

I ast the Boss diden' orrators

hav' to hav' eloquentz, an' he
sed they wuz supposed 2, but

that sum he had litzened 2 must
hav' taiken a correspondentz
kourse frum a windmill.

The Boss says that when you
kum 2 sum it awl up the owle is

givven kredit 4 bein' the wise

burd Bkaus he looks it an' don't

giv' you a chanct 2 get anny
thing on him bi talkin' 2 mutch.

A
5r^

oUR ILLUSTRATIONS

Tlie foundation of qiuditi/

:

SEED PLATES

Nearly everyone's abilitj-,

artistic or otherwise, develops

most naturally along some one

particular line, and if full play is

given to this natural aptitude for

doing one thing better than an-

other, the worker becomes a

specialist.

We might say Miss Reineke,

of Kansas City, is a specialist in

child portraiture, and while she

does not confine her work to

pictures of children, it is in her

most interesting depiction of child

life that we see her at her best

and choose to have our readers

see her.

We were given the privilege

of selecting our illustrations from

a number of excellent examples

of Miss Reineke 's work, but the

children appealed to us, as they

evidentl}' do to her, so we are

allowing them to romp through

our pages as they do through

her studio.

Miss Reineke was asked what
method she used to secure these

jiictures of children, and replied:

"Well, really, I hardly know.
I believe it is a total lack of

method as far as posing is con-

cerned, unless you call it method
to allow them to pose them-
selves. I never attempt to pose

children before the camera, be-

cause their every movement is

full of unconscious, unaffected

grace."

"Of course I always focus on a
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given plane and try to amuse the

dears while waiting for them to

assume an attitude I think pleas-

ing, but every child is a problem

unto itself, so no hard and fast

rule can be used with them."

"I make it an iron-clad rule

to personally inspect every print

that comes from the finishers,

and as I use Eastman Etching

Sepia Platinum paper exclusively,

there is rarely any cause for com-
plaint, for it is surely a beautiful

product. And, too, I have the

satisfaction of knowing when I

use this paper, that I am using

and giving my customers the best

that money can buy."

For a number of years before

embarking in business for her-

self, Miss Reineke had charge of

the i-eception room for that splen-

did gentleman and Dean ofWest-
ern Photographers, Mr. D. P.

Thompson, of Kansas City. This,

her second studio, was built es-

pecially for her, the first becom-

ing too small to accommodate
her growing business.

The present studio is located

just on the edge of the retail

business section and is sj)lendidly

arranged and commodious, as well

as strictly modern in its equip-

ment.

Our illustrations are repro-

duced from Artura prints, this

paper being more suitable for the

purpose of engraving than the

Sepia Platinum.

€0,000.00 IX^^ CASH rRIZES
If you haven't already learned

of the Kodak Advertising Con-

test, we will be glad to send you
a circular explaining the terms

and a portfolio of prize-winning

pictures of a former contest. The
latter may be a help to you in ar-

riving at a better understanding

of what gives a picture value from
the advertiser's point of view.

We often hear it said that an

advertisement has a "punch" to

it, which means that the argu-

ment of the advertisement is im-

pressed upon the reader's mind
in a flash. And a picture of the

same sort, which tells a story

simply and with conviction— one

which leaves its impression in

the form of a desire for the goods
advertised— is the picture that is

going to win a prize.

Don't expect a ])hotograph of

a pretty baby holding a Kodak,
to win a prize, for while it may
lie cunning, it is quite evident

that baby is not making pictures

and the Kodak becomes only a

])laything. On the other hand,

make your picture tell a practical

story of the delights of Kodakery
— let it have life and action—
then it will have advertising

value.

The summer is before you—
there is a great field of ideas for

you to choose from, and the

jirizes are worth trying for. Be-
gin at once and make as many
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entries as you choose. We hoi)e

that there will be many more
good pictures than there are

prizes. We are always looking

for good material and hope to

have the opportunity of buying

a number of good pictures other

than those winning prizes. Read
the terms of the contest carefully,

use any camera, plates or paper,

you choose, and go to work with

the idea of winning.

BACKING PRINTS
A customer recently wrote

us that he was having trouble

when backing prints with gela-

tine backing pajjcr. The back-

ing paper curled at edges and
refused to lie flat on the squee-

gee plates. We found upon in-

quiry that he was trying to mount
the backing paper gelatine side

next to plates. Gelatine backing

paper has a heavy coating and as

the gelatine swells more than the

paper when wet, this gives the

face of the paper a strong outward

curl. It would be extremely
difficult to hold the paper flat if

laid gelatine side down on the

ferrotype plate, as it would curl

away from the plate before dry-

ing. Thinking that possibly

others might be going at this

mounting process wrong, we ven-

ture to offer the following sug-

gestions :

Clean ferrotype plate with

warm water each time it is used.

Polish with soft cloth to remove
dust and specks, then swab with
a tuft of absorbent cotton wet
with a solution composed of ben-

zine 1 oz., paraffine 10 gr. Rub
dry with a clean cloth and polish

with chamois or soft cloth, after-

wards using a soft brush to re-

move dust particles. Then lay

the wet print face down on the

j)late and squeegee into perfect

contact, using a small print rol-

ler and working from the center

towards the edges to remove air

bells. Now brush over the back
of the print evenly with starch

paste; then take a piece of gel-

atine backing which has been
soaked until thoroughly limp, blot

off the surplus moisture and lay

face up on the back of the print.

Rub into contact with roller and
stand plate up to dry where there

is an even temjjerature and a free

circulation of air. In no case try

to hasten the drying by heat, as

this will cause cockling and may
cause the gelatine prints to stick.

The process of mounting on
muslin or linen is much the same.

The muslin is cut slightly larg-

er than the print, is thoroughly

wet and surplus moisture squee-

geed out. A piece of the muslin

is placed over the pasted print

and rubbed into contact. The
paste should be plentiful enough
to come through the muslin.

When dry the prints strip off

very readily and the muslin mar-

gins will have the same high gloss

as the surface of the j^rint.
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EASTMAN MASK CHART
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br EASTMaK kodak COMPANY. Rocbemr. N Y

XTEW PRINTING MASK
^ ^ As will be seen by our il-

lustration, the Eastman Mask
Chart, which is printed on opaque

mask paper, makes it possible

for the photographer to cut a

mask of any size within the di-

mensions of 8 X 10 inches, with-

out having to make any meas-
urements whatever and with the

assurance that when the mask is

cut, it will not onh" be abso-

lutely accurate, but in the exact

center of the pajier.

The perpendicular and hori-

zontal lines on the chart are

numbered each way from the

center, the numbered lines being

one-half inch apart. If

you wish a mask with an
opening 3x6 inches, you
have only to cut along

the perpendicular hnes
numbered 3, which are

one and one-half inches

fi'om the center line, and
along the horizontal lines

numbered 6, which are

three inches above and
below the center line, and
your mask will have an
opening exactly 3x6 in-

ches in the center of the

8 X 10 mask.

The lines between the

numbers are one -eighth

^f an inch apart, and by
following these lines,

openings may be cut with

dimensions in fractions

of inches.

Eastman Mask Charts are sold

in 8 X ]0 size only, the price

being 15 cents for a package of

one dozen. They will be found

a great convenience in simplify-

ing mask cutting and insuring

the opening being perfectly true.

Your dealer has them.

Eastman Svliuol (rf Pro-

Jl:s.siunal Plxotograpluj,

CALGARY, ALBERTA,
JULY 8, 9, 10.

You ic'/ll meet the other

J'cUuics at the School.
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THE ONLY CON-
DITION

We make but one condi-

tion in our offer of cuts for

the use of photographers.

It is obvious that two
photographers in the same
town would not care to use

the same cut, and we are

therefore obhged to hmit

this offer to one photogra-

pher m a town. It will be

a case of first come first

served. The first order

from a city will be promptly

filled. Succeeding orders (if

any) will necessarily be
turned down and the re-

mittance, of course, will be

returned. It is also obvious

that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings,

furnish any large variety of

cuts at the nominal prices

quoted, and therefore can

offer no substitute cut. The
thing to do is to get your

order mjirst, as it would not

be fair to give the man who
happens to get in his order

early one vcLOwth., a. permanent

advantage ; we shall book no

orders in advance. The\-

must always specify the num-
ber ofcut wanted. These cuts

consist of the illustrations

only, thus making it possi-

ble for the printer to change

the wording or the amount

of space to be occupied by

the wording if so desired.

C. K. Co., Ltd.

How much different

and better modern jiho-

togniphy is than was the

photography of a few

years ago.

Things have changed

wonderful!}^— so have

you, and it's time you

Avere visiting the j)ho-

tographer.

Make an appo'mtment to-day.

THE
PYRO STUDIO

No. 191. Price, 50 cents.
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Bulletin: the eastman school of
Professional Photography for 1913

Spokane, Wash June 10, 11, 12

Seattle, Wash. June 17, 18, 19

Vancouver, B. C June 24, 25, 26

Calgary, Alberta July 8, 9, 10

Grand Forks, N. D July 15, 16, 17

Vacation
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The condition of your chem-

icals in hot weather is of the

greatest importance.

Eastman Tested Chemicals are of

certain strength, action and purity,

are packed in air-tight, damp-proof

containers, and are stamped with the

mark of approval of our chemical

experts.

Our interest in your results war-

rants such painstaking care in the

preparation of these chemicals for

your use.

They cost no more.

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada.
All Dealers.
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Successful

Photography
Necessitates the use of

Dependable

Chemicals

Elon, in combination with Hydro-

chinon, makes a developer of active

strength that will produce those rich,

warm tones so desirable in the print.

The mark of chemical cer-

tainty on every Elon bottle

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada

All Dealers.
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A J'lgorous Dcvdop'nig Agent

Roylonwith Hydrochinon
If other developing agents have a

bad effect on your hands, try Koylox.

Produces prints with snap and brilhancj^

ecjual to any so-called non-poisonous

developing agent.

THE PRICE
1 ounce bottle $ .60

I4 pound " 2.25

1^2 " " 4.25

] " " 8.00

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada
All Dealers.
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Everything

Photographic
for the

Photographer

Send us your rush orders for

Plates, Papers and Chemicals

Samples of Canadian Card Co. 's latest style

mounts, sent upon request.

TheD. H. Hogg Co., Reg'd,

160 Craig St. West

Montreal, Quebec.
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EASTMAN

Home Portrait Reflector

A convenience ni

the studio— in dis-

pensable ill Jionic

jwrtrait lire.

The reflector is made
of white opaque Hol-

land shade cloth, re-

flecting the maximum
amount of light. The
folding, adjustable

carrier is fitted with a

rod to hold the re-

flector at any angle.

When extended, it

measures 8 ft. 6 ins.

;

closed, 27 J ins. Cloth

bag is furnished for

carrier.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

./// Dealers.
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New Styles of

Cards and Folders

as illustrated in the new Canadian

Card Co. catalogue, now on hand.

Samples mailed on request.

We carry a complete stock of

Plates, Papers, Chemicals

and Sundries.

Prompt Shipments.

J. G. Ramsey & Co., Limited,

m King St. West, Toronto.
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The Franklyn Style
For Double weight ]jrints, 4x6, Black and White,

Buff and Sepia. Colors: Grey, Buff and Brown.

The Franklyn

A different looking folder for slip-in prints, being made

Qy2 X 11 with a neat tinted design next print and hand-

some Dutch Girl Crest brought up in color on flap. Made
of heavy weight Bristol stock which will keep the print

flat. For Oval and Square 4x6 prints.

Sample on receipt of three 2-ccnt stamps.

DKSIGNKI) AND JlANl FACTUHED BY

The Canadian Card Co., Toronto, Can.



oUR POLICY
Our business was established on a quality basis.

It has grown because we act on the belief that we
can maintain our position in the trade just so long as

we make better goods than our competitors—and no

longer.

Our customers receive the benefit of the most ad-

vanced photographic thought of Europe and America.

Our American and foreign factories are in constant

touch with each other. Each has the i^enefit of the

work and the discoveries of the other. The very

breadth of our business enables us to give to each de-

partment absolutely the best that the world affords in

technical skill and in producing facilities. The man
with a new j^hotographic idea turns to Rochester for

a market just as he turns to Washmgton for his letters

patent.

Our theory is that we can best serve ourselves by
supplying our customers the best goods. Our acts

have made this Theory a Policy, for we have not

merely the desire to make the best goods but the

means of converting that desire into a Reality.

In our thirty years in the photographic business

there have been several revolutionary changes. Doubt-
less there will be many more. Whatever they may be
our Policy shall be to furnish (without following every

mere will-o'-the wisp) the very best of those goods
which painstaking testing shall prove to be of benefit

to our customers in the Simplification of Photographic
Processes and the Advancement of the Art.

E. K. Co.
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THE ARISTO EAGLE
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THE ARTURA BULLETIN
ESTABLISHED I906

Vol JULY 1913 No.

AGOOD LOOKING NEG-
ATIVE OR A GOOD

LOOKING PRINT, WHICH?
There are several advantages

in developing Avith Pyro, that

many photographers have lost

sight of, since developing papers

have come to be more generally

used, and. in getting away fi-om

Pyro the printing quality of the

negative has almost invariably

suffered.

At the start develo]nng papers

were more harsh than they are

to-day, and the photographer
whobegaji their use several years

ago, found it necessary to make
softer lightings and flat negatives

to get the best results.

This was easy with a modifi-

cation of the same coal-tar de-

velopers used for the papers, the

negatives having practically no

color, less gradation and being

much thinner than they appeared

to be.

But about the time coal-tar

developers came to be more gen-

erally used for developing plates.

the quality of developing papers

began to improve. They came
to have a longer scale of gi-ada-

tion, would better reproduce the

quality of a good negative, gave

results nearer to Aristo in quality

and no longer required the flat,

lifeless negatives.

The grey, colorless negative

being no longer strong enough
for the best developing papers,

many photograi)hers began to

dcveloj) their negatives stronger.

Here is where many a man's
negative quality has gone down
hill and hasn't come up again.

Just here we will look into the

action of Pyro as a developing

agent and see what its advanta-

ges really are.

First of all, when you make a

certain lighting, you expect to

rej)roduce it in the negative and
print just as you see it on the

ground glass. Develop the plate

with Pyro, balancing your sodas

to meet local conditions, and you
can get this result, and at the

same time have a negative with
any degree of printing density.
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With coal-tar developers the

grey, colorless neo;atives are

thinner than they look and must
be developed beyond the point

where they seem to have a full

scale of gradation. With longer

development for greater printing

density, the highlights begin to

block up and the gradation of

the negative is cut down step by
step until the final negative and

print from the same are not at all

what you saw in your lighting.

Make the lighting soft and
flat to reduce the contrast in the

negative, and still your picture

will not be round, because you
have reduced the scale of grada-

tion and you can't get it in the

print if it isn't in the negative.

The coal-tar developer can not

give the i^yrinting color you get

with Pyro, and you could not

even stain such negatives and get

the same result, for the Pyro stain

is not even over the entire neg-

ative. It is greatest where there

is the greatest silver deposit, so

the Pyro negative is really in-

tensified— has more brilliancy

and gradation than it appears to

have.

It requires shorter develop-

ment to get a good Pjro nega-

tive, and in this there is another

advantage. The longer develop-

ment with coal-tar developers to

get density, also dev^elops up any
halation exposure, which, if pres-

ent, is on the under side of the

gelatine and is not reached bj^ the

shorter development with Pyro.

The only advantage with coal-

tar developers for plates is that

the negative looks good, but the

customer doesn't buy the nega-

tive.

J
ULY ADVERTISING

A NEW SERIES OF CUTS
FOR YOUR USE

The other man's business,

whether he be a photographer

or not, is an indicator by which

you can judge your own. And
if the competing photographer's

business, as well as your own,

has been poor and other business

has been good, then you both

need to consult the barometer

of other business, look for the

cause of the trouble and apply

a remedy.

A Texas photographer wrote

us the other day as follows:

"Your advertising There's a

jihotographer in your town' has

reached my customers. Business

is increasing dail}', in fact I am
rushed all the time and ha^en't

had any photographic competi-

tion since December. My com-
petitor closed his studio January

first because he wasn't doing any

business. I advertise I am the

photographer in your town' and
am well repaid for doing so.

W^ishing the Eastman Company
the very best of success."

There you have the whole
thing in a nut shell. One pho-

tographer closes his studio be-

cause there is no business, while
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another advertises (even though

he has no photographic competi-

tion) and is rushed with work.

As we have said in previous ad-

vertising talks, every luxury is

a competitor of every other lux-

ury, and vast sums of money are

being spent every year for certain

advertised articles, because ad-

vertising has created a demand
for them.

For the last sixteen months,

our advertising for the portrait

photographer has been creating a

demand for photographs, which
is constantiy growing nearer in

proportion to the demand for

other advertised luxuries.

Whether you get the benefit

of this demand or not, depends
entirely upon your own efforts.

We can make people want pic-

tures, but we can't make them
want Black's or Brown's or

Smith's pictures. It is up to

Black and Brown and Smith to

do that, and if the three make
equally good work, the one who
advertises will get the most
business.

We have offered sufficient ar-

guments from time to time for

the use of our copy in advertis-

ing jour studio. The copy repro-

duced on page 7 will appear as

full pages in the July number of

Cosviopolitan and McClure's, and
as one-quarter page in the Sat-

iirday Evening Post. The July

Ladies' Home Journal will carry

the copy about " the growing girl

"

shown last month. The combined

circulation of these July maga-
zines is about five millions

Many photographers are using

this copy every month in their

local papers, and they are ob-

taining excellent results.

Since we began using illustra-

tions with our copy, there has

been a considerable demand for

these illustrations, suitable for

newspaper reproduction. As a

consequence, we have decided to

further our cut service by having

these illustrations reproduced by
a method which does away with

the halftone screen entirely,

giving a cut which Avill print on

ordinary newspaper stock to even

better advantage than if a finer

grade of paper were used. They
will be furnished practically at

cost by us under the same condi-

tions governing our offer of cuts

shown each month in the "Pyro"

Studio ads.

We hope to see a large de-

mand for these cuts, as we knoAv

their use with our copy in adver-

tising your business will bring

you the same gratifying results

that have been felt by many
others who have used the copy

without the attractive illustra-

tions. The first of these cuts is

shown on page 27. Place your

order at once.

Make the enldrgcment on

Artnra Carbon Black
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Don't trust to memory to preserve

the changing likeness of your growing

boy or girl. Memory plays strange

tricks sometimes.

A good photograph or so every year

will keep an accurate record of the

subtle changes in their development.

And what a satisfaction that little

collection will be to you and to them

in after years.

There s a photographer in your tow?i,

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, X. Y.
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THAT SHERMAN SUIT
AN INTERVIEW WITH

MR. EASTMAN

Although, ])y reason of the f;ict

that the market in professional

photographic goods has been
wide open since 1911, the pro-

fessional photograi)hers are not

directly interested in the action

brought against us bj^ the Gov-
ernment under the Sherman law,

nevertheless they are, no doubt,

indirectly interested in anything

that pertains to photography and
we therefore want them to un-

derstand the situation and are

desirous that they should not be

misled by erroneous reports. We,
therefore, give below an author-

ized interview with Mr. Eastman,

which clearly defines the import-

ant points at issue and definitely

outlines our position:

"What we view as the main
points at issue between our Com-
pany and the Government are

far from vital to the continued

success of the Comjiany. They
are substantially three: Operat-

ing our retail houses indepen-

dently of our name, making of

certain stencil goods, and our ex-

clusive sales policy.

"There has never been any
concealment as to the ownership

of our various stock houses, and
the adding of our name to their

stationery and advertising matter

will in no way aHect them or us.

"We have always fought the

system of making stencil goods

and have, as a rule, refused offers

to do it. It is a common custom

in every trade, but one which
Avorks generally to the disadvan-

tage of the manufacturer. It

certainly will not hurt the sale

of the stencil goods referred to,

Avhich we make, to put our name
upon them.

"As to our exclusive sales pol-

icy, we diifer from the position

taken by the Government. We
do not think it illegal or even

unethical, and we know it has

worked to the advantage of

everyone concerned, even to our

competitors. One of the main
points of this policy (respecting

dealers in our patented goods

handling no other similar goods)

has been to jirevcnt the substi-

tution of goods that are the in-

ferior of ours to unsuspecting

customers. However, desiring to

avoid a long and expensive liti-

gation, the waste of time of our

most important men, and the un-

settling of normal business con-

ditions, we are Avilling to meet
the wishes of the Government
even on this point.

"Although we do not think the

recent decision of the Supreme
Court in the Bauer case respect-

ing the resale prices of patented

goods applies to our policy of

selling goods, we propose to alter

our terms of sale to the extent

of extending discounts only to

such dealers as do not compete
imfairly. It is not thought that

this Bauer decision gives license

to piratical dealers to cut prices
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so as to drive out their smaller

competitors, thus ruining them
and injuring us by unfair com-
petition.

"While in the formal part of

the Petition filed bj' the Govern-

ment there is a prayer for disso-

lution, as is usual, I am informed

in all such cases, it is believed

that full compliance with the main
specific demands for changes of

trade methods freely offered by
this Company "will successfully

meet all criticism and satisfy the

trade at large and the Govern-

ment.
"Aside from the economic

principles which would be vio-

lated by such dissolution it can be

clearly shown that if the United

States is to keep its lead in the

photographic art which it has

maintained for the last twenty

years and meet competition in

the markets of the world, the

co-ordination of the manufacture

of films, plates, papers and cam-

eras must be continued. None
except those intimately familiar

Avith the art can realize the inter-

dependence of these different ar-

ticles as to changes and improve-

ments. Qualities in plates influ-

ence results on paper. Changes
in film influence changes in cam-
eras, and so on; and no concern

that is unable to furnish products

in all of these lines, adapted one
to the other, can hope to com-
])ete with the great foreign man-
ufacturers who are straining every

effort in sunilar directions. Color

photograph}-, which has been de-

veloped to a point where for the

last six or seven years it has been
possible for experts to obtain

perfectly satisfactory results, has

proved a commercial failure.

Only a concern which has on its

staff experts in all the various

departments of the art can hope
to bring this problem to a satis-

factory solution commercially. By
that I mean bring it within the

reach of the ordinary Kodaker,
who is not technically expert.

The Eastman Kodak Co. has

spent already hundreds of thous-

ands of dollars ujjon this prob-

lem, and it is partly the prospect

in this line Avhich led it to ex])end

over $100,000 in enlarging its

research laboratory, which now
has on its staff some of the best

experts in the world. It is only

a concei'n that has a varied out-

put that could get the good out

of such a laboratory.

"The Government has l)een

engaged in the investigation of

our business ever since October,

1911, and has gone most ex-

haustively into the history of the

Company and its methods since

the inception of the business, and
Avhile we do not agree with its

view of our sales policy, we re-

alize that there is a chance for

an honest difference of opinion

upon any such question, and we
are bound to say that the Gov-
ernment has been perfectly fair

in the way it has conducted the

investigation."
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KANSAS CITY, JULY
21 ST TO 2Gth

The illustrated folder Avhich

has just been sent out by the P.

A. of A. gives such a complete

idea of all the good things that

are in store for the visitor to the

Kansas City National Convention

,

that there is little left for us to

say.

It is interesting to note that

not only will those men and wo-

men, who have been prominent

in contributing to the success of

previous conventions, be present,

but there will also be much new
talent to add interest to the

demonstrations—men andwomen
who are expert in their various

lines of work and have been
successful, but are not so well

known to those who attend the

National Conventions. The idea

of conducting a practical studio

has brought them to light and
their ideas will be of much value.

The Women's Federation of

the P. A. of A. has been a great

success, and with the inception

of the Commercial Federation,

the i)hotogra]ihic field of en-

deavor is so well covered that

future conventions will have
something of interest and value

to offer every photographer who
may attend.

The President of the Commer-
cial Federation of the P. A. of

A., Mr. R. W. Johnson, has sent

the following letter to all Fed-
eration members :

My dear Fellow Craftsmen:

The spirit of the 1913 Convention
at KansasCity is co-operation among
the members of the P. A. of A. and
especially among those doing gen-
eral photography or work different

from portraiture. At this conven-
tion we shall have an exhibit limited

to fi\ e pictures from each member.
There will be one business meeting,
three shop talks and one under the
light session.

The one feature on which your
Board wants your special co-opera-

tion is for each member to send in

five or more lantern slides so that

we can show on the screen some
sjiecial picture, equipment, plan,

system, hobby or invention that will

be instructive to the general worker
in photography. Begin to-day,
choose your subjects and get the
slides done at once, this simple re-

quest should be enough to have im-
mediate attention on your part. For
every idea you give us we want you
to get a hundred in return, for it is

u]) to us all to make good on this,

oar first convention. A cash prize

will be given to the best set of five

slides that are voted to be of the
most real benefit to photographers.

There has been a strong demand
among men claiming artistic accom-
])lishments in work different than
portraiture to be recognized at these

conventions, and now is our oppor-
tunity, and your Board of Officers

desire contributions for exhibits un-
der the following classifications:

Architecture, Commercial, Genre,
Illustrative, Landscape, Press and
Technical. Under Technical should
also come Microscopical, Astronom-
ical, X-Ray and Surgical.

Five pictures shall be the limit

for exhibition; Panoramic pictures

should not exceed fifty inches in

length, all contact unless entered
in Enlargement Class. We suggest
no framing except in the Genre and
Illustrative Classes.
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Now—double your efforts to make
every session fruitful and the ex-

hibits worthy of approval. Our Sec-

retary will follow with a list of

questions. Keep your C. F. com-
munications on file for reference.

Yours fraternally,

R. W. Johnston.

Any Commercial Photographer

or employee, who is a member
of the P. A. of A., may become
a member of the Commercial

Federation, by sending $1.00 to

the Secretary, E. S. Caywood,

1309 Walnut Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Whatever jour line of work

may be, you cannot aflord to miss

the Kansas City National Con-

vention, July 21st to 26th.

EASTMAN LOOSE
LEAF STUDIO REG-

ISTER
The many advantages of the

loose leaf style of books for office

use are so well known that it is

not necessary for us to dwell on

them in announcing the new
Eastman Loose Leaf Studio Reg-
ister.

It contains 100 leaves, ruled

on both sides, in the most ap-

proved style, giving 200 pages
for the recording oforders. There
is also an alphabetical index,

large enough to record all the

names in the book, with the

number of page on which the

order will be found.

The order pages are ruled for

a record of the date of order,

name and residence of sitter,

number of negative, size, style

of mount, quantity ordered, when
promised, proof sent, proof re-

turned, deposit paid , balance due,

date of delivery and remarks.

The strong board covers have

a covering of pebbled cloth, with

back and coi'ners of fine grained

leather.

A portion or the entire num-
ber of leaves may be quickly re-

moved and new ones inserted,

new leaves being furnished in

packages of 100 with index. Be-

sides the convenience, there is

the economy of purchasing new
leaves at a nominal price, and

retaining the same binder for an

indefinite time.

THE PRICE

Eastman Loose Leaf Studio Register, $3.50

Extra leaves in packages of 100 with

index 1-25

Extra binders 1-50

Eastman Loose Leaf Studio Register
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Enlarged four times

AERATED WATER
'^ -^ If our illustration had in-

cluded the face of the subject

instead of the hand and a portion

of the dress, we would probably

have had a hard time convincing

you the child did not have a bad
case of smallpox, but such was
not the case. Neither was it a

case of defective plates, as many
imagine when they encounter

the same difficulty with negatives

developed in the tank.

Aerated Avater is responsible

for the trouble, and if you have
it you can prove the cause to your
own satisfoction, and overcome it

by using simple precautions. Our
illustration is enlarged about four

times, the entire surface of the

negative having been covered
with the same small transparent

spots with blended edges.

If the water from your supply

pipes has at any time a milky

appearance, look out for trouble.

Draw a glass tumliler or your
plate tank full of this water and
you will notice hundreds of very

small air bells will form on the

inside of the glass or tank.

You can readily imagine what
Avill happen to a plate developed
with such Avater. The entire sur-

face of the jilate Avill become
covered with minute air bells and
wherever an air bell forms, the

development is retarded and
there will be a transparent spot.

As these air bells gradually dis-

appear, development proceeds

and the spot becomes semi-trans-

parent with blended edges.

There is, of course, no remedy
for the trouble, once the plates

have been developed, but if the
aei-ated water is allowed to set

until the effervescence has sub-

sided, the trouble will be over-

come.

A number of cases of this kind
have come to our attention and
in most instances the plates have
been blamed for the trouble.

This is because the air bells are

so small and numerous and break
during development, leaving a

blended spot instead of the
sharply defined mark of the larg-

er air bell with which the pho-
tographer is better acquainted.

Some call it a mildewed appear-
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ance, but the effect is quite dif-

ferent from that of mildew.

This is a tank development

trouble. It occurs when devel-

oping in any tank but seldom

when developing in a tray, as any

photographer can ascertain,

thereby proving to his own satis-

faction that this is a manipulative

difficulty and not a plate fault.

With tank development, any

large air bells are readily broken

by shaking the tank, but these

small air bells due to effervescence

and which are almost microscopic

in size adhere closely to the film

and are not so easily dislodged.

Water that is overcharged with

air must stand until the air has

all been exjiclled. This can also

be accomplished quickly by heat-

ing and is the only sure remedy

for aerated water trouble.

oN EXPERIENCE
BY THE OFFICE BOY

1 ain' t so sure aboute goin'

2 Kantzis City az I wuz. I bot

a revolliver 2 shute indians with,

an' tride it oute on the side ov

Pa's barn.

I mist the barn an' plugged a

whoal in the cide of the grene

hous' nex' doar— gee ! don't glas

brake ezy ?

It took awl the mimney I had

saived 2 bi a skalpin' nife an'

otther things with 2 pay 4 the

glas, an' Pa he took the revolli-

ver away frum me.

An' kum 2 fine oute, they ain't

no rele indians in Kantzis Citty.

The Boss saj'S that menney a

feller has bot things he didden't

hav no use 4 Bkaus he didden't

investygait.

The otther day me an' the

Boss went fishin', an' I ketcht a

karp, a regeler ole sokdolliger,

he wade moar than aAvl the

Bosses basses put 2 getther.

The Boss ast me avuz I a goin'

2 taik him hoam (the karp) an'

1 sez shure. The Boss says

didden' I kno the karp wuzzent

kno good 2 ete an' I says yep,

but he looks like a lot.

The Boss says I ain't the onnly

feller that's been filled by quan-

titty insted ov quality.

The Boss ain't got mutch hare

on hiz hedan' I ast him wooden't

he in that kase ratthcr hav quan-

titty than quallity, an' he says

nope that he kood get a quan-

titty at the hare stoar but it

wood look jus' what it wuz.

The Boss says a bawled bene

haz itz advantagzs as it kepes the

flies oute ov the butter bi fur-

nishin' 'em with otther amuze-

ment, an' the feller wot oans won
doan't hav 2 spend mutch time

answerin' mash notes frum ladies

wot is gone on hiz ckissik feetures.

I ast the Boss how did he kum
2 no sutch a lot aboute so menney
things an' he sed moast ov hiz

nowoledg had bin akwired bi

puUin' oute the stinggers frum

plaices whair he had bin stung.

The Boss says the best skule
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iz experientz but jou paj- a lot

4 yure diplomy.

I ast the Boss ^vhy wuzzL'nt

there no better skule than the

experientz Mon, an' he sedB kaus

that wuz the onnly won whair

you didden't 4 get wot jou

lerned.

The Boss says awl kids is

teeched that a hot kole will bui-n

'em, but that mitey feAV ov 'em
reeches matturity withoute a few

skars due 2 konfirmin' the feet.

I ast the Boss Avhen did a fel-

ler get his dii)lomy frum the

xperientz skule an' he sed aboute

the time yure frends are sayin'

"don't he look nattural."

I want 2 B kum a grate an'

good man an' a bennefakter 2
the human raice, but it looks

like it wuz goin' 2 B hard
sleddin'.

I wuz reedin' in a book alioute

grate men an' they wuz all borned

on a farm an' either wuz orphants

or had poore but hones' parrents,

an' I kan onnly quallify az 2 the

parrents.

I ast the Boss did a feller hav
2 B born on a farm 2 B kum
grate, an' he sedno.butithL-lp])ed

sum B kaus farmers uzually kep'

better hours, an' didden' know
so mutch aboute how 2 put the

4 ball in the side pokket.

The Boss says that there is

ate different ways of B komin'

grate but that he ain't got 2
that lesson yet.

AGOOD BUSINESS MAN
It is our privilege to show

our readers the Avork of another

prominent Kansas photographer,

the illustrations in this number

of Studio Lionr being from the

studio of Mr. H. R. Pottenger

of Wichita.

Mr. Pottenger is first of all a

business man and has worked
out a S3'stem that has given him
great satisfaction in conducting

the business of his studio. It

has enabled him at all times to

know the cost of doing business,

the value of the work he delivers

to his customers, and the profit

which is his on each dozen pic-

tures he delivers at a given price.

With this knowledge, which

he l)elieves every photographer

should have, there is the incen-

tive to increase the quality— to

make better work at better
prices, and a definite profit

—

rather than to increase the quan-

tity of poor work at cut prices,

with the disappointment which

inevitalily follows such methods.

As Mr. Pottenger looks after

the finishing end of his business

as well as its management, it is

natural that he should use Ar-

tura exclusively in his portrait

work. His motto is " Photographs

of the highest quality," and be-

ing an expert printer, he is nat-

in-ally a good judge of what it

takes to produce the highest

quality in the finished print.

Mr. Pottenger generously at-



KKOM AN AKIL KA IRIS I'HINT

Bu H. K. I'oltcngrr

Wichita, Kmis.
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tributes much of his success

to the work of his operator,

Mr. H. W. Robinson, wlio

has been associated with him
for seven yeai'S. While our

reproductions of Mr. Potteii-

ger's pictures speak for them-

selves'' and give one a good

idea o£ the quality of work
that has made his business

a success, we regret that our

engravings cannot do justice

to the excellent quality of

the original prints.

A

F& S. HOME POR-
. TRAIT CAMERA

There is nothing more finished

in appearance nor complete in its

construction and adaptability to

liome portraiture than the F. &
S. Home Portrait Camera.

The camera is most substan-

tially made, selected mahogany
and cherry being used through-

out, the wood parts being in

Front View of Camera

Back View of Camera

hard oil finish, the metal ])arts

in polished brass. The adjust-

ments include all those essential

to a first-class studio camera, such

as a double swing back operated

by worm screw and sector, rising

and falling front with rack and

pinion and binding screw, back

focus actuated by rack and pinion

with V roller bearings affording

easy and accurate movement in

focusing, while a binding screw

]iermits the l)ack frame to

be locked at anj" point.

The rectangular leather

Ijellows is the full height of

the camera at front and back,

allowing the front board to

l)e raised or lowered indepen-

dently without danger of cut-

ting off light or puckering the

bellows. The vertical swing

is i)ivoted below center to

give extreme movement to

the top of swing back frame,

the reversible back taking
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the regular Sterling Plate or Cut

Film Holder. The leather handle

is attached to the frame support-

ing the swing back,Avhich permits

of the camera being carried about

the home or studio with ease.

The seven -inch lens board is

large enough for high speed
lenses, also taking the No.
Auto Studio Shutter, which is

7x7 inches outside and permits

one to interchange lenses on
5}4 X 5/4 lens boards without

disturbing the shutter.

Adapters may be had to take

6^ X 8^ or 5 X 7 Graphic Plate

or Cut Film Holders.

SPECIFICATIONS—8 x 10

Focal capacity .... 23 inches
Dimensions, closed . .15x8x18
M'cisrht 10' j pounds
Lens board . . . . 7x7 inches

THE PRICE
Camera without lens, includiuK car-
rying case and one plate holder $ 60.00

Extra 8 X 10 Sterling' Plate Holders,
each 2.50

Extra 8 X 10 Sterling Cut Film Hold-
ers, each 2.50

Extra6'< xSHOraphic Plate Holder
Adapter ii.OO

Extras x 7 Graphic Plate Holder
Adapter 10.00

Extra 6' 2 xs'i Graphic Plate orCut
Film Holders, each 1.75

Extra 5x7 Graphic Plate or Cut
Film Holders, each 1.25

Extra Lens Boards, each 60
No. Auto Studio Shutter, 5,'j x 5'

2

lens board 8.00
B. & L.-Zeiss Tessar Ic, No. 18,/ 4.5 162.00
Cooke Portrait Lens, Series II, No.

23,/.4.5 183.00

Home I'orlrait Camera Closed
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THE ONLY CON-
DITION

We make but one condi-

tion in our offer of cuts for

the use of photographers.

It is obvious that two
photograjihers in the same

town would not care to use

the same cut, and we are

therefore obhged to hmit

this off"er to one photogra-

pher in a town. It will be

a case of first come first

served. The first order

from a city will be jiromptly

filled. Succeeding orders (if

any) will necessarily be

turned down and the re-

mittance, of course, will be

returned. It is also obvious

that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings,

furnish any large variety of

cuts at the nominal prices

quoted, and therefore can

offer no substitute cut. The
thing to do is to get your

order in Jirst, as it would not

be fair to give the man who
happens to get in his order

early one mouth , a pentuaicnt

advantage ; we shall book no

orders in advance. They
must always specify the num-
ber of cutwanted. These cuts

consist of the illustrations

only, thus making it possi-

ble for the printer to change

the wording or the amount
of space to be occupied by

the wording if so desired.

E. K. Co.

Children are interesting

in euch stage of their de-

velopment.

Let pietures keep them
as they are to-day— pie-

tures full of uneonseious,

unaffected grace, and the

indi\ iduality of the child.

]\Iake an ai)])ointment

for them to inspect our

playroom.

THE
PYRO STUDIO

No. 192. Price, 30 cents.
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$3,000.00

CASH PRIZES
For pictures to be used in

illustrating

Kodak Advertisements

OPEN TO ALL PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHERS AND
THEIR EMPLOYEES

Jf^ritc for circuldr giving' details.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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BU L L E T I X: THE EASTMAN SCHOOL OF
Professional Photography for lois

Calgarj', Alberta July 8, 9, 10

Grand Forks, N. 1) JulylS, 16, 17

^ ACATION

St. Paul, Minn August 12, 13, 14

Des Moines, Iowa August 19, 20, 21

Milwaukee, Wis August 26, 27, 28

Syracuse, N. Y September 2, 3, 4
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Port. No. 16, Price 30 cents Port. No. 10, Price 30 cents

PORTRAIT SERIES OF CUTS FOR
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

^^Tliere\s a photographer in your tozcm"

This series of cuts is offered the photographer that he maj- use

our copy with suitable illustrations for newspaper advertising.

The logical way to direct the force of our national advertising

to your studio is to reproduce our advertisements in j our local ])aper

with suitable illustrations, stj'le of type and make-up, omitting our
name and inserting T/our name, folloMcd by the line "The Photog-
rapher in your town." The conditions governing our offer of these

cuts is given on page 24.

Port. No. 10 is the illustration for our ad, "'He may be Presi-

dent.' That is the proud privilege of every American born boy."
It is seasonable at any time. It a{)peared in Ainslce's, Cciiiuri/,

Everifbodi/'s, Harper's, and Cosviopolitaii. Port. No. 16 appears on
page 7,

(jet your order in earlj^ each month for cuts and make the most
of this advertising. E. K. Co.
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It isn't how good the negative

looks

—

it's how g-ood it prints.

When you get away from Pyro,

you also get away from the best

printing quality.

^ytTAL PV_«J

tastman Pennaneni

Chslal Pjro

Eastman

Permanent

Crystal

Pyro

The chemical in its most conveni-

ent form (clean crystals) containing

the acid preservative.

It .stays icJicrc you put it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers.
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The refinement of a rare etch-

ing best describes the quahty

found in prints on

EASTMAN
AND

PLATINUM
Discriminating patrons recognize

and appreciate such quality.

Warm black prints with cold bath

on El^ — rich sepias with hot bath

on

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers.
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To retain in the print all

the delicate gradation and

roundness of a perfect nega-

tive, together with brilliancy

and warmth of tone,

Use

ELON
Elon - Hydrochinon is the

ideal developer for Artura and

other developing-out papers.

Specify Elon in your next order.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Deale/s.
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Home

Portraiture

'pHE new 8x 10 F. & S. Home Portrait Gam-
era is designed especially for Home Por-

traiture. It is easily portable, finished in the

best possible manner and fitted with every nec-

essary adjustment. The front is large enough
to permit the fitting of Portrait lenses, and the

bellows capacity is ample for the most exaci-

mg work. specifications:

O^
Focal capacity
Size of lens board
Weight -

22 inches
7x7 inches
IIJ2 lbs.

THE PRICE:
F. & S. Home Portrait Camera, 8 x 10,

without lens, including carrying case
and 1 double plate holder $60.00

No. Auto Studio Shutter • 8.00
Extra 8x10 Sterling Plate Holders,
each $2.50

F. & S. Home Portrait Tripod 7.50

Send for Circular

Folmer & Schwing Division
EASTMAN KODAK CO.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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THEY BRING THE PRICE
4x6 AND CABINET GROUPS

WHEN YOU MOUNT THEM RIGHT

The Folio
-^ Group

(Listed Page 28 of Spring Catalog)

The ]M-iiit is slipped in under the flap, made
with Cabinet and 4x6 openings, beautifully

lined and tinted designs, silk linen paper, with cover

of rich morocco finish—just the kind that you will use for

Cabinet and 4x6 groups.

Sample on receipt of 3 two-cent stamps, or, if you will

send us five two-cent stamps, we will mail you four up-

to date styles for group pictures—just the kind you will

want for horizontal prints. Call for Sample Offer No. 143.

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BV

TAPRELL, LOOMIS k COMPANY
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

The Leading Card Xucelli/ House of America.



OUR POLICY
Our business was established on a quality basis.

It has grown because we act on the belief that we
can maintain our position in the trade just so long as

we make better goods than our competitors— and no

longer.

Our customers receive the benefit of the most ad-

vanced photographic thought of Europe and America.

Our American and foreign factories are in constant

touch with each other. Each has the benefit of the

work and the discoveries of the other. The very

breadth of our business enables us to give to each de-

partment absolutely the best that the world affords in

technical skill and in producing facilities. The man
with a new photographic idea turns to Rochester for

a market just as he turns to Washington for his letters

patent.

Our theory is that we can best serve ourselves by

supplying our customers the best goods. Our acts

have made this Theory a Policy, for we have not

merely the desire to make the best goods but the

means of converting that desire into a Reality,

In our thirty years in the photographic business

there have been several revolutionary changes. Doubt-

less there will be many more. Whatever they may be

our Policy shall be to furnish (without following every

mere vvill-o'-the wisp) the very best of those goods

which painstaking testing shall prove to be of benefit

to our customers in the Simplification of Photographic

Processes and the Advancement of the Art.

E. K. Co.
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pLEASE THEM ALL
* Ever have a lady ccnne

into your studio with an obstrep-

erous child, probably order

half a dozen moderate priced

pictures and give you so much
trouble and take so much of

your time that you felt you had
more than lost all your profit, to

say nothing of the wear and tear

on your good nature and the

general disturbance of your peace

of mind?
Such things happen in most

every line of business and you
can not expect to make the same
profit on every order. Neither

should you feel that such cus-

tomers are more trouble than they

are worth. Just stop and think

of the good advertising you get

out of a pleased customer and of

how quickly a displeased and
disgruntled one will throw the

advertising machinery into re-

verse.

You are the one who should

be loath to let customers accept

what they believe to be only a

passable likeness, and there is

certainlj' no excuse for your even
allowing proofs to be made from
negatives that you know will not

make prmts of good quality.

Please the finick}' customer at

any expense, and the value of

that customer's praise of your
work will be greater by far than

that of the customer who is easy

to please. The fi-iends of that

finicky man or woman Mill say

that Brown must certainl}' be a

fine photographer to please such

a crank, and such advertising Avill

pay for the extra trouble and lack

of profit on that order.

Charge the loss to advertising.

Call such philosophy optimism,

if you will, but to please evcri/

customer, to me seems ordinary

horse sense.

The woman Mho gives you the

order for half a dozen pictures

Mill often surprise you, once she

is pleased, and I have knoM-n
such a fussy customer to increase

the order to such an extent that

the transaction proved to be
exceptionally profitable, even
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though it did not appear to be
so in the beginning.

Show your anxiety to please,

by your willingness to make the

best for every customer. The
best is none too good for you in

buying— it should be none too

good for you in selling.

KEEP THE EMULSION
HARD

Smith and Brown both used
the same kind of plates, but when
the hot season struck them, Smith
began to have plate trouble, while

Brown had none. Same kind of

plates and same kind ofweather,

to be sure, but Smith and Brown
were not the same kind of work-
men. Brown had profited by pre-

vious hot weather experience and
took precautions—Smith went
along in the same old rut and
blamed the plates when they

became soft.

It is just about as easy to do
things Brown's way, and it is cer-

tainly less expensive than spoiling

even a few negatives.

You cannot use a fixing bath
in hot weather until it is worn
out, and expect the emulsion to

remain firm on your negatives.

Brown knew this from experi-

ence and made a fresh fixing

bath every few days. Smith was
as much averse to making a fix-

ing bath as to breaking in a new
pair of shoes, so fresh fixing

baths were just about that few

and fiir between, in his studio.

Of course he would dump in a

pound of hypo once in a while,

but as a worn out acid fixing bath

has more of a tendency to soften

a plate than to harden it, he
would have been better off had
he made afresh, plain hypo bath.

A plate demonstrator recently

made forty-two calls on photog-

ra|)hers and found one Brown and
forty-one Smiths. That is, he
found one man out of forty-two

who had a fixing bath properly

made that would fix a plate in

fifteen minutes. Most of the

others required twenty -five to

thirty minutes and some more
than half an hour.

In hot weather a single-coated

plate should be thoroughly fixed

in from eight to fifteen minutes,

preferably eight, and if the bath

is fresh and contains the proper

amount of acid, the plate is bet-

ter for remaining in the bath at

least twice the length of time it

takes it to become perfectly clear.

Such plates will be harder and
will require much less washing,

fifteen minutes in running water

usually being ample time to re-

move all traces of hypo. This

short washing is a great advan-

tage in hot weather, but the

negatives shouldremain in a fresh,

quick working acid fixing bath

at least twenty minutes, if you
want them to wash quickly.

Making fixing baths is a very

simple matter if you go about it

in the right way. Have a stock
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By The Kidd Studio

Roanoke, Va.
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solution of hardener that will

answer all purposes— the Artura

hardener is a good one—and all

that is necessaiy to make a plate

fixing bath is to dissolve two
pounds of hypo in a gallon of

water and add five ounces of this

hardener. The Stock Solution

Hardener for plates and Artura

paper is made as follows:

Water 80 ozs.

E. K. Co. Sulpliite of Soda . . 8 ozs.

No. 8 Commercial Acetic Acid 48 ozs.

Powdered Alum 8 ozs.

Try fixing plates as they should

be fixed, making up a fresh bath
at least once a week, and you
will not only see that the results

are worth the slight additional

trouble, but you will also save

time and money.

rpHREE STUDIOS
-*• Messrs. Cole and Holladay,

operating studios in Danville,

Va., and Durham, N. C, have
purchased the Kidd Studio of

Roanoke, Va., Mr. Frank M.
Johnson having been placed in

charge as operator and manager.

Messrs. Cole and Holladay
have made a business success of

their studios and are known
throughout the South as repre-

sentative men of their pi'ofes-

sion, from an artistic as well as

a business standpoint. Mr. Cole,

who has charge of the Danville

studio, is a delegate to the

National Convention, while Mr.

Holladay, of Durham, is Presi-

dent of the Virginia and Caro-

linas Association.

Mr. Johnson is a young man
of nmch ability, as will be seen

by the reproductions of his work
which we are privileged to use as

illustrations for this issue of Stu-
dio Light, and we predict a very

successful business for this new
Cole and Holladay studio.

Such progressiveness on the

part of photographers is an indi-

cation ofgood businessjudgment,
back of which one usually finds

good judgment in other things

as well, such as the employment
of workmen, the selection of

materials and methods of adver-

tising. In the case of this par-

ticular firm of photographers, the

selection of the materials which
go to make up the excellent

work of their studios, has had
much to do with then* success.

Artura is the paper used ex-

clusively for the high grade work
of all three studios, and the ex-

cellent clientele of each is proof

of the customer's appreciation of

Artura quality.

Kvery delicate tone,

or step of gradation

in your negative is re-

produced in the print

ON Artura.
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The family in a group photograph ^— before

they have left the old fireside and gone out

into the big world— Ever think of it ?

Nothing preserves the home atmosphere

and home memories like a group picture—
with father and mother in the center.

And, when the family is scattered how

glad you will be that you had it done in time.

Photography almost puts this obligation

on us. Make the appointment to-day.

There s a photographer in your tow?i,

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. ^

.
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RUTH IN
TISING

ADVER

The Associated Advertising

Clubs of America recently held

a great convention in Baltimore,

and the slogan of that conven-

tion was "TRUTH."
Advertising has come to be

such a great factor in business

that the two are inseparable,

and the sooner the business man
learns that advertising is neces-

sary to his success and that truth-

ful advertising is the only kind
that will bring him lasting bene-

fits, just that soon will his suc-

cess be assured.

The public mind has become
attuned to good advertising and
it is not a hard matter to tell the

false from the true. You may
fool the public with a false state-

ment, once in awhile, but it is

cumulative advertising that
counts, and it pays to be truthful.

The "There's a photographer
in your town" advertisements are

preaching a great truth that the
public is beginning to heed. The
family has been careless about
keeping a photographic record of

its members and the truth of our

advertising arguments is reach-

ing that family.

They are going to have pic-

tures made, and your advertising

should cause them to reach a

decision and visit your studio,

but your advertising must be
truthful to get and hold that

business.

If you say you make the best

photographs for the least money,
your advertising will not have
the weight of your neighbor's,

who merely says :
" Father should

be photographed as he looks to-

day," and gives the name of his

studio. Boost your own busi-

ness but don't belittle your com-
petitor. The public loves fair-

ness, and truth and fairness in

advertising go hand in hand, and
win where selfishness foils.

Your advertising may bring a

little business to some other pho-

tographer who does not adver-

tise, but you can't have it all,

and you uill get the greater

share; so why worry?

A photographer who is using

our ads in his local paper, writes

as follows : "Your ads are master-

pieces and are like nuggets of

gold to us photographers. For
my part, I appreciate them more
than I can tell you, and I trust

that the bread that you are cast-

ing upon the photograjjliic waters

will return unto you greatly mul-
tiplied."

The photographer who feels

as the man above, is getting his

share of the increased business

and we are not worrying about

him. It is the man who is not

going after business that we want
to reach. We know there are

plenty of people Avho want pho-
tographs and who are only wait-

ing for a little local coaxing

—

waiting for the photographer to

say, "I am the photographer in
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Roanoke, Va.
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your toAvn," "Bring in the fam-

ily for a group picture," "Why
not let us make a photograph of

the children while they are still

in rompers?"

We don't just believe that our

advertising will bring results

—

we know it and we are not wor-

rying about our share. We are

going at it stronger than ever in

August, the copy on page 7 ap-

pearing as full pages in the August
Everybody's and Munsey's, and
as one-quarter page in the Satur-

day Evening Post and Collier's.

The same copy will appear in the

September issue of the Ladies'

Home Jo u )-na I anA Woman' s Home
Companion, besides a new adver-

tisement which will appear in

other September magazines. The
circulation of the magazines
above, for the one issue, is over

five million copies.

It costs a lot of money, to be
sure, but it is going to bring big

returns. Pitch right in and get

your share and you will be too

busy to worry about what the

other man is getting. There are

some more good cuts on page 27
to use with our copy. Port. 11
goes with the ad: "How I shall

miss you when you are grown."

It's a good argument to mothers
— Avill make them want baby's

picture taken. Make them think

of you as the photographer, by
truthful, unselfish advertising.

NEW ENGLAND CON-
VENTION—BOSTON,

MASS., SEPTEMBER 2, 3,4

The New England Convention

was abandoned last year out of

compliment to the National,

which was held in Philadelphia,

but as there will be many New
England photographers who can

hardly travel so far as Kansas

City for the sake of attending

the National, plans are being

made for a rousing time at Bos-

ton in September.
The Executive Board of the

New England Association is pre-

paring a very practical program
for this year's meeting, believing

that the success of a convention

depends entirely upon the bene-

fits derived by each individual

member attending.

Exhibits are asked for in Por-

traiture, Genre, Landscape, Ma-
rine, Autochrome and Animal
Studies. The Board wishes the

largest exhibit ever shown at a

New England Convention.

All exhibits will be passed

upon by a jury, and a Certificate

of Honor will be given to those

of acknowledged merit.

There will be a large loan ex-

hibit from some of the best

American photographers, the

usual excellent exhibits of the

manufacturers and a series of

practical demonstrations, criti-

cisms, talks and suggestions by

prominent workers. All indi-

cations point to an interesting
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and successful 1913 New England
Convention.

oN PROFITING
EXPERIENCE

BY

BY THE OFFICE BOY

Las' munth mi sister had a

girl visitia' her an' she wuz sum
pecch. When they wuz a givin'

oute good looks she wuz the first

one at the kounter.

She had a kumplexion that

maid pechez and kreme looke

like bordin' hous kofFee, an'

everry time I kot site ov her, you

kood here mi hart beet louder

than ma's 79c alarme klok.

I had bin savin' mi munney
2 uze at the konvention but I

wuz so blaimed afrade that sum
otther feller wood get a look in

that I blowed it awl on her for

sasapariller an' ise kreme an'

otther luxurries the idel ritch iz

akkustomed 2.

I thot I wuz a goin' strong an'

leedin' the feeld by about 3 laps,

but mi munney gaiv oute, an'

then she sed she didden' hav'

mutch uze 4 kids anny how.

I ast the Boss how kood I

regaine her affexions, an' he sed

I koodent get bak wot I newer
had.

The Boss says that moost wim-
men an' girles kan in2itivly gage

yure bank role an' that when they

let you bio in yure last nikkel,

the rales is beginnin' 2 spred an'

yure doo for the ditch.

B 4 ma kut mi kurls an' I wuz

a littel feller, the girls usta grab

me an' say, "ainte he sweete,"

an' now I gess they say, "aint

he eezy."

Mi xperientz with gurls has

bene moast disheartnin' an' I

aint never goin' 2 B no sufferaget.

When I tole the Boss, he jus'

lafFed an' sed that evvery horse

haz got 2 ketch hiz feat in the

top rale a few times B 4 he
B-kums a good hirdler. Me an'

the Boss haz been troute fishin'

up in the mountainz. Sum of the

streemes didden seam 2 hav enuff

watter in 'em to kover a fish,

an' I ast the Boss how wuz it

that the troutes kood swim in so

littel watter, an' he sed troutes

MUZ fishes that knowed how 2
maik the moast ov thair sur-

soundin's.

The Boss says that men an'

fishes iz a good dele alike, the

kommon varriety ov sukker will

bite at enny thing that kums hiz

way, even when he kan see

the hook stikkin' oute an' then

won't maik no fite 2 get away,

while the gaim wons that's wurth
while has got 2 B shown a new
trik B 4 they will even knibbel,

an' if you do hook 'em you kno'

you hav' been in a skrap B 4
you land 'em.

I ast the Boss wuz a gaim
sport the same as a gaim fish,

an' he sed kno', that a ded gaim

sport wuz moastly ornamentle,

while a ded gaim fish wuz edi-

bull.

1 ketched one troute that had
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2 old hooks in hiz gills, an' az I

wuz lookin' hira oaver, the Boss

remarked that even the best ov

us some times fale to proffit bi

our past expeerientzes.

I ast the Boss wuzzent the

troutes, when they wuz littel,

tola by theire pa's an' ma's 2 B
kareful wot they kinibbled at,

an' he sed shure, but wood I

pleeze observ that sum ov the

troutes I kot wuz full grown.

The Boss says that thairs

blaim few ov us that quits mak-
in' errers ov judgement when we
reech the aige ov diskretion, but

that the feller that newer
maikes a mis talk iz seldom a

towwer ov strength in hiz kum-
munity an' that every feller that

haz don' somethin' worth while

haz a goodly knumber ov skars

in hiz private kollection.

We are havin' a grate time in

Kanlzis Citty, an' I'll tel you

awl aboute the konvention nex'

time. Kantzis Citty is the onlly

town I ewer sav/ whear it's up

hill goin' eether way.

It costs no more to be certa in

Specify "E. K. Tested."

The mark ofchemical certain ti/.

THE LONGAND SHORT
OF GRADATION

The best plate for photogra-

phic portraiture is the one which

is capable of rendering the great-

est number of tones, and which,

when properly exposed and devel-

oped, has registered every tone

of light and shade in its proper

relation.

A perfect negative is one in

which all values are in proper

relation to one another and which,

both in its color and gradation,

is such that every one of its val-

ues may be printed without the

necessity of dodging, after the

negative has reached the print-

ing frame.

It is not an easy task to repro-

duce from a solid round object,

an image, on a flat surface, that

will appear in its true form to the

eye, both in correct perspective

and gradation of light and shade,

and in order to do so it becomes

necessary to crowd as many tones

as are possible between the two

extremes of white and black,

both of which must be used

sparingly, whether the picture

is represented in a high or low

tone. To secure this effect of

roundness one must necessarily

begin with proper lighting, fol-

lowed by the use of plates which

are capable of registering the

greatest number of tones, and a

])rinting paper which will record

every tone possessed by the neg-

ative.
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In other and perhaps simpler

terms, brilliant lightings with

powerful gradation in connection

with soft working plates and
printing papers, will yield results

which are far superior in quality

to the soft or comparatively flat

lightings, which are purposely

made to favor contrasty plates

or papers. This latter method
is often adopted with the mis-

taken idea that the same effect

will result. It is impossible to

produce more quality in a nega-

tive than is in the lighting, or to

expose and develop more grada-

tion than the plate is capable of

recording.

Let us suppose for example
that we make up a portrait light-

ing composed of thirty tones, or

halftones, and with each tone

properly distributed. The first

tone represents the strongest

point of highlight and is placed

with pure light from a north sky,

the lower lights being graded and
distributed with a dark screen

placed near the subject and be-

tween the subject and the light.

The last tone represents the

deepest shadow, the lower tones

being graded and balanced by
the use of a soft grey (instead of

a white) reflector. We note that

we now have a lighting covering

a wide range, with an even and
well balanced gradation— have
roundness.

A plate which is capable of

registering this range of tones

and is especially capable of sepa-

rating the more delicate tones of

the higher lights, is exposed suf-

ficiently to register the lowest

halftone in the shadows and is

developed to a density which
represents a relative key in which

the lighting was made—the light-

ing as you saw it on the ground
glass. The result is a bold, vig-

orous negative, full of detail and
gi'adation, froin its strongest light

to its deepest shadow, with won-
derful roundness. See illustra-

tion A.
Suppose that with the same

lighting a plate possessing a scale

of only twenty tones is used.

Again sufficient exposure is given

to produce proper detail in the

shadows. We readily note that

ten tones are blocked or sacri-

ficed, either in highlights or

shadows or both. One may re-

move those ten tones in lighting,

by diff"usion of highlights or re-

flection in shadows, but just that

much quality will be lost in the

modelhng.
It is true that a lighting which

has overtaxed the gradation of a

plate may be handled to some
advantage by adjusting the de-

veloper to best suit the condi-

tion, but the fact that the plate

is developed to prevent glassy

shadows and chalky highlights,

does not mean that those ten

tones were registered— they were
lost between the strongest lights

and deepest shadows, and the

result is an arbitrary scale of grad-

ation. See illustration B. Of



A. Seed Plate, builliant lighting, fill gradation-

THE RESULT ROUNDNESS.



B. A.NOTHKR Pl.ATK, WITH SHOKT GRADATION', SAME LIGHTING,

EXPOSURE AND DEVELOPMENT—THE RESULT—HARSHNESS.
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course, the jjlate with thirty tones

will do just as much with a li<;ht-

ing of twenty tones, as the plate

with a shorter scale, but it will

also do more. A piano with only

six octaves will do the same work
as one of eight octavxs, so long

as it is not put to the test of

rendering music which is written

in more than six octaves.

The next essential is a jn-int-

ing medium which is capable of

recording every tone possessed

by the negative, and this again

requires a paper with an abund-
ance of gradation. The portrait

to be one which is true in its like-

ness, must have a full comjjle-

ment of tones ranging from white

to black, and without chalk or

soot.

Such portraits are recognized

by the initiated as works of a high

order of quality and are accepted

by the uninitiated with much
favor, providing, of course, that

the expression and posing have
been properly managed.

Aristo Platino Pajieris capable

of handling many tones and re-

quires for its best results, nega-

tives which are vigorous, brilliant

and powerful in gradation. In

the early days of developing
papers, they were lacking in grad-

ation to such an extent that it

was impossible to render a good
print on them from the best of

Platino negatives. These papers,

at that time, required a very soft,

flat negative with little gradation,

such as most any plate will render.

and photographic quality suffered

through a lack of good modeling,
which the operator did not dare

put into the negative, since the
paper would not reproduce it.

Time and experience have again

corrected this and the best gas-

light papers are now imi)rovcd

to such an extent that they re-

quire, for the best results, nega-
tives such as were made for

Platino.

There are other advantages in

the use of plates and papers per-

mitting ofbold lightings. Screens

and shades used for modeling are

much more effective under a

clean, pure light, and exposures

are shorter.

Seed plates, pyro developer
and Artura paper form a com-
bination that will give the whole
gamut oftones—contrast without
steepness— snap without harsh-

ness. With them you are not

driven to the necessity of flat

lightings to get softness. You
can obtain vigor in the negative

and roundness in the print, with

nary a harsh line or clogged
shadow.



FROM AN ARTURA IRIS PRINT
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ADANGER SIGNAL
MILKY FIXING BATHS

Many photographers have
trouble during the warm sum-

mer months, M-ith milky fixing

baths, and as a good reputation

may be very easily damaged by
turning out a few prints of infer-

ior quality, it is well to use all

possible care and take all neces-

sary precautions to insure perfect

prints, even if it is just a trifle

more trouble.

Prints must be hardened in the

fixing bath, and alum is the best

hardener. Alum in combination

with hj'po will release sulphur,

but acetic acid and pure sulphite

of soda forms a gas which pre-

vents this releasing of sulphur,

making a perfectly balanced acid

fixing bath.

There are three reasons for

sulphur being released, which

causes the bath to become milky,

but the effect on the print is prac-

tically the same in each case.

Impure sulphite of soda contains

sulphate, and the same is true of

sulphite which has deteriorated

through exposure to the air. Sul-

phate ofsoda added to hypo solu-

tion in very small quantities will

cause sulphurization. Buy pure

sulphite of soda and keep it in a

tightly corked bottle.

If you are sure about the qual-

ity of your sulphite of soda— are

sure it contains no sulphate—

•

there is still another precaution

to take in mixing your chemicals

for an acid fixing bath. Be sure

the hypo is thoroughly dissolved

before adding the hardener. This

is important. If any hypo re-

mains vmdissolved, the addition

of the hardener will make the

bath milky, which indicates that

sulphur has been released.

A properly made acid fixing

bath should never be allowed to

become very warm . Even an mi-

used fixing bath, if allowed to

stand until it becomes warm and
the gas formed by the acetic acid

and sulphite of soda has partially

evaporated, will become milky,

even though a print has never

been fixed in it. It becomes, in

reality, a toning bath. For this

reason, it is much better in warm
weather to mix a fresh fixing

bath each time prints are fixed.

By making up a stock solution of

hardener, it is only necessaiy to

dissolve the proper quantity of

hypo in the water and add the

hardener. The use of glacial in-

stead of No. 8 Acetic Acid will

also cause sulphurization.

A print fixed in a milky acid

fixing bath really begins to take

on a sulphur tone while fixing,

and while it maj' not be noticed

at the time prints are taken from
the bath, or while in the wash
water, nevertheless the toning

process has begun and will con-

tinue even after the prints have

been laid out to dry, especially

if the air is warm. The result is

a print with broA\Ti or yellowish

spots and sometimes a brown
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tone fairly even over the entire

print. The customer would say

his pictures were fading.

Use tested soda of certain

purity, being careful not to ex-

pose it to the air; keep a stock

solution of hardener and mix
fresh fixing baths as needed; do
not add the hardener to the

hypo until it is thoroughly dis-

solved and do not allow the bath
to become warm after it has been
mixed. These are all important.

Of course, everyone knows a fix-

ing bath should not be over-

worked, as prints will neither be
properly fixed nor hardened in a

bath that has had most of the

chemicals worked out of it.

With these precautions care-

fully observed, no one should

have any trouble in fixing prints,

even in extremely warm weather.

PRACTICAL
SUGGESTIONS
IDEAS THAT HAVE BEEN TRIED

BY PHOTOGRAPHERS AND
FOUND TO BE USEFUL

If you wish a small print from

a negative for a locket or watch,

it is not necessary to make a

print and a negative, as some
have been accustomed to doing.

Instead, make the reduced print

in the camera, after the follow-

ing method:
Cut an ojjening in a large piece

of cai'd board and fasten the neg-

ative into this opening with bind-

ing strips. Hang the cardboard

in a window which has been
covered with one thickness of

white tissue paper. The large

cardboard mask which holds the

negative will shield the lens

from the light of the window.
Place your camera square with

the negative and focus image on

the ground glass to the exact

size of print wanted.

Place a sheet of Artura or Bro-

mide paper between two pieces

of clear glass and place in plate

holder the same as a dry plate.

Stop the lens down slightly,

make the exposure and develop

the print in the usual way.

The time of exposure will de-

pend upon the lens, negative,

strength of light and kind of

paper used, but an experiment

or two will give one a good idea

ofwhat exposure is necessary.

Not more than one or two of

these prints are ordered, as a

rule, and the above method will

save much time and trouble when
you have the original negative.

In a recent issue of the Balti-

more Su7i appeared a large half-

tone illustration of a very pretty

child with a white bunny held in

its arms.

A note above the illustration

gave the name and age of the

child and the name of the pho-

tographer, stating that this same
pet bunny had posed in more
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FROM AN ARTURA IRIS PRINT
By The Kidcl Studio Roanoke, ^'a.

than two hundred and fifty of

the photographer's child studies

and was apparently very much
contented with his part in the

work of the studio.

Below the picture, in disjilay

type, Mas the name, address and

telephone number of the studio

and the line "Sittings by Ap-

pointment Only.
"

We see two very good sug-

gestions here for other photog-

raphers. The advertising evi-

dently had to be paid for by the

photographer, but the attractive

illustration was probably inserted

free of charge . We presume the

little girl was the daughter of

some prominent citizen or society

matron.

The second suggestion is the

use of a pet to hold the atten-

tion of the child while negatives

are being made. The writer

knows of several studio pets that

have earned their living by posing

Avith children, and the pictures

are often very attractive.

Dust on plates comes from the

inside of the camera more often

than from the outside. Wipe
the inside of the bellows with a

damp cloth and avoid dust

specks.
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THE ONLY CON-
DITION

We make but one condi-

tion in our offer of cuts for

the use of photographers.

It is obvious that two
photographers in the same
town would not care to use

the same cut, and we are

therefore obhged to limit

this offer to one photogra-

pher in a town. It will be

a case of first come first

served. The first order

from a city will be promptly

filled. Succeeding orders (if

any) will necessarily be
turned down and the re-

mittance, of course, will be

returned. It is also obvious

that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings,

furnish any large variety of

cuts at the nominal prices

quoted, and therefore can

offer no substitute cut. The
thing to do is to get your

order mjirst, as it would not

be fair to give the man who
happens to get in his order

early one \x\oui\\, r permanent

advantage ; we shall book no
orders in advance. They
must always specify the num-
ber of cut wanted. These cuts

consist of the illustrations

only, thus making it possi-

ble for the printer to change

the wording or the amount
of space to be occupied by
the wording if so desired.

E. K. Co.

Your family and friends want

pictures of you as they are accus-

tomed to see you— pictures with

your natural, conversational ex-

pression.

Such portraits are a pleasure for

us to make and for you to have

made. Drop in and have a chat

—

you will hardly know you are being

photographed. This is modern

photography—the result is a natu-

ral, intimate likeness.

Mal\'e an itppo'uitmcnt tn-day.

THE
PYRO STUDIO

No. 192. Price,
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$3,000.00

CASH PRIZES
For pictures to be used in

illustrating

Kodak Advertisements

OPEN TO ALL PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHERS AND
THEIR EMPLOYEES

IVrite for circular giving details.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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BU LT.ET IX: THE EASTMAN SCHOOL OF

Professional Photography for 1913

St. Paul, Minn August 12. 13, 14

Des Moines, Iowa August 19, 20, 21

Milwaukee, Wis. . August 26, 27, 28

Syracuse, X. Y September 2, 3, 4

Albany, N.Y September 10, 11, 12

Washington, 1). ('. ....... September 16, 17, 18

Cincinnati, Ohio . , , September 23, 24, 25

A '£ #
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Port. No. 13, Price 30 cents Port. No. 12, Price 30 cents

PORTRAIT SERIES OF CUTS FOR
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

^^There'-s a jjliotographer in your town'^

This series of cuts is offered the photographer that he may use oiu* copy

with suitable illustrations for newspaper advertising.

The logical way to direct the force of our national advertising to your

studio is to reproduce our advertisements in your local paper with suitable

illustrations, style of type and make-up, omitting our name and inserting

your name, followed by the line "The Photographer in your town." The

conditions governing our offer of these cuts are given on page 24.

Port. No. 12 is the illustration for our ad, "Mother was a beauty in her

younger days." It appeared in Cosmopolitan and McClure''s. Port. Xo. 13

is the illustration for the popular ad, "Sweet Sixteen comes but once in a

lifetime." It appeared in Everi/body's, Munsey , Ladies' Home Journal

and Woman' s Home Companion.

These advertisements were read by millions of people and both of them

will bring you business if you will use them. The illustration on page 7

will be ready next month. Get your order in early each month for cuts

and make the most of this advertising. E. K. Co.
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It's printing quality that counts

—

printing qualit>^ you get in the Pyro
developed negative.

The color gives the printing density,

and the color may be varied at will.

Eastman

Permanent

Crystal

Pyro

The chemical in the form of clean

crystals, acidified, ready for use.

It stays tvhei'e yon ^jut it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All DealeTS.
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The refinement of a rare etch-

ing best describes the quahty

found in prints on

EASTMAN
AND

PLATINUM
Discriminating patrons recognize

and appreciate such quality.

Warm black prints with cold bath

on EB — rich sepias with hot bath

on

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers.
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To retain in the print all

the delicate gradation and

roundness of a perfect nega-

tive, together with brilliancy

and warmth of tone,

Use

ELON
Elon - Hydrochinon is the

ideal developer for Artura and

other dc\xdoping-out papers.

Specify Elon in your next order.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers.
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T^HE new 8x 10 F. & S. Home Portrait Gam-
era is designed especially for Home Por-

traiture. It is easily portable, finished in the

best possible manner and fitted with every nec-

essary adjustment. The front is large enough

to permit the fitting of Portrait lenses, and the

bellows capacity is ample for the most exaci-

SPECIFICATIONS:
Focal capacity - 22 inches
Size of lens board • 7x7 inches
Weight ... IVA lbs.

THE PRICE:
F. & S. Home Portrait Camera, 8 x 10,

without lens, including carrying case
and 1 double plate holder $60.00

No. Auto Studio Shutter - 8.00

Extra 8x10 Sterling Plate Holders,
each $2.50

F. & S. Home Portrait Tripod 7.50

Send for Circular

ing work.

Folmer & Schwing Division

EASTMAN KODAK CO.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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FOR QUALITY PORTRAITS

THE ARTIST CASE
(Listed Page 9 of Spriag Catalog)

You slip the print in—
no pasting, no fussing.

Print is held in place and flat

Do you make Sheet Portraits ? Then, the Artist Case

will appeal to you as NEW, ARTISTIC, PRACTICAL.
For 7x11, 71 _,x9l ., 6x10, 4x9, 5x8 and 4x6 prints. BufF, Black and
White, Sepia tones. Sample on receipt of 7 one-cent stamps.

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY

TAPRELL, LOOiAIIS & COMPANY
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

The Leading Card Noveliy House of America.

YOU LOSE— WE LOSE v.hcn you don't insist on seeing the

ARTIST CASE— Three colors — Six sizes



oUR POLICY
Our business was established on a quality basis.

It has grown because we act on the beUef that we
can maintain our position in the trade just so long as

we make better goods than our competitors—and no
longer.

Our customers receive the benefit of the most ad-

vanced photographic thought of Europe and America.

Kodak factories in Europe and America are in constant

touch with each other. Each has the benefit of the

work and the discoveries of the other. The very

breadth of our business enables us to give to each de-

partment absolutely the best that the world affords in

technical skill and in producing facilities.

Our theory is that we can best serve ourselves by
supplying our customers the best goods. Our acts

have made this Theory a Policy, for we have not

merely the desire to make the best goods but the

means of converting that desire into a ReaHty.

In thirty years in the photographic business there

have been several revolutionary changes. Doubt-
less there will be many more. Whatever they may be
our Policy shall be to furnish (without folloAving eveiy
mere will-o'-the wisp) the very best of those goods
which painstaking testing shall jirove to be of benefit

to our customers in the Simplification of Photographic
Processes and the Advancement of the Art.

C. K. Co. J Ltd.
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Home Portrait

By C. H. Wiebmer
St. Paul, Minn.
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KANSAS CITY CON-
VENTION

ASSOCIATION TO HAVE PAID
SECRETARY

The Kansas City Convention

of the P. A. of A. has taken its

place in convention history as one

of the most interesting and novel

meetings ever held by the Asso-

ciation.

While the attendance was not

as great as at some previous con-

ventions, those present took great

interest in the lectures of Frank

Jewel Raymond, Dr. C. E. Ken-

neth Mees and J. C. Abel, the

educational features of the studio,

the business meetings and ex-

hibits, and from the standpoint

of attention and interest of those

present, the meeting was a great

success.

Reports of extremely hot
weather probably kept some
away, and the location naturally

tended to make it a Western con-

vention. As a consequence there

were not many in attendance

from either the extreme East or

West, but the Central States

were well represented, as well

as those to the North and South,

and the weather conditions proved

ideal.

The great Kansas City Con-
vention Hall was none too large

to house the manufacturers' ex-

hibits, which were probably the

best ever shown at a National

Convention. One entered the

hall through the center of the

Eastman exhibit, which formed

a half circle covering one entire

end of the hall. The archi-

tectural scheme was that of a

great peristjle. The cornice and
roof were supported by large

columns, the color scheme being

old ivory and gold. Lights con-

cealed in the ceiling illuminated

the picture exhibits, which were
artistically arranged on the green

velvet hangings of the back wall.

Masses of green plants tended

to rest tired eyes, while electric

fans and easy lounging chairs

made for the comfort of the visi-

tor while examining the excellent

work of the many prominent pho-

tographers whose prints made
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up the paper exhibits ofthe East-

man Company.
The exhibit of the new Artura

Red Tones excited a great deal

of interest and made it neces-

sary for the printers in the studio

to make a special demonstration,

showing how easily the red tones

are secured . The black and white

and sepia tones on Artura came
in for their share of praise, as

did also the Zelta and Etching

Sepia and Etching Black Plati-

num exhibits.

One section was given over to

an exhibit ofeleven enlargements

from negatives inade for Kodak
advertising purposes. $1675.00
was paid for the eleven nega-

tives from which these enlarge-

ments were made, and the ex-

hibit did much to show the pho-

tographer the advertising value

of a picture that tells a story

quickly and to the point, and

which creates a desire for the

goods advertised. Such pictures

will win prizes in the Kodak Ad-
vertising Contest.

The plate exhibit was also a

film exhibit, for the Eastman
Portrait Film, shown for the first

time, was the real sensation of

the convention. Since the in-

troduction of dry plates, there

has been no greater advance step

in the manufacture of photo-

graphic materials— no one thing

which will mean more to the

progressive photographer, than

the introduction of the Eastman
Portrait Film.

Not only for home portraiture

but for studio work as well, film

means better work, greater ease

in manipulation, saving in time,

the elimination of breakage,

lightness and compactness in stor-

ing; but greater than all these

advantages is the film quality.

The exhibit was made up of a

dozen beautiful home portrait

film negatives, with positives and

prints from same, which showed
their remarkable non- halation

and chemical quality. The meth-

ods of handling were also ex-

l)lained by the attendants in

charge of the exhibit.

The center of the hall was

filled Avith many smaller booths

which were artistically decorated,

the opposite end being taken up
by the practical studio. Directly

in front of the studio was the

large exhibit of Eastman Pro-

fessional Apparatus, including the

line of Century Studio Cameras,

Stands, etc. The F. & S. Studio

Magazine Plate and Cut Film

Holder was one of the new things

recognized as a decided conven-

ience and a most practical cam-

era accessory. The holder carries

twelve plates or fihns, which are

rapidly changed from one com-

partment to another by a sliding

motion of the back, making it

easy to make a dozen expos-

ures very quickly and without

removing the magazine for focus-

ing.

The Practical Studio was prac-

tical and a great deal of good
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was derived from the expert in-

struction of those in charge.

Daddy Lively and his force of

receptionists were in attendance

to explain their methods of hand-

ling customers in the sales de-

])artment of the studio. Mr.
\'enai-d gave exj^ert instruction

in retouching, working in back-

grounds and etching. Mr. George
Holloway, in charge of the oper-

ating, was assisted by a number
of able photographers, the means
of lighting the subjects being

entirely by artificial light, which
was not as practical a demonstra-

tion to the average photographer,

as would have been the case had
a skylight been available.

The printing room was ex-

ceptionally well arranged and a

very competent force of printers,

in charge of Mr. Frank Medlar,

showed the latest printing meth-

ods, masking, tinting, dodging,

etc., as well as how to secure the

new Artura Red Tones, which
were so much admired.

Of the business of the Asso-

ciation, the most radical depart-

ure was the decision to employ
a paid secretary at a salary not

to exceed $2000.00 per year.

The decision was reached after a

long discussion in which the ad-

vantages for and against such a

move were set forth. The select-

ing of the secretary was left to

a committee of the following

past presidents: Mr. G. W.
Harris, Chairman, Washington,

D. C. ; Mr. Ben Larrimer,

Marion, Ind. ; Mr. Charles F.

Townsend, Des Moines, la.

The Kansas City photogra-

phers and dealers entertained

the entire convention at Electric

Park with a special vaudeville

show and free admissions to a

number of the park attractions.

The ladies were gi\en automo-

bile rides about the city and
parks, and a breakfast by Miss

Reineke in her new studio, and
it is needless to say that these

entertainments were heartily en-

joyed and appreciated.

The officers elected for the

coming year were as follows

:

OFFICERS ELECT

P vesldext—Manly W. Tyree,
Raleigh, N. C.
First Vice-President—Will H.

Towles, Washington, D. C.

Second Vice-President—Homer F.
Harden, Wichita, Kansas.

Treasure)—L. A. Dozer, Bucy-
rus, Ohio.

Secretary—(to be selected).

WOMAN'S FEDERATION
President—Pearl Grace Loehr,

New York City.

First I 'ice-Preside)it—Clara Louise
Hagins, Chicago.
Second Vice - President— Maybelle

Goodlander, Muni-ie, Ind.

Secretarif-Treasiirer— Sara F. T.

Price, Mt. Airy, Philadelphia.

COMMERCIAL FEDERATION

President— R. W. Johnston, Pitts-

burg, Pa.
Vice-President—Charles D. Kauf-

man, Chicago.
Secretary — E. S. Caywood, Phila-

delphia.

Treasurer— S. W. Cole, Dan-
ville, \a.
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In our grandparents' time, picture-

taking meant long sittings in uncomfort-

able, strained attitudes— with success

always more or less in doubt.

There was excuse in the old davs for

not having pictures taken at frequent

intervals.

But to-day, clever photographers, in

comfortable studios, with fast plates and

fast lenses at their command, make the

experience a pleasure.

And you owe this satisfaction to your-

yourself and to your friends.

There s a photographer in your tow?i,

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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A RTURA RED TONES
•* ^ The beautiful Artura Red
Tones which eUcited such favor-

able comment at the recent

National Convention may be se-

cured on Artura prints by the

following method, Mith but very

little trouble. A few precautions

are necessary to secure the best

results, but the method is quite

simple and the resulting red

prints are brilliant in tone, and

all the gradation of the original

print is retained. The method
is as follows:

The black and white print

must first be toned to a sepia

in the Hypo-Alum toning bath,

after which precautions nnist be

taken to eliminate all traces of

hypo from the print.

ARTURA HYPO-ALUM BATH

Boiling Water (distilled or rain-

water) 12S ozs.

Hypo .... - 16 ozs.

Alum 4 ozs.

After bath has cooled, mix separately
and add

:

Water 1 oz.

Nitrate of Silver Crystals ... 60 grs.

Salt 60 grs.

Using the bath at a tempera-

ture of 120 degrees Fahrenheit

will tone prints in about 30
minutes.

When the prints have been

toned and thoroughly washed,

put them through a salt bath.

The strength of the salt water

may be about 1 to 32, but a

little more or less salt will not

injure the prints. Rinse in clear

water and the prints are ready to

tone.

TONING BATH
Nil. 1

Water 15 ozs.

Chloride of Gold 15 grs.

No. 2

Water 15 ozs.

Potassium Sulphocyanate . . 90 grs.

Add either one to the other,

stirring the solution slowly, so

as not to precipitate the gold.

This 30 oz. bath will tone about

18 prints, 8 X 10, or their equiv-

alent.

. To strengthen this bath it is

necessary to use both chemicals.

Make a stock solution, No. 1, by
dissolving 15 grains of gold in

two ounces of water, and No. 2
by dissolving 90 grains of Pot-

assium Sulphocyanate in two
ounces of water. Add equal

quantities of Nos. 1 and 2 to the

old bath, the number of drams
of each depending upon the num-
ber of prints to 1)6 toned. Using

this stock solution avoids adding

more water to the bath.

A few prints at a time, say

six 8 X 10 prints in a 30 oz.

bath, will tone more quickly than

if a greater number are placed in

the bath at one time.

Prints should tone to a rich

red in about 10 minutes, after

which they are immediately
placed in an acid fixing bath for

20 minutes and washed in the

usual Avay.

The amount of gold required

to tone a print depends upon

the amount of silver deposit in

the print. A strong, dark print

having had long development
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will require more gold than a

light print with a Avhite back-

ground. Dark i)rint.s should be

rubbed with the palm of the

hand occasionally to make them
tone quickly.

Be sure all traces of hypo from

the hypo-alum toning bath have

been eliminated, as the least

trace of hyjio in the print will

precipitate the gold and stop

the toning. This is important.

Prints which have been toned

sepia and dried, will tone equally

as well as newly made prints.

A

THE SCHOOL OF
PHOTOGRAPHY AT

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
All those who are interested in

the welfare of the photographic

profession will be pleased to learn

of the rapid strides which are be-

ing made by the photographic

school of the Sj'racuse University.

By the end of this year, the

school hopes to be housed in a

home of its own, plans now be-

ing under consideration for a

special building, with ground

floor lecture room, studio, four

dark rooms, plate, lens and shut-

ter-testing rooms, and the usual

offices. On the floor above will

be built a portrait and motion

picture studio, 30 x 60 feet, in

which it will be possible to stage

any ordinary play.

It may be well, to save ap-

plicants trouble, by explaining

that the course is of a technical

as well as practical nature, and
extends over two j^ears of study,

comprising the necessary art and
chemical training required for

anyone to qualify as an expert

with the camera, either in the

laboratory or in the studio.

Professor E. J. Wall advises

us that the Syracuse School, be-

sides its already complete studio

and motion picture equipment,
is to install in its new building a

Hurter & Driffield plate testing

machine, with special j)hotometer

and a complete optical bench,

making the school a reliable test-

ing establishment for lenses,

plates and papers. A photo-

micrographic department will

also be fitted up, and spectro-

graphic work will be undertaken.

Our schools of photography
are excellent, their purpose hav-

ing been to turn out practical

photographers rather than men
who are competent to enter the

field of chemical research, the

laboratory of the manufacturer

or motion picture work.

The field is broad, both classes

of schools are a great benefit to

the profession and this new
department in one of America's

greatest universities, deserves
hearty support, since its work
will be in the interest of every

branch of the photographic art.
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EASTMAN PORTRAIT
FILMS

There is something really new
in photography.

Eastman Portrait Films are not

merely a "satisfactory substitute"

for glass plates^they are a sujie-

rior innovation. As one of our

biggest photographers, one of

our livest wires, a past president

of the P. A. of A., put it : "They
will completely displace glass

plates in five years."

Our experts have devoted
years of experimental work to

the perfection of this pi'ofessional

film, knowing full well that if so

radical a departure from present

ideas and methods would gain

success, the new fihn must have

a multitude of advantages in its

favor besides perfect quality.

Not content with our own rigid

tests, under all sorts of condi-

tions, the films have been placed

for trial in the hands of expert

studio and home-portrait pho-

tographers, whose endorsement

is proved by the fact that they

have since adopted the films for

their own use.

First of all, the quality of the

results obtained on these films

is superior to that of the best

plates when used under the same
conditions. The films are ex-

tremely light in weight but have

body enough to make them He

perfectly flat in the special film

holders, or in the sheaths which

adapt them to any ordinary plate

holder. They eliminate all dan-

ger of breakage and make it pos-

sible for negatives to be trans-

ported, or handled in other ways,

without danger of loss from this

cause. For home portraiture their

light weight is a great conveni-

ence, it being possible to carry

loaded holders almost as readily

as though they were empty.
Halation is practically elimi-

nated, the films bemg so thin

that strong rays of light have no
room to spread after penetrating

the film, as they do when using

a glass plate that is not backed,

and they have the speed of a

Seed 30 plate. There are also

decided advantages in develop-

ing, retouching and printing, that

are readily seen by the wide-

awake worker. The films may be

developed much more quickly

than plates, a number being

handled at one time in a tray

that is large enough for two
piles of film to lie side by side.

In this May they are handled
over in the developer and fixing

solution in the same manner as

a batch of double weight prints.

The backs of the films are coat-

ed with gelatine which prevents

curling but makes it necessary

to hang them up so there will

be no contact while drying. It

is a very simple matter to dry a

large number of films, by stretch-

ing a few lines and suspending

the films from them with spring

clips.

The films are retouched in the
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usual way, but if a very deep

shadow has been worked until

the dope refuses to take more
lead, the film may be turned

over, doped on the back and an

equal amount of retouching done

on the back of the negative.

Prints may be made from
either side of the negative, with

no lack of detail, and carbon

jjrints may therefore be readily

made with but a single transfer.

Three fire-proof filing envel-

opes are packed with each dozen

films, each envelope holding four

negatives. Naturally, the space

required for filing a great num-
ber of these negatives is very

small compared to that required

for glass plates— an imjwrtant

advantage where thousands of

negatives are held for duplicate

orders. Weight is also an im-

portant factor, and the weight

of the average glass plate is nine

times that of an Eastman Por-

trait Film.

In loading films into the hold-

ers, it is an easy matter to de-

termine which is the emulsion

side. A \-notch will be noted in

one edge of the film, and when
this notch is on the upper edge

and at the right hand corner,

the film is lying face up.

Photographers attending the

National Convention were loud

in their praise of film quality and
convenience, and many of the

best and most progressive are

making a practical trial of Por-

trait Films.

THE PRICE
EASTMAN PORTRAIT FILMS
Prices are per dozen, including

three ^3) Eastman Safety Envelopes
for storing film negatives.

5x7..
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OUR ILLUSTRATIONS
Mr. C. H.Wiebmerof St.

Paul, Minn., was one of the first

photographers in the Northwest

to realize the possibilities of home
portraiture and to make it a very

important help to his studio busi-

ness, if not really of greater im-

portance.

Mr. Wiebmer is very enthusi-

astic over the work he has been

able to do, and his experience

has taught him that the field is

almost unlimited. While condi-

tions under which the operator

is compelled to work are never

the same in two homes, and no

fixed rule for lighting can be

used, as in studio work, that very

element of variety and the neces-

sity for making the best of con-

ditions of light as they are en-

countered, keeps the worker
keyed up to the highest pitch

and brings out the best that is

ill him.

Mr. Wiebmer loves each one

of his pictures, because each one

has taught him a lesson. Each
one has offered obstacles which
he has overcome, and the ap-

proval with which the work has

been received and praised by the

customer has demonstrated to

what degree he has been suc-

cessful.

Mr. W^iebmer believes in fill-

ing his work with his own indi-

viduality, and for this reason the

prints he delivers are made on

Zelta in one of the tones he finds

most pleasing. The beautiful ex-

amples of his work, with which
it is our privilege to illustrate

this number of Studio Light, are

reproduced from Artura prints,

the surface of this paper being

more suitable for engravings.

A
PHOTOGRAPHING A

POPULATION
The whole population of

France is to be photographed.

And rephotographed. And pho-

tographed again. Such, at least,

is the proposal set on foot in

Paris, according to a newspaper
correspondent in that city. Not
only are Jacques and Jeanne to

be photographed, but the Ber-

tillon system of identification,

which includes anthropometrical

measurements, as well as finger-

print records, is to be applied

to them. The ages of fifteen,

twentJ', thirty and forty-five are

to be chosen for this purpose.

Three copies will be made of

each photograjih— one for the

individual himself, one for his

borough archives, one for the

jiolice. One seems to see a day

when not only will every man be

officially vaccinated, educated,

insured, and old-age pensioned,

but will be officially photo-

graphed too.

C. K. RESUBLIMED PYRO
is giiarantted to pon bu ihe seal of
quality. If you pvtUr rijro in this

form, spt'cify C. K. Resublimed.
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BETTER NEGATIVE
QUALITY

RESULT OF EXHAUSTIVE EXPERI-
MENTS

We have mentioned in previous

articles on this subject, the neces-

sity for securing in the negative

as full a scale of gradation— as

much roundness and brilliancy as

one expects to secure in the print.

A series of exhaustive experi-

ments which we have recently

conducted, have proved to our

entire satisfaction that this qual-

ity can be secured by tank devel-

opment as readily as by the tray

method. But these experiments

have also demonstrated the neces-

sity for a slight variation of the

developer for the faster brands

of plates.

These experiments have given

us a formula which is in every way
far superior to that previously

recommended, and a trial will

convince the owner of a tank that

with this improved formula, var-

ied to suit the speed of the plate

used, a failure can only be attrib-

uted to local conditions of water.

For this reason, we would re-

commend that a trial be made
with distilled or pure rain water

and the result compared with

that secured by using water fi*om

the local supply. If the last ex-

periment gives negatives with

more color than the first, the sul-

phite may be slightly increased.

If there is less color, the sulphite

may be slightly reduced, always

bearing in mind that the first

result, secured by using pure
water, is the result that gives the

best possible printing quality.

We are all looking for a means
of securing the best results, and
as manufacturers of plates, we
are especially pleased with the

result of our work with the fol-

lowing formula:

PYRO TANK DEVELOPER

Slock Sulufioii A
Water 16 ozs.

Metabisulphite of Potassium 70 grs.

Pyro 1 oz.

Bromide of Potassium . 8 grains

Stock Solution B
Water 16 ozs.

C. K. Co. Sulphite of Soda 1-^4 ozs.

(or Hydrometer Test 55)

Stock Solution C
Water 16 ozs.

C. K. Co. Carbonate of Soda 1 ' 4 ozs.

(or Hydrometer Test 40)

For 5 .V 7 Tank. To develop use

:

A 2I4 ozs.

B 2I4 ozs.

C 2I4 ozs.

Water 58 ozs.

Temperature 65 degrees.

Develop 15 minutes.

For Extra Rapid Plates (such as

Seed and Royal, S. E. R.)

use:

A 3 ozs.

6 3 ozs.

C 3 ozs.

Water 55 ozs.

Temperature 65 degrees.

Develop 15 minutes.
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For 8x10 Tdiik. Todevelop use

:

A 5' 2 ozs.

B 5' 2 ozs.

C 51 7 ozs.

Water 140 ozs.

Temperature 65 degrees.

Develop 15 minutes.

For Extra Rapid Plates (such as

Seed and Royal, S. E. R.)

use

:

A 71 '7 ozs.

B 71
', ozs.

c 71 ; ozs.

Water 134 ozs.

Temperature 65 degrees.

Develop 15 minutes.

ATASK CHARTS, 11 xl4
-^ There has been such a

popular demand for the Eastman
Mask Chart, announced in the

June Studio Light, that it has

been necessary for us to make
this chart in 11 x 14 size. Print-

ers who have used these charts

for cutting masks have found
them so accurate, convenient and
such great time savers, that in

many studios they are being used
exclusively for masking negatives

where white margins are desired

on the prints. The 11 x 14 Mask
Charts are put up in packages of

one dozen each, and may now
be had from your dealer. The
11 x 14 Mask Charts list 30 cents

per dozen.

oN THE PTTNESS OF
THINGS
BY THE OFFICE BOY

Me an' the Boss we Konvened
at the Konvention at Kantzis

Citty.

The Boss says the naim of the

town is D-rived frum 2 indian

wurds meanin' hot and hilly, an'

that they kail it Kantzis Citty

B-kaus moast of it is in Missoury.

The Konvention Haul wuz a

whoppin' big plaise an' acrost

one end ov it they had a big

peece of seeneiy jus' like in the

oi)ery house when the Cherry
sisters kums along. This i foun'

oute wuz 2 represent the mane
strete in enny wun ov our pros-

perous citties an' B-hind it wuz
the wurkin' studio.

When you went in the dore
you foun' a lot of good lookin'

girles showin' how they sold

pitchers an' they moast got my
mele tikket B-4 I reelized that

they wuz only jus' teechin' us.

They had a regler studdio with
fellers maikin' negatives, an' a

nother plaice whair they retuched
an' printed— looked jus' like the
Bosses shop roun' Krismus time.

Evvery boddy wuz talkin'

aboute sum new stuff 2 maik
pitchers on, I think they kalled

it portrate Aim, annyhow the
negatives on 'em were grate, an'

you kant bust 'em— las' winter

I drojiped a rack ov negatives an'

evvery blaim' 1 ov 'em busted

:

gee He B glad when the Boss
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gets 2 uzin' this new Aim az then

all ov mi wurries will B oaver

—

the Boss says a hole lot ov hiz

wil B 2.

Sintz I hav' bin' goin' 2 Kon-
ventions with the Boss I hav'

bin' tryin' 2 lern awl aljoute

pitcher niaikin' but sum times I

gets diskuridged. The otther

day I tola the Boss that their

wuz times when I felt that I

newer wood B no good at pit-

cher maikin' and he sed tha>*

wuz times when he agrede with

me.
The Boss says that the feller

wot reealizes his D-tishinces has

a chanct 2 get oaver 'em B-kaus

he knows wots the matter with

himself.

The otther day me an' the Boss

wuz Kleenin' up the plaice, that

iz he gaiv me the mentle sugges-

tion an' I wuz followin' it with

a broom an' dust kloth, an' we
Kum acrost a funny lookin' ma-
sheen stowed away in a Korner.

1 ast the Boss wot it wuz an' he
sed it wuz a lemmon he bot when
he wuz knew 2 the gaim.

The Boss says it does a feller

good 2 bite in 2 a sour one onst

in a while, B-kaus then he knot

only noes the taist, but awlso

lerns 2 kepe away frum the trees

they gro on.

I ast the Boss did he think it

wuz dignifyed for a futchure op-

perator like me to be sweapin'

flores, an' he sed it wuz a blaim'

good thing 4 a fellow 2 kno' how
2 do awl the things he mite sum

day xpect sum otther feller 2 do,

an' he sed he knew frum xpe-

rentz that I wuz kuttin' sum ov
the korners with mi brume.
The Boss says diggnitty is best

in homepathyic doses an' that 2
mutch diggnity is like a littel

feller in a big man's dress sute.

I gess a feller's got 2 gage hiz

diggnitty akkordin' 2 hiz job, an'

that if a feller feles that he kant
do part ov his reggler days wurk
B-kaus it's B-neath his diggnitty,

hiz job is 2 big 4 him.

ADVERTISING HOME
PORTRAITURE

There is a constantly increas-

ing number of photographers
conducting studios, who are be-

coming interested in home por-

traiture, and there is no question

but that this branch of photo-

grajihic work is to become a

great factor in the future of the

photographic business.

Every branch of business is

offering the buying public better

service and greater convenience,

and the photographer who is as

willing to go into the home to

photograph his subject, as to

have the subject come to his

studio, is the man who will even-

tually do the most business.

Good portraits can be made
in most any home, but, of course,

it is not possible to make as many
sittings in a day as in the studio.

For this reason a better price
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must be asked, but the majority

of patrons are willing to pay a

better price for the additional

convenience, and the stronjjer

and more intimate appeal which
portraits made in home surround-

ings naturally have to both one's

family and fi'iends.

We have had numerous re-

quests for suggestions of how to

interest the public in home por-

trait work, and we believe that

when the photographer has
equipped himself properly and

has demonstrated to his own sat-

isfaction that he can make good

work under conditions found in

the average home, the best

method is to show samples of his

work and make engagements for

sittings at a time when condi-

tions will be most favorable.

The writer's idea is that the

first appeal should be in the form
of a personal letter to prospective

customers, and this may be fol-

lowed by a request by telephone

for a definite time when samples

may be shown. The lest will

depend upon the work of the

man behind the camera and
the one who calls at the home to

show proofs and take the order.

We give below an example of

what we believe to be a good
personal letter or announcement,

which, of course, should only be

sent out in such numbers as w ill

permit one to follow up each let-

ter, if best results are to be se-

cured. It is the personal element

that will count for most in home

portrait work, and if such a let-

ter as we give below is used, it

should be neatly typed, address-

ed personally to each prospective

customer, and mailed under a

two cent stamp. Such a plan is

useless, however, unless each let-

ter is followed up and samples

shown wherever it is possible.

The letter offers a good argu-

ment and should bring results.

Mrs. B. A. Customer,
City.

Dear IMadam

:

It has probably occurred to you
that you would like portraits of
yourself or members of your family,

if you could be spared the inconven-
ience of a visit to the ph< )tographer's

studio. You naturally feel more at

ease in your own home and may
prefer such an environment to one
that is strange to you. Portraits
made in the familiar home surround-
ings will appeal stronglj^, both to

yourself and your friends.

We are specializing in the making
of these portraits in the home and
would be pleased to submit speci-

mens of our work, for your inspec-

tion, and to make an appointment
for such a time as would be conven-
ient to you.

Yours truly,

P. Y. Roe,

The photographer in your ioton.

The right way to pack i)lates,

between exposure and develop-

ment, is face-to-face, as in the

original package. Face -to -back

causes trouble by allowing dust

or other matter from the back of

one plate to offset on to the face

of the other.
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THE ONLY CON-
DITION

We make but one condi-

tion in our offer of cuts for

the use of photographers.

It is obvious that two
photographers in the same
town would not care to use

the same cut, and w'e are

therefore obhged to limit

this offer to one photogra-

pher in a town. It will be

a case of first come first

served. The first order
from a city will be promptly

filled. Succeeding orders (if

any) will necessarily be
turned down and the re-

mittance, of course, will be
returned. It is also obvious

that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings,

furnish any large variety of

cuts at the nominal prices

quoted, and therefore can

offer no substitute cut. The
thing to do is to get your
order in^^;,s7, as it would not

be fair to give the man who
happens to get in his order

early one month, a. perma 71cut

advantage ; we shall book no
orders in advance. They
must always specify the num-
ber of cut wanted. These cuts

consist of the illustrations

only, thus making it possi-

ble for the printer to change
the wording or the amount
of space to be occupied by

the wording if so desired.

C. K. Co., Ltd.

Babies will grow—and while

they are growing, you should

have them photographed often

enough to keep a record of

each interesting stage of their

childhood.

You will prize the collection

of baby's pictures more and

more as the years go by.

Make an appohif)nent tu-day.

THE
PYRO STUDIO

No. 194. Price, 50 cents.
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SIXTY DAYS LEFT

KODAK ADVERTISING
COMPETITION

CLOSES XOrEMBER 1st, 1013.

$3,000.00
IN

CASH PRIZES
For pictures to be used in illustrating

Kodak Advertisements

Write yor nrciilar giving- dciails.
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Bulletin: the eastman school of
Professional Photography for 1913

Albany, N.Y September 10, 11, 12

Washington, D. C. September 16, 17, 18

Cincinnati, Ohio September 23, 24, 25

Little Rock, Ark. ...... September 30, October 1, 2

Wichita, Kans October 7, 8, 9

Kansas City, Mo October 14, 15, 16

Omaha, Nebr October 21, 22, 23

St. Louis, Mo. ......... . October 28, 29, 30
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Port. No. 11,

Price 50 cents

PORTRAIT SERIES OF CUTS FOR
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

"^ There's a j^hotog^rcipher in your town''''

This series of cuts is offered the photographer that he may use our copy

with suitable ilkistrations for newspaper advertising.

Port. No. 11 is the iUustration for our ad, "How I shall miss you when

you are grown." It appeared as full pages in Munsey , Review of Reviews,

World's \Vork and American.

Port. No. 17 is the il-

lustration shown in last

month's Stidio LuiHT.

1 1 appeared in the Aug-

ust Ei'ertjhody' s, Mun-
sey , Saturday Evening

Post and Collier's, and

the September issue of

the Ladies' Home Jour-

nal and Woman s Home
Companion.

The conditions gov-

erning our offer of these

cuts are given on p. 24. Port. No. 17, Price 50 cents
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Before placing your order for Fall Styles,

see the complete new line made by

Canadian Card Co.
Our representative will show you

these at an early date.

We carry a full stock of profes-

sional goods made by

Canadian Kodak Co.,

Limited

Send us your orders to

ensure prompt shipment

J. G. Ramsey & Co., Limited,

66 King St. AVest, Toronto.
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The

Kodak Fixing Box

Will avoid trouble from the

spots that come when plates are

fixed flat in the bath.

Made of clear glass and holds

12 Cabinet plates on edge. Plates

don't touch bottom of box, but

rest on a ledge.

Price, $1.50

Specify the ''Kodak Fixing- Box"

in your order.

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada.
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Make sure that every print you deliver

is safe, by using a

Rounds Print Washer
Automatically removes Hypo in less than

twenty minutes.

Place washer in sink, slip hose on tap, turn

on the water, and the prints wash themselves.

Made in two sizes, with capacity of 100 and

200 cabinet prints respectively.

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

At Yoiii- Dealer's.

Toronto, Canada
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Prices Unchanged
ON

Seed, Royal and Stanley Plates

In the British Journal and other En-

ghsh photographic pubhcations which

circulate in Canada, quite a lot of space

has lately been given over to discussion

of a rise in the list prices of Dry Plates

— a rise of 2'2^o in the case of Cabinets.

The facts are that the English Plate

Manufacturers, on account of higher

manufacturing costs and higher prices

of raw materials, came to an agreement

among themselves to adopt a new sched-

ule of prices on and after June 16, 1913.

Photographers who have read the

articles in the English papers have in-

quired as to whether or not there would

be a corresponding increase in the prices

of our plates, and we now wish to advise

the Trade that Seed, Royal and Stanley

Plates will be sold at the same figures,

no change whatever being made.

CANADIAN KODAK CO , Limited.
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The Falcon Style
For 3x6 or Post Card Prints, Slip-in Style

Colors : Gray, Brown and Olive Green

For Black and White or Sepia Prints

THE FALCOX is an exceptionally nifty fokkr for double

weight panel prints. The insert is of heavy bristol with a

plain plate mark tinted as background, and tinted with a rich

canopy design in a darker shade on top. The center is a

deckled cut-out and gives a deckled effect to print. The

cover is two-ply stock of neat design with a Daisy Crest

brought up in color in upper left-hand corner.

Sample on receipt of two 2cent stamps.

I)esigned and manufac/iired hy

The Canadian Card Co., Toronto, Can.



oUR POLICY
Our business was established on a quality basis.

It has grown because vre act on the belief that we
can maintain our position in the trade just so long as

we make better goods than our competitors—and no
longer.

Our customers receive the benefit of the most ad-

vanced photographic thought of Europe and America.
Kodak factories in Europe and America are in constant

touch with each other. Each has the benefit of the

work and the discoveries of the other. The very

breadth of our business enables us to give to each de-

partment absolutely the best that the world affords in

technical skill and in producing facilities.

Our theory is that we can best serve ourselves by
supplying our customers the best goods. Our acts

have made this Theory a Policy, for we have not
merely the desire to make the best goods but the
means of converting that desire into a Reality.

In thirty years in the photographic business there

have been several revolutionary changes. Doubt-
less there will be many more. Whatever they may be
our Policy shall be to furnish (without following everj'

mere will-o'-the wisp) the very best of those goods
which painstaking testing shall prove to be of benefit

to our customers in the Simplification of Photographic
Processes and the Advancement of the Art.

C. K. Co. 3 Ltd.



FROM AN EASTMAN PORTRAIT FILM NEGATIVE

By Wilfred E. Smith
Matzene Studios, Chicago
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Be with the times, ahead of

them if possible, but never
behind.

A photographer looked over

the new apparatus shown at the

Kansas City Convention and re-

marked that he had been follow-

ing photography for the last

twenty years.

But it was his further remarks

that were most interesting. The
first statement was merely an
admission. He went on: "I

realize, as never before, that I

have merely been folloinng the

profession. I am going to bu\- a

lot of new apparatus, go home
and do some advertising, and
see if I can't catch up with it.

And once I am able to catch up
with it, I am going to see if I

can't get ahead."

Christmas will soon be here

and you should be better fitted

to handle your business than you
were last year. If you are not,

you will not be able to profit by
the increased business. You will

simjilj' be following photography.

The greatest difficulty in a

rush season is in turning out a

sufficient number of good prints.

A good printing machine is just

what you need. And there are

two new printing machines on

the market that have exceptional

advantages.

The 8 .X 10 F. & S. Profes-

sional Printer No. 1 has many
advantages that are essential to

quick, accurate printing. It

carries nine powerful Mazda or

Tungsten Lamps, occupies the

minimum of space, and is inex-

pensive. The price is $25.00.

The New Artura Printer is

fitted with a powerful Arc Lamp
Avhich gives a very steady light.

The construction embodies many
improvements which materially

add to its convenience. The
price of the 11 x 14 printer with

Arc Lamp is $75.00— the 20 x

24 is $100.00. All prices f. o. b.

in U. S.

Have your dealer show you
these printers and install one in

your printing room now.
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ADAPTING DEVELOP-
ERS TO LOCAL CON-

DITIONS
There are certain important

points about developers and the

developing of negatives, that

every photographer must know
if he expects to secure the best

results. First of all, there is no
developing agent quite so good
asPj-ro, and certainly none better.

Take the word of every manu-
facturer of dry plates for this

statement, against your own judg-

ment. The man who makes the

plates knows what will develop

them best.

A properly balanced Pyro de-

veloper used on a good plate will

not only give you a negative of

the same relative degree of con-

trast that you secured in your

lighting, but it will also give you
the proper printing color in the

negative to faithfully reproduce

j'our lighting in the print.

In publishing formulas for the

use of photographers in all parts

of the country, however, it must
be borne in mind that there are

very often local conditions which
make it necessary for the pho-
tographer to alter the published

fomiula to obtain the best re-

sults.

If the water you use for making
up your developing solutions is

strong in alkali and you are using

the quantity of carbonate of soda

recommended in a standard form-

ula, your negatives will probably

be too contrasty. Don't discard

the developer. Merely reduce
the amount of alkali (carbonate

of soda) until the developer is

properly balanced to suit the

water you are using and your
negatives will not block up in

the highlights. The excessive

amount of alkali causes the Pyro
to act too energetically, hence
the highlights are over-developed

before the delicate gradations in

the shadows are properly affected

by the Pyro.

The same rule applies to the

color of a Pyro developed nega-

tive. Once the proper degree

of contrast has been secured to

show all the delicate steps of

gradation, from highest light to

deepest shadow, the color of the

negative may be varied to give

any degree of printing density.

A negative must have some
color to have printing quality, and
if the result from the standard

formula gives you too much color

for good printing results on the

particular paper j'ou are using,

slightly increase the amount of

sulphite of soda until the color is

properly corrected. On the other

hand, if there is too little color

in the negative to give prints of

the same apparent brilliancy as

the negative, reduce the amount
of sulphite of soda until your

developer is properly balanced to

give the desired color.

It must also be remembered
that various brands of carbonate

of soda vary considerably in de-



FROM AN EASTMAN PURTRAIT FILM NEGATIVE

By Wilfred E. Smith

Maizene Studios. Chicago
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veloping energy. C. K. Co.

Carbonate of Soda contains over

98% pure carbonate. Conse-
quently a formula which does

not specify C. K. Co. Carbonate

will not require as much C. K.Co.
soda as the formula calls for. On
the other hand, our formulas

which sjiecify C. K. Co. Carbon-

ate, will require a greater amount
of other brands of carbonate to

produce the same results.

A precaution must also be given

regarding developers made up by

hydrometer test. C. K. Co. Car-

bonate and Sulphite of Soda
solutions of a given hydrometer
test will be stronger than solu-

tions of the same hydrometer
test, made from other sodas. The
hydrometer gives a correct test

of the amount of solid matter in

solution, hence an ounce of soda

containing 50% carbonate and
50% of some other solid will test

the same in a given amount of

water as an ounce of C. K. Co.

Carbonate of Soda which contains

98% pure carbonate. However,
the solution made from the pure

soda will have about twice the

developing energy of the solu-

tion made from the soda which
was only 50% pure carbonate.

The standard Pyro formulas

which are given with all brands

of our plates will undoubtedly

give the best results under nor-

mal conditions. But it is im-

portant that the photographer

should know how to adapt these

formulas to local conditions, which

are often far from normal. Once
the proper chemical balance has

been secured, you will see the

wisdom of our advice : Use Pyro
as a developing agent and use

Tested Sodas of known strength

and purity.

MAKE BUSINESS GOOD
A \'^irginia photographer

writes as follows:

"The 'There's a photographer in

your town' adv^ertising campaign
you have been carrying on through
the magazines throughout the
country, and the great expense en-
tailed, should bring the Eastman
Kodak Co. the thanks of every live

photographer in the coimtry. By
copying these 'ads,' and printing
them in the local papers, with my
name as the photographer in this

town, has greatly increased my busi-

ness, and now since you are furnish-

ing cuts to go with these catchy and
well written 'ads,' I expect to fur-

ther increase my business."

You can increase your business

by local advertising, the same as

this man and hundreds of others

have done. Read the copy on

page 7. This will appear as full

pages in the October number of

Evcri/hodi/'s and Miniscy and as

a t]uarter page in both the Ladies'

Home Journal R.\\diWOman's Home
Companion. The cojjy shown on

page 7 last month also apjiears

as a full page in the October

Cosmopolitan. The copy in each

of these big magazines is work-

ing for you. Send for the cuts

shown on page 27, follow up our
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He leaves home a boy—he comes

back a man. Have a good photo-

graph made of him before he goes

out into the big world— before the

boyish features and expression have

taken on the older impress.

Don't trust to memory to recall

them. Memory plays queer tricks

on us all.

Make a date with your photog-

rapher to-day and spare yourself the

regrets of to-morrow.

There s a photographer in your town,

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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advertising with your own, and

together we will improve busi-

ness— remove the apathetic atti-

tude of the public towards being

photographed.

o FFSETTI NG O F
FINGER MARKS

Finger marks are often very

useful in detecting criminals, but

they have no advantages that we
know of in the various photo-

graphic processes. Sometimes
they lead to a solution of a cer-

tain difficulty, but as a rule, it is

a hard matter to get anyone to

claim the finger print.

We have recently seen some
beautiful examples of a difficulty

which is very trying but is easily

avoided. Many photographers

have a habit of taking exposed

plates out of a holder and trans-

ferring them to a plate box until

they are ready to develop. There
is nothing wrong with the idea,

but the way the plates are placed

in the box makes a great differ-

ence. The first ])late should

always be placed in the box, glass

side down. This prevents the

emulsion side from coming in con-

tact with any chemical dust or

moisture that may have been
taken up by the pulpy board of

which the box is made.

Place the first plate in the

box, glass side down, and the

second plate glass side up, with

nothing between the two.

This brings the emulsion sides

of the two plates together, and
they are perfectly safe until you
are ready to develop them.

Many photographers hold a

plate on one hand while dusting

the emulsion side This is all

right if the plates are handled
correctly afterwards. But a

slight trace of perspiration or

chemical impurity on the hands

where they touch the backs of

the plates will remain on the

glass.

Such marks from handling do
no harm if the emulsion sides of

the plates are always packed to-

gether, but if one plate goes into

a box, emulsion side down, and
the next plate the same way, the

emulsion side of the last plate

comes in contact with the finger

marks on the glass side of *:he first

plate, and these marks are sure to

offset on the emulsion and show,

Avhen the plate is developed.

Often there are distinct finger

marks, but at times, only irregu-

lar opaque blotches. Bare hands
never come in contact with either

surface of a plate in manufactur-

ing or packing, as emploj'ees wear
clean gloves and the plates are

handled entirely by the edges.

And they are always packed in

the boxes face to face and back

to back. Handle them the same
way in your dark room and you

will not have any trouble from

finger marks.
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/^UR ILLUSTRATIONS
^-^ Through the courtesy of

Mr. Wilfred E. Smith, of the

Matzene Studio, Chicago, and a

number of subjects whom he has

recently photographed, we are

pleased to illustrate the October

number of Studio Light with ex-

amples of his most interesting

home portrait work.

While Mr. wSmith is well known
to many of the profession for his

ability as a studio operator, he

seems to be at his best in the

homes of his subjects. He has a

natural aptitude for grasping the

beauty of home surroundings and
making of them an interesting

and delightful setting for his por-

traits. Add to this a knowledge
of composition, control over al-

most any condition of light, a

world of patience, pleasing per-

sonality, and a love for children

that wins their confidence, and
j'ou have the make-up of this very

successful home portrait worker.

Mr. Smith attributes a great

portion of his success in home
portraiture to the Eastman Por-

trait Film, which he has used

exclusively for the last nine

months.
While having used glass plates

previous to this time, the incon-

venience of carrying enough 8 x

10 plates for two or three dozen

exposures in a home was so great

that his home portrait work was
practically abandoned. Outside of

Chicago there was the additional

disadvantage of shipping the
plates into the studio for devel-

opment, it being impractical to

improvise a dark room in the

average hotel.

In looking about for a solution

of the problem, Mr. Smith learn-

ed ofthe Eastman Portrait Films,

and was given an opportunity to

try them out before they were
formally placed on the market.

A thorough trial not only proved
conclusively that film overcame
all the disadvantages of plates,

but the negative quality was
better, halation was practically

eliminated and retouching and
developing made much easier.

Mr. Smith has found the
weight and portability of films

such a convenience, and their

quality so exceptional, that he is

visiting a number of the larger

cities, making sittings and send-

ing the film negatives to the

studio to be finished. The very

fine quality of the film negatives

may be seen by our reproductions

of Mr. Smith's work, though the

engravings have lost much of

the delicate quality of the orig-

inal prints from the negatives.

These illustrations should be

of interest to every photographer,

not for their attractiveness alone,

but also for the possibilities they

suggest in the field of home
portraiture — possibilities which

the convenience and exceptional

quality ofEastman Portrait Films

make especially attractive.
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HOW YOU CAN RAISE
YOUR STANDARD

OF QUALITY
You know by experience that

it isn't possible for a piiotogra-

pher to make a dozen or half a

dozen perfect negatives of every

sitting. Even the best operators

miss it occasionally and quite

often they make negatives that

are not up to their standard.

You also know that when you
show your customer a dozen

proofs, some of which are made
from negatives that are not what
you would like to have them, the

customer will almost invariably

want prints finished from some
of the poor negatives.

You may tell him this or that

negative will make better work,

but it is not the quality of your

negatives that will influence him
in giving his order. It is the ex-

pression or pose or likeness that

he prefers, and he expects you to

make good work from any selec-

tion he may make.
If the negative is not good and

you turn out poor prints, every

one is a bad advertisement for

you, even if the customer is

satisfied.

Once in a while, however, you

are impressed with the very ap-

parent success of a photographer

and the excellent average quality

of his work . If you have a chance

to look over his negatives you
will also be impressed with the

excellent average negative qual-

ity he seems to get and you will

wonder why you can't find a real

poor one among them.
Our demonstrators meet such

photographers occasionally, and
as they become intimately ac-

quainted Avith their methods of

Avorking, they are in a position

to give good advice on how such

men maintain their standards of

negative qualitv.

First of all, the operator in

such a studio does not spare

plates in making negatives, re-

gardless of whether the pictures

are to be high or only moderately

priced. And in the dark room
you will find that an inferior

negative never even reaches the

fixing bath. This prevents a proof

going out that might mean an
order for work below the average.

By making enough exposures

to allow the poor ones to be culled

out in the dark room, the nega-

tive quality is kept even and it

is a hard matter for the customer

to select a negative that will not

make a good print. In fact it

makes it so hard for the custo-

mer to choose that the order is

usually given for prints from
several negatives, and the extra

amount charged for retouching

the extra negatives will much
more than pay for all the extra

plates that are used. So what
at first seems extravagance turns

out to be economy.
One ofour demonstrators over-

heard a conversation in one of

these studios, which showed the
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advantage of such a policy. A
lady was making an appoint-

ment to have her children's

pictures made and asked the re-

ceptionist not to let them make
over four negatives. She said

that the year before, when she

had brought the children in for

pictures, she had received twelve

beautiful proofs and the grand-

parents had insisted on six or

eight being finished. So what
she had intended should be
$25.00 worth of pictures had
been increased to a $40.00 order.

The lady was flattered by the

attention she had received and
was coming right back for more
of the same attention. Of
course, the receptionist told her
Mr. Blank was interested in the

youngsters and found it a pleas-

ure to try for the different ex-

pressions. He really could not

do them justice with only four

negatives. The lady was pleased.

She wanted another dozen proofs

to choose from and wouldn't

have been satisfied without them.

In cases where there are no
extra orders, the good printing

quality of the negative makes up
for the few plates discarded.

Far too many printers waste

sheet after sheet of developing

paper, trying to get good prints,

and many times full orders have
to be reprinted simply because

someone didn't have the nerve

to throw away a poor negative

before the proofs were made.
Throw them away before they

come out of the dark room —
before they go into the fixing

box, and make enough exposures

to allow for the culling process.

Many photographers have not

only raised the standard of their

work by the above i)lan, but
they have also cut down their

expenses and increased their

profits.

ON SALESMANSHIP
BY THE OFFICE BOY

Mean' the Boss wuztalkin'

aboate the different kind of sales-

men wot kums into the studio to

sell things. Some of 'em iz

slikker en greese an' sum only

think they R.

The Boss says the reely slik

salesman haz gotta B born a

gennelmanwithpollishan'polite-

nes borned in 2 him, B kaus if

hiz politeness iz jus' put on 4 the

okkasion the ruff stuff under neth
iz pretty apt 2 show through
the platin'.

I ast the Boss did he think I

kood ewer B-kum a slik sales-

man an' he sed he wuz afrade it

wood B like puttin' rubber heles

on a kalf an' playin' he wuz a

tiger.

The Boss haz a way of keepin'

a feller's hat down 2 normal size,

but hiz methods ain't awlways
paneless.

I ast him why wuz he tryin' 2
diskurredge mi lotfty ambittions,

an' he sed moast livin' things
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had 2 B pruned if they wuz
growin' in the rong direktion.

The Boss sed it wood pay me
2 studdy the way the different

salesmen went 2 it, so I hav bin

watchin' 'em. One big feller

wot none ov us had ewer scene

B 4 kame in an' slapped the

Boss on the bak, an' froze his

hand.

The Boss kan tern on the hete

or kold when he wantz 2 quikker

than eny boddy I ewer scene.

The Boss says that there is

three hunderd an' fifty-nine de-

grees B-twene frendliness an'

freshness.

Wei this feller diden't sell the

Boss nothin' an' went oute

wonderin' wot had put the frost

on the punkin.

Another feller kame in an'

akted az tho' he wuz afrade ov

the Boss, an' he diden't sell

nothin' neether. The Boss says

that a feller that's afrade to talk

rite oute in meetin' haden' ot 2
B trusted with no order.

There wuz another chap kom
in the otther day what wuz dif-

ferent.

He kaim in aktin jus' like he
wuz shure we wuz glad to C him,

an' asts for the Boss, an' when
he kum he hands him hiz kard

an' then wates. He didn't do
no bak slappin' an' his kneez

diden't wobble, an' when he

started talkin' he got rite down
2 brass taks an' he had the Boss

prikken up hiz eres pretty quik,

an' fineally when he sez to the

Boss "sine your naim hear on

this dotty line," the Boss he dun
it jus' like sineing orders wuz
one ov his Kanned specilties.

The Boss says a rele salesman

is a feller wot maiks you Avanta

hav' the things he wants you to

hav'.

I asts the Boss wot wuz the

differentz B-tween a salesman

an' a advertisin' man an' he says

that the only differentz iz that

one feller does the trick on the

spot an' the other feller does it

with printin' ink an' that if a

feller ain't natcherly no salesman

he don't stand mutch chantz ov

bein' a advertisin' man.
The Boss says thair's 2 kinds

ov advertisin' — good an' bad,

an' he says that thair's lots ov

fellers doin' blaim bad adver-

tisin' 4 themselves an' don't

no it.

He says that the feller that

leaves the saim display in hiz

sho kase for 6 munths or that 4
gets 2 hav' the frunt stares swep

down is advertisin' the fact that

he ain't verry blaim pertickiler

an' that he may maik corkin'

good pitchers but a lot ov foaks

won't beleeve it.

The Boss says it only kosts 6

bits to get yure sute pressed or

4 bits, if yure sute ain't got no

vest, an' that you can charge it

to good advertisin' with a klene

konscentz, an' he says a 5 cent

shine adds 2 the toot ensembuel

(1 think that's french for the

whole get up.)
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I asts the Boss how bout
havin' yure Knales mannykured
and he says "ahttel mannykurin'

know an' then is rellished bi the

best ov men," specially if the

mannykure lady iz a good kon-

versationilist.

I kaim down awl dolled up the

otther day, an' the Boss asts me
whoze weddin' wuz I agoin' 2
an' I tole him I Muzzent goin'

2 no weddin' but wuz jus' tryin'

2 taik hiz advize an' do a littel

good advertizin' 4 my self. He
sed that I'd hav' 2 run the saim

ad 4 a weke or so B foar he felt

I had the rite spirrit.

The Boss says you kant do no

kind ov advertizin' jus' wuntz

an' maik foaks B-leeve youar in

ernest.

rpEMPERATURES
*- At this particular season of

the year, watch the temperature

of your developer, especially your

plate developer. Of course tem-

peratures should be correct at all

times, but cold weather slips up
on you almost before you know
it, and if there doesn't happen to

be a thermometer in your dark

room, or if there is and you don't

use it, there is sure to be trouble.

At the beginning of every win-

ter, manufacturers and demon-

strators alike begin to hear com-

plaints regarding the speed of

plates. The plates, however, have

just as much speed as they have

ever had— the emulsions have

not been slowed down at all, but

the light has gradually grown

weaker and as the water from the

tap is much colder,, the developer

works with less energy, so the

plates have the effect of being

under-timed, even though cor-

rectly exposed.

Put a thermometer in your de-

veloper, use a little warm water

to take off the chill and bring the

temperature up to where it should

be, and you will find that the

l)lates are all right—have just as

much speed as they ever had.

They will not have that weak,

insipid, under-timed appearance

that is always the result when
your developer is too cold. You
will find that the thermometer

has put you on the right track

again.

Plates are more sensitive to

changes in temperature of solu-

tions than are papers, but it is

equally important that the paper

developer should be right if the

best results are to be secured.

With a paper developer that

is too cold, the printer will nat-

urally fall into the habit of giving

longerexposure to bring the print

up more quickly in the developer.

The results are never satisfactory

and the print quality begins to

fall off. Not only does print qual-

ity suffer, but there is an unnec-

essary waste because of the un-

certainty of exposures. Put a

thermometer in the developer,

keep it there and see that the

solution is kept at a uniform tem-
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perature. It is the only sure way
to good results. You may be a

good guesser, but it costs much
less to be certain.

ENLARGING
Talk to the average pho-

tographer and he'll tell you that

he quite realizes that there are a

good many dollars he could pick

up by the sale of enlargements

to customers for his regular work.

When you pin him down to find

out the reason why he never

took advantage of the opportu-

nity, more often than not his

answer will be that he has so

frequently put off taking up this

end that he is further away than

ever from getting started.

The bugbear about this en-

larging business seems to be, in

most cases, an exaggerated idea

of the equipment that is required,

and many are deterred by a false

notion that the initial outlay

would be prohibitive.

You know what a suitable

camera and lens will cost; per-
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haps you are already well pro-

vided for in this respect.

There's a little booklet, "En-
larging for the Professional,"

which we offer free of charge,

which will show you the most
economical way to lay out your

equipment.

So far, so good. "How about

light?" is the next. Consult

your local lighting company ; take

them into your confidence, for

they know more about the mat-
ter of lighting than you do. As
a prospective customer, they'll

be glad to help you. Follow

their advice and have the in-

stallation made by competent
workmen. Then you'll be sure

of a good equipment.

Right now is the time for you

to decide whether or not you'll

take up this field of work, for a

liLtle later you'll be far too busy

in the rush of work for the holi-

day season. Have your enlarg-

ing plant all ready to make en-

largements from the negatives

you make for the holiday trade

and you'll be able, more likely

than not, to pay for the whole
outfit from the extra business

done at this season.

A word as to paper. No medi-

um has yet been found that etjuals

Artura Carl)on Black for enlarg-

ing. It has speed, but not too

much of it for enlarging. Par-

ticularly fine effects are produced

on Carbon Black, Rough Matte
and Buff", both ofwhich are double

weight papers.

sOME INTERESTING
EXPRESSIONS

The Eastman Professional

School is enjoying its most suc-

cessful season and the demon-
strations and lectures are the

most interesting and complete

that have ever been offered the

photographer. Of course it can

only be compared with the same
school of previous seasons, as

there has never been an institu-

tion to parallel it, but the 1913
Eastman School stands head and
shoulders above all former efforts

of its managers.

We believe more photogra-

phers have been benefited by this

School than by any other one

thing which has been done for

the good of the business or

towards the betterment of photo-

graphic work. And those who
have attended for the first time,

or have made it a regular yearly

visit, are equally loud in their

praise of the School and its work.

There is much that is new in

the present School— much that

will make it worth your while to

attend. Read what others think

of it, then go yourself.

PRACTICAL

"I attended the school at Indian-
apolis and was much pleased. The
instruction was practical and help-

ful to the profession.

It seems to me that any photog-
rapher could well afford the time
and trouble to attend."

Ben Laurimer,

Marion, Ind.
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WELL WORTH 600 MILE JOURNEY
" I enjoyed every moment of every

seission, and received valuable in-

formation that, so far as I know, is

unobtainable in any other way in so

short a time.
I had to go 600 miles to attend but

consider myself well repaid for the

time and expense involved."

J. V. Mkssereai',

Chatham, N. B.

HIGH-CLASS MEN IN CHARGE
" It is unfortunate that all photog-

raphers do not realize the great bene-

fits to be derived by attending, as

many of the stunts shown and the

talks on business methods are most
valuable, especially when given by
such a high - class set of men as those

in charge."

W. G. & A. J. Thuss,

Nashville, Tenn.

REGRETS HE CANNOT
ATTEND ALL

" I assure you that it is always a
source of pleasure as well as prt)fit to

visit your schools, and my only regret

is that 1 cannot attend all of them.
Any photographer who fails to take
advantage of your schools but stands

in his own light."

Geo. GitAHAM Halloway,
Terre Haute, Ind.

THOROUGH
" The school is just as much for the

old time photographers as for the
ones that are new in the profession.

The school was especially inter-

esting to me on ac-count of the thor-

oughness shown in the demonstra-
tions in commercial photography."

EiNAV Lee,

Minneapolis, ]Minn.

CAN'T AFFORD TO NEGLECT IT

"No professional photographer
either of short or long experience can
afford to neglect a yearly attend-
ance at the school."

B. L. Beasing,
Denver, Colo.

CANT AFFORD TO STAY AWAY
" No man in the photograph busi-

ness can afford to stay away."
A. F. Eesner,

Loup City, Neb.

A GREAT BENEFIT
" I consider it a treat and a great

benefit.

If you could make photographers
know what it really amounts to you
surely would need Convention Hall
to handle your crowd."

L. J. Stitdebaker,
Kansas City, Mo.

SUCCESS DUE TO SCHOOL
" I can truthfully state that what-

ever success I am enjoying to-day
both professionally and financially

can largely be attributed to my
regular attendance at these schools."

Chas. H. Cady,
Omaha, Neb.

HELPFUL

"I thoroughly appreciate and
enjoy every school and you are to be
commended for helping us photogra-
phers to help ourselves."

J. B. MCCOLLI'M,
Columbus, Ga.

Pyro is admittedl)/ the best de-

velophiff ar/enf for plates mid

Eastman Perma)ient Crystal

Pyro is admittedly the best Pyro
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THE ONLY CON-
DITION

We make but one condi-

tion in our offer of cuts for

the use of pliotographers.

It is obvious tliat two
photographers in the same
town would not care to use

the same cut, and Ave are

therefore obhged to limit

this offer to one photogra-

pher in a town. It will be

a case of first come first

served. The first order

from a city will be jiromptly

filled. Succeeding orders (if

any) will necessarily be
turned down and the re-

mittance, of course, will be
returned. It is also obvious

that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings,

furnish any large variety of

cuts at the nominal prices

quoted, and therefore can

offer no substitute cut. The
thing to do is to get your

order mjirst, as it would not

be fair to give the man who
happens to get in his order

early one month, a peinnancnt

advantage ; we shall book no

orders in advance. They
must always specify the num-
ber of cut wanted. These cuts

consist of the illustrations

only, thus making it possi-

ble for the printer to change
the wording or the amount
of space to be occupied by

the wording if so desired.

C. K. Co., Ltd.

It's time to have that long

promised portrait taken.

No need to w^ait for a fine

day, however. With the equip-

ment of the modern studio, you

can be taken one time as w ell as

another.

Male ilic opportitnttif fo-din/.

THE
PYRO STUDIO

No. 195. Price, 50 cents.
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Extra profits are always welcome and

you can make them easily by enlarge-

ments on

^ r^ i^'n

'Wh(^m BDsKsk
from the negatives of your holiday
trade.

Post yourself thoroughly on the use

and usefulness to you ofthe ideal medium
for enlarging.

Sepia enlargements on Carbon Black

Buff will please the most exacting cus-

tomer.

Booklet ''Artura Results''

free on refjf/est.

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada

^t Your Dealer's.
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Bulletin: the eastman school of
Professional Photography for 1913

Kansas City, Mo October 14, 15, 16

Omaha, Nebr October 21, 22, 23

St. Louis, Mo October 28, 29, 30

Louisville, Ky. . „ November 4, 5, 6

Toledo, Ohio . « November 11, 12, 13
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Port. No. 18,

Price 50 cents.

PORTRAIT SERIES OF CUTS FOR
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

^^ There's a photographer in your toicn'*

This series of cuts is offered the photographer that he may use our copy

with suitable illustrations for

newspaper advertising.

Port. No. 18 is the illustration

for our ad, "In our grandparents'

time, picture taking meant long

sittings, etc." It appeared in

McClure's, Harper''s , Ceiiinri/,

Scribuer's, World's Work, Re-

view ofReviews and Cosmopolllan.

Port. No. 14 is the illustration

for our popular ad "Father grows

younger every day." It appeared

in Cosmopolitan, AlcChire's and

Sal'iirdai/ Evening Post.

The conditions governing our

offer of these cuts are given on

page 24. No orders are booked
in advance and no cuts furnished

until they appear on this page. Port. No. U, Price 50 cents
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Your work is judo^ed by the prints

you deliver. Strike a new note of

interest with a new tone on

3

Matte-Surface, Ready-Sensitized,

Three Grades

An albumen printing-out paper

of the highest quality producing a

range of tones from red chalk to

rich black with certainty and ease

in manipulation.

EASTxMAX KODAK COxMPANY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers.
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''Not the cheapest but

the best''

is the compliment paid to

KODAK TESTED

HYDROCHINON
the same as paid to Kodak Tested
Sodas, and you can find more varie-

ties of Hydrochinon than of any
other photographic chemical outside

of Sodas.

In purity and strength— qualities

essential to good work— Kodak
Tested Hydrochinon meets the most
exacting requirements.

Packed in fibre cans and bottles.

Specifu Kodak Tested Hi/drochinon

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada

At Yoiir Dealer's.
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Acciu'dcy ill t'nirhig and correct temperature of
solutions are essential in producing'

good prints.

The
Eastman
Timer

will split seconds. The hand
makes one complete revolu-

tion every minute, and the

large dial is easily read in

subdued lia:ht.

THE PRICE $2.00

Thermometer Stirring Rod

ffX=^ •mr- Tgr-an-

This stirring rod is also a correct thermometer and will

give the correct temperature of solutions at the same time

it is being used to dissolve the chemicals. The glass rod

is flattened at one end to better crush the chemicals.

THE PRICE S .60

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

At Yum- Dealer's.

Toronto, Canada.
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Fixing plates flat in the bath is wrong.

Fix them on edge in a

Kodak Fixing Box
and you will have negatives free from

spots and stains. Your i)lates will also

fix more quickl}^ and evenly.

The Kodak Fixing Box is made of elear

glass and takes 12 cabinets.

Plates rest on a ledge so they do not

touch bottom.

Price, $1.50

Specify tlic
'^Kodak Ft.ring Bojc''

hi your order.

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited
Toronto, Canada
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GET YOUR ORDER IN WITH YOUR
DEALER TO-DAY -ONLY A FEW LEFT

Your Studio Calendar
K)! S X 14 inches.

For Portraits on 4 x 6 paper



/^UR POLICY
^^ Our business was established on a quality basis.

It has grown because we act on the belief that we
can maintain our position in the trade just so long as

we make better goods than our competitors— and no
longer.

Our customers receive the benefit of the most ad-

vanced photographic thought of Europe and America.

Kodak factories in Europe and America are in constant

touch with each other. Each has the benefit of the

work and the discoveries of the other. The very

breadth of our business enables us to give to each de-

partment absolutely the best that the world affords in

technical skill and in ]iroducing facilities.

Our theory is that we can best serve ourselves by

supplying our customers the best goods. Our acts

have made this Theory a Policy, for we have not

merely the desire to make the best goods but the

means of converting that desire into a Realitj'.

In our thirty years in the photographic business

there have been several revolutionary changes. Doubt-
less there "will he many more. Whatever they maj' be
our Policy shall be to furnish (without following every

mere will-o'-the wisp) the very best of those goods
which painstaking testing shall prove to be of benefit

to our customers in the Simjilification of Photographic

Processes and the Advancement of the Art.

C. K. Co.
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It's time for a new display of

work in that show-case of yours.

You want to interest as many
people in your community as pos-

sible, in photographs for Christ-

mas. A bright, new display of

attractive work will help to do it.

Don't merely dust out the case

and change the prints about.

This only gives the impression

that j'ou have but a few good
examples of 5'our work to display.

And above all things, never place

a discarded print in jour show-
case. Ifa print is not good enough
to deliver to a customer, it is cer-

tainly not good enough to place

on display as an advertisement for

your business.

Set about the work of making
a new lot of prints for samples
and displaj-, in the same way you
would work to please your best

customer. Your best customer
may be the one who has never
yet had pictures made in your
studio but will be influenced to

come to you because of an excel-

lent display of work.

Ifyou have not already planned
a new line of Avork for holiday

business, get in touch with your
Stock House Dealer and find out

Avhat is new in card mounts,
accessories, backgrounds, etc.

Don't seat mother in the same
chair that was used when her

graduation pictures were made.
Women notice such things even
if you don't. It is far betternot

to use an accessory at all than to

use an old one.

The matter of mounts is also

very important. There are plenty

of good new styles to be had, and
it is an easy matter to make your
work look different in a new
dress. If you have been using

regular sizes, try a few styles in

panels. You can find a size of

])aper that cuts to good advantage
and the expense will not be more
than if you used regular sizes.

Try something new anyway.
And when you have a new
thing, let the public know you
have it. Be progressive and ad-

vertise it.
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wHERE ARE THE
PROFITS?

Every good business man knows
where his greatest profits come
from, although a great amount

of business is done without any

actual profit. You may be doing

work yourselfwhich does not give

you an actual net profit, yet you
cannot stop it without a loss.

Suppose you are making a line

ofwork at $5.00 a dozen and the

demand for this work is fairly

steady. The amount you do in

the course of a year might not

show a net profit, but it might
keep your help busy and pay a

good portion of your overhead

expenses, so it is necessary to

keep it up. Keep it up but push
the work which shows a greater

profit on each individual order.

You can't get too much high

grade, high priced work, but you
can get too much cheap work by
not making an extra effort for

the better orders.

Keep your people busy, but

put your greatest effort into get-

ting the work with the long

profit. If you have a clever re-

ceptionist, she can increase your

profits materially at Christmas

time by selling enlargements, if

you will give her an excellent

set of samples to work with.

The average customer is often

shy when you speak of enlarge-

ments, but there are other ways
of saying it and waj's of making
and mounting the print so that it

in no way resembles what the
average person has learned to

recognize as an enlargement.

If you do not happen to have
an exceptionally attractive mount
for a large print, get the best

thing you can buy for this pur-

pose. Then make j'our sample
enlargements and mount them
the same as you would a large

contact print. But do not hold
to a standard size. Keep away
from regular sizes as much as

possible and your prints will look

more like contact prints.

There is no question about the

most suitable paper. Use Artura
Carbon Black by all means and
you will come so close to contact

quality that it Avill require an
expert to see the difference. The
Buff Stock ofArtura Carbon Black
will in most instances be found
the most pleasing, the color of
the stock giving a warmth to the

black print that is exceptionally

pleasing when untoned.

Be sure to have a contact print

from each negative from which
j'ou make a sample enlargement.

The small print will convince

your customer that an equally

good large print can be made
from the negatives. And your
samples will suggest an individ-

ual large print as a very appro-

priate gift— a little out of the

ordinarj'— that shows a bit more
of the ])ersonal element of
thoughtfulness of the giver.

Enlargements give you a long

profit, are easy to make, and easy
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to sell if you go about it in the

right way. There is no need of

their suggesting crayon portraits

— no need of your hurting their

sale by making a frame seem
necessary. Your best profits and
quickest sales will be on reason-

able sized enlargements, mounted
as contact prints and having all

their appearance.

Artura Carbon Black is very

easy to handle, has exceptional

latitude, great brilliancy and won-
derful gradation quality. The
shadows are clear and transpar-

ent, and the enlargement of any
reasonable size, from a good neg-

ative, will so closely resemble a

contact print that the average

person is unable to distinguish

the difference. The exposure for

a Carbon Black enlargement is

about ten times as great as for a

Bromide, but this additional time
is really an advantage. It allows

time for dodging in printing and
gives more latitude in exposure.

Carbon Black enlargements
will not only please your patrons,

but will yield such excellent
profits that you cannot afford to

overlook this means of increasing

a great number of your Christ-

mas orders.

PRICE CORRECTION
Eastman Portrait Film Hold-

ers, 11 x 14, were listed by error

in September Studio Light at

$4.50 each. This price should

be 86.00.

M ETABISL LPHITE OF
POTASSIUM

The new Pyro Tank Developer

Formula published in the Sep-

tember number of this magazine

was recommended as an improve-

ment over previous formulas for

tank development. It produces

negatives of exceptional printing

quality and should be adopted
by all users of Plate Tanks.

It is of one ingredient of this

developer, however, that we wish

to speak in this article— the

Metabisulphite of Potassium. As
a i)reservative of Pyro, we find

it is far superior to any acid pre-

viously recommended. A stock

solution of Pyro in which Meta-
bisulphite of Potassium is used

as a preservative will keep for

an indefinite time, Avithout oxid-

izing, if ordinary precautions are

observed. In the regular ABC
Pyro Formula for tray develop-

ment, the A solution should be
made up of water, 16 ounces:

Metabisulphite of Potassium. 90
grains: Pyro, 1 ounce. Keep the

solution in a bottle with a cork

in it to prevent unnecessary ex-

posure to air.

Exhaustive experiments have
proved that Pyro will undoul)tedly

give the finest printing quality

obtainable in a negative, and our

own recent experiments have
demonstrated that Metabisul-

phite of Potassium as a preserva-

tive for the Pyro, will prevent

oxidization to such a degree that
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"Just as you are, I wouldn't change

a thing." That is the spirit of modern

photography.

And with the fast plates and fast

lenses of to-day, the clever photog-

rapher can take you "just as you are."

Long exposures in uncomfortable,

conscious attitudes are a thing of the

past.

In fact, having a picture taken in

a modern studio is as pleasant as an

informal call on good friends. Make
the appointment to-day.

There s a photographer in your tow?i,

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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this objection to an otherwise

perfect developer is practically

overcome.

As a result of the above, Ave

will in the future advise in our

direction sheets that Metabisul-

phite of Potassium be used in-

stead of Oxalic Acid and other

similar preservatives for Pyro.

wILL IT PAY ?

Many and various are the

ways by which financial success

is attained in business, and nearly

every man has his own pet ideas

on the subject, and believes that

they alone, if properly carried

out, will land him in the desired

haven of independence, if not

affluence. Unfortunately amonoj

photographers an idea cherished

by many is that it pays to work
on the barest margin of profit,

or even at no profit at all, in

the hope of securing remunera-
tive orders from the same cus-

tomers at a later date. This is,

of course, the "sprat to catch

the mackerel" idea, and com-
mands the respect due to its age.

Past experience proves that in

certain circumstances it is per-

fectly sound, but it must not be
done too often. The mistake
which the photograi^her makes
is that of fishing with a perfect-

ly good sprat, which has cost

him money, for a non-existent

mackerel. In the words of a man
who has a fairly large turnover

in "invitation" work, it is "sell-

ing for a shilling what has cost

thirteenpence," a practice which
can have only one ending. This
our friend realized in time, and
mended his ways, taking as his

new motto, "Let every tub stand

on its own bottom." Another
man, not a photograj^her, pro-

gressed from a capital of nil to a

fortune of over a hundred thous-

and pounds by treating the mat-
ter in a very practical way. His
determination at the outset was
to make every order yield a fair

profit, and his prices were fixed

accordingly. There were, how-
ever, certain lines which would
add greatly to the prestige of

his house if issued, but involved

a risk of almost a certain loss of

greater or less extent. In such

cases he went into the matter

with his eyes open, estimating the

probable deficiency and debiting

the advertising account with this

amount, always providing that

he considered the advantage to

be gained worth the money. The
amount so debited was credited

as a subsidy towards the cost of

production of the special article,

and if the account was balanced,

or more than balanced, when the

goods were sold out the transac-

tion was counted as successful.

On the other hand the advertis-

ing account acted as an effective

check, and showed at a glance

how often a loss has been know-
ingly incurred in the expectation

of benefit in other directions. A
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way in which the photographer

often makes a false step is in

producing work at a low figure

for a customer who he hopes

may introduce others. These it

is hoped will pay full prices.

They may do so, but as a rule

the original sitter boasts of his

bargain, and his friends have to

be served on the same terms or

they are offended. It is a mis-

take, and usually a sign of de-

cadence in a business, when re-

duced prices are quoted "on the

quiet" to increase business. If

the work will not command the

old prices, reduce them to all

comers, and seek to make up the

difference by economical work-
ing, but do not follow the ex-

ample of a photographer who
confessed that he had withdrawn
his price list and "got Avhat he
could" for his portraits, the re-

sult being that in nearly every

case "what he got" was on the

lowest scale.

In fixing prices there is much
more to be considered than
plates, paper, and mounts, and
there is nothing so foolish as to

imagine that the standing charges

of a business, which it is some-
times said have "got to be paid

anyway," should be borne by a

few good orders, while other

work is being turned out at what
would be an actual loss if a proper

proportion of these charges were
reckoned in the cost. Very often

there is more time, meaning
money, spent upon a five-shilling

order than upon a guinea one by
receptionist, operator, and print-

er, and this is hardly recognized,

or, if it is noted, it is only to

grumble without making any
effort to prevent its frequent

recurrence. "Will it pay?" is a

question that every one should

ask himself when quoting for a

job, and next, and of equal im-

portance, " How much will it

pay ?
" Then when the account-

ants go to make up the yearly

balance the photographer will be
able to see whether the percent-

age of profits is what he has

been reckoning on. If it is not,

there is a leakage somewhere,
and it is "up to him" to find out

where it occurs.

—

British Journal

of PliolograpJiy.

Is

SEED PLATES
a/fotv to the best ad-

vantage under the

very eonditionH tJiat

xvould eause fcuhire

idtli another plate.

They have speed

enough and to spare

icithout the slightest

imjiairment of por-

trait quality.
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Tj^IXING FLAT
^ In the last few numbers
we have dealt at length with the

troubles that arise from trying to

fix plates in a fixing bath im-

properly made up. Stress was

laid, in particular, on the abso-

lute necessity for following the

printed directions even in the

minutest detail, such as the ord^r

in which chemicals should " be

mixed.

There's another part of the

fixing process which is well worth
attention. It would seem that

fixing "on edge" has so many
advantages over fixing "flat" that

every studio should follow the

former method. Do you fix

"flat" or "on edge".''

It stands to reason that plates

will fix more quickly and more
evenly, each on edge, in its own
compartment, in a box, than

when allowed to lie at the bot-

tom of a tray where they are

partly covered by other plates

and more or less buried in the

sediment collected at the bot-

tom of the bath.

Fixing flat is responsible for

more trouble in negatives than

one could well imagine unless he
has had his lesson.

Spots and stains of the annoy-

ing and discouraging kind, j^it

marks too, which you get on any

plate without being able to trace

the cause, have been known to

vanish as mysteriously as they

came, following a change from
fixing flat to fixing on edge.

Another annoying trouble that

is due to fixing flat is the pres-

ence of fine particles of glass in

the emulsion. Almost without
exception this trouble is not

noticed until the plates aie

washed and set in the rack to

dry, proving that the trouble is

not in the plate, but crops up
in the processes after exposure.

However careful one may be,

it's impossible to prevent plates

from bumping against one an-

other when laid flat in a fixing

bath. Particles of glass are chip-

ped off and lodge on the emul-
sion surface, where they stick

fast as the plate dries.

Fixing "flat" is not the logical

way: Fix on edge and you'll

get better and cleaner negatives.

A TIME SAVER
* -^ As the holiday rush grows
fiercer and fiercer, every pho-

tographer is on the lookout for

goods or schemes that will help

him get his work out on time.

A real time saver is the Eastman
Mask Chart, for you know that

delays on account of masks en-

tail a lot of fussing as well as the

delay itself, and you are put back

a great deal more than the actual

loss of time.

THE PRICE
8x10 15c per dozen
11x24 30c per dozen
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MORE FILM ADVAN-
TAGES

MODERN OFFICP: FILING
EQUIPMENT

The quality and convenience

of Eastman Portrait Film is com-
ing to be more ap|)reciated every

day, and the number of profes-

sionals who are taking up the

use of film in their regular work,

is growing in proportion.

With the use of film, addi-

tional conveniences are constant-

ly presented to the worker and
manufacturer alike, the newest

and most important being a sys-

tem of filing and storing nega-

tives.

The methods of taking care

of negatives have of necessity

been rather crude, owing to the

great weight and bulk of a large

Eastman Steel Filing Cabinet

Single Unit Closed

Eastman Steel Filing Cabinet
Four Section Unit

Eastman Steel Filing Cabinet

Single Unit Open
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number of glass negatives. Films,

however, are so light and thin

that it is practical for one to file

a large number of film negatives

in a filing cabinet similar to that

used by most every business man
for filing correspondence and
similar matter.

tives are always at your finger

tips and may be had for auj^ pur-

pose at a moment's notice. A
single unit of the filing cabinet

will hold five hundred 8 x 10 or

one thousand 5x7 film negatives,

while a four -section unit will

hold two thousand 8 x 10 or four

Drawer with One Partition

for 5x7 negatives

Three fire-i)roof paper filing

envelopes are furnished with each

dozen Eastman Portrait Films,

but we offer the Eastman Steel

Filing Cabinet as an additional

convenience and protection, and
recommend its use for filing a

large number of these envelopes

of film negatives.

With the filing cabinet in-

stalled in your ofiice, your nega-

Drawer with Two Partitions for both

5x7 and 8x10 negatives

thousand 5x7 film negatives.

The cabinets are made in single

and four-section units, the drawers

have full roller suspension bear-

ings and may be fitted with par-

titions to hold 5 X 7 or both 5x7
and 8 x 10 film negatives.

Steel Transfer Cases without

drawers are furnished at less ex-

pense and may be used for stor-

ing the older negatives as they
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Transfer Case without Drawer

are transferred from the office

filing cabinet. One section of a

cabinet may be used for nega-

tives which have been proofed

but not ordered, the negatives

being immediately at hand when
the order is given. The cabinets

are handsomely finished, are in-

expensive, and add to the busi-

ness like appearance as well as

the convenience of the modern
photographer's office.

EASTMAN STEEL FILING CABINETS

No. 1—Single Unit, capacity 500

8 X 10 Film Negatives . . . . J^IO.OO

No. 2—Single Unit, with one parti-

tion, capacity 1000 5x7 Film
Negatives 11.50

No. 3—Single Unit, with two parti-

tions, capacity 500, 5x7 and -250

8 X 10 Film Negatives .... 13.00

No. 4 -Four Section Unit, capacity

2000 8 X 10 Film Negatives . . 32.50

Additional charge for fitting single

drawers with one partition for

5x7 negatives, each .... 1.50

Additional charge for fitting single

drawers with two partitions for

both 5x7 and 8 x 10 negatives,

each 3.00

No. 5— Transfer Box, capacity 500

8 x 10 Film Negatives .... 2.25

All prices f. o. b. in U, S.

BIG PHOTOGRAPHY
—BIG IDEAS—BIG

METHODS
Excerpts from an article by an

advertising expert which appeared
in the magazine, Advertising ^
Selling

.

MY CHOICE OF THE
MONTH'S ADS
Bv Herbert N. Casson

An ad without a coupon !

Without a key ! Without a book-

let in the background! Without
a picture of the goods or the fac-

tory ! Without any goods to

show, in fact ! An ad that helps

competitors, and represents, not

one Company, but the entire

industry

!

Such is the extraordinary ad

which seems to be the most
notable of the August output.

It is notable, not because of

itself alone, but because of the

series to which it belongs. * * *

In every ad of this series there

has been one sentimental reason

for photograjihy, a small half-

tone of an individual or group,

and the same slogan ahvays at

the end
—

"There's a photogra-

pher in your town."

In general, the series belongs

to the Heart-Throb variety, but

with a much more comprehensive

purpose than most of such ads

have.

As to what this purpose is, I

have no authority to say. I have

never, at any time, had any per-

sonal knowledge of the Eastman
people or the Eastman policies.
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But now comes the Eastman
Kodak Company, representing

Big Photography— Big Ideas

—

Big Methods. It spends a fortune

teaching the American people to

appreciate photography and to go
oftener to the local studios. It

brings out, for the first time, the

romance and sentiment of Pho-

tography. It compels us to notice

that wonderful "art preservative"

which most of us undervalue. It

reminds us that Time changes the

faces of the people we love and
that we need not trust to the

vague sketches of memory alone.

The Eastman ads lift photog-

raphy to a higher level. They
give dignity to the local photog-

rapher. * * *

By daring to put out such a

series of ads, Eastman has proved

himself to be a Big Leaguer. He
is a sport and a top-notcher. He
is a pennant-winner and a pen-

nant-holder, as there seems to

be no one else in the photogra-

phic industry who has as much
originality and breadth of view.

Such is the statesmanship of

business. It is the large way of

solving large problems. It is the

efficient way.

Instead of trying to make small

profits in spite of bad conditions,

it goes to the root of the matter

and changes the conditions.

Such, at least, seems to be the

purpose of the Eastman Com-
pany in its remarkable series of

ad-sermons on the text
—

"There's

a photographer in your town."

i^UR ILLUSTRATIONS
^-^ Proper training has played

an important part in the career

of most every successful business

man, and this is true of photog-

raphy as well as eveiy other busi-

ness. Our successful photogra-

phers of to-day were the appren-

tices and employees of other

successful photographers, a few
years ago.

Mr. David Baker, proprietor of

the Cornish and Baker Studio of

Kansas City, Mo., is one of those

photographers who has had good
training and long experience.
And it has fitted him especially

well for his own business career.

Mr. Baker Mas associated for a

number of years with Mr. D. P.

Thomson, the veteran Kansas
City photographer, after which
he spent a couple of years with
the Matzene Studio of Chicago.

Returning to Kansas City, he
entered business with Mr. A. B.

Cornish, the partnership being

an especially satisfactory and suc-

cessful one. While Mr. Baker
has been the sole projirietor of

this studio for the last two years,

the well known firm name has

been continued as one of the

assets of the business.

Mr. Baker, who is of English

birth, is a very thorough work-
man and his portraits bear proof

of the conscientious effort and
care used in their production.

His studio is not only modern in

every respect, but is most artis-
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tically furnished and conveni-

ently arranged. The reception

and dressing rooms are excep-

tionally neat and attractive, and
are always kept in most perfect

order^a condition which apjieals

to a discriminating clientele such

as Mr. Baker enjoys.

His portraits leave nothing for

the imagination, neither are they

mere copies of the features placed

before his camera. They are true

photographic portraits, beauti-

fully lighted and posed, pictur-

ing the subject in the most pleas-

ing and natural expressions.

They are portraits that satisfy

the customer, please the friends,

and bring re-orders and new
business.

Mr. Baker, like most English-

men, is a stickler for quality above

all things, and in a conversation

with one of our representatives,

made the following remaiks:

"There are many plates and
papers on the market, but there

is only one Seed and one Artura,

both ofwhich produce, in the final

analysis, exactlj' what I work for

under the light. I am glad to

say I use both Seed Plates and
Artura Paper."

We consider it a privilege to

show a number of excellent ex-

amples of Mr. Baker's work in

this number of Stldio Light.

They are reproduced from Artura

prints, and we feel assured ofyour

interest in the excellent results

obtained.

" JUST CHEMICALS"
*^ Do you look upon the

chemicals you use as "just chemi-

cals, " without ever a thought of

the part they play in ])roducing

the work on which you depend

for bread and butter?

Some photographers seem to

think that photographic chemi-
cals are "just chemicals," powder
or solution, and let it go at that.

Here's an example : Mr. Blank
was in trouble on Carbon Black

and at once laid the blame on
the paper. He never cast about
to find any other source— the

fault was in the paper. To our

demonstrator, who came along

in the midst of this trouble, he
said things highly uncompliment-
ary about Artura paper and Car-

bon Black in particular. A test

was made, using Elon instead of

the agent the photograjjher had
on hand. The results were fine

and i)roved the paper O. K.
Then at last the photographer

recalled that his stock house had
sent him the last lot of his de-

veloping agent in a plain paper

bag, like those used for "pop
corn" at an amusement park.

Photograjihic chemicals need
better protection, and when a

dealer thinks you look upon the

chemicals you use in your work
as you would on pop corn, it's

time for you to specify Kodak
Tested Chemicals, which are

packed in containers that ensure

their keeping qualitj'.
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u llet 1 x: the eastman school of
Professional Photography for 1913

Louisville, Ky. November 4, 5, 6

Toledo, Ohio November 11, 12, 13

The close of the Eastman Professional School for 1913 marks

the most successful season the School has ever experienced, both

in interest and point of numbers in attendance. Comparisons must

of necessitj' be made Avith previous years of school work, there

never having been a similar institution.

This year's School has been better and broader, covering a larger

field of work and, as a consequence, interesting a greater number

of photographers. More photographers who imagined the School

had nothing to offer them have become interested and found it a

benefit.

The School will be even better next year if its managers can

make it so— will be even broader and more helpful. Make your

plans to attend in 1914.
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THE ONLY CON-
DITION

We make but one condi-

tion in our offer of cuts for

the use of photograjihers.

It is obvious that two
photographers in the same
town would not care to use

the same cut, and we are

therefore obhged to hmit

this offer to one photogra-

pher in a town. It will be

a case of first come first

served. The first order

from a city will be promptly

filled. Succeeding orders (if

any) will necessarily be
turned down and the re-

mittance, of course, will be

returned. It is also obvious

that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings,

furnish any large variety of

cuts at the nominal prices

quoted, and therefore can

offer no substitute cut. The
thing to do is to get your

order injirst, as it would not

be fair to give the man who
happens to get in his order

early one month, a. pennaneiit

advantage ; we shall book no
orders in advance. They
must always specify the num-
ber ofcut wanted. These cuts

consist of the illustrations

only, thus making it possi-

ble for the printer to change
the wording or the amount
of space to be occupied by
the wording if so desired.

C. K. Co., Ltd.

You'll soon be thinking

of a way to please Father

and JNlother and friends at

Christmas time. Tliink of

photographs. Your por-

trait, as you are to-day,

will please them all.

Make ari appointment before

the busy season.

THE
PYRO STUDIO

No. 196. Price, 50 cents.
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Port No. 15, Price 50 cents Port. No. 19, Price 50 cents

PORTRAIT SERIES OF CUTS FOR
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

''There's a photographer in your tozvn"

This series of cuts is offered the photographer that he may use our

copy with suitable illustrations for newspaper advertising.

The conditions governing our offer of these cuts are given on page 24.

No orders are booked in advance and no cuts furnished until they appear

on this page.

Port. No. 15 is the illustration for our ad, "Time works quick changes

in the growing girl." It appeared in Everybody's, Mimsey , Woman's
Home Companion and the Ladies' Home Journal.

Port. No. 19 is the illustration for our ad, "He leaves home a boy— he
comes back a man." The copy was shown in last month's Stidio Lioht
and appeared as full pages in the October number of Everybody's and
Munsey, and as quarter pages in the Ladies' Home Journal and Woman's
Home Companion.

The time to make use of these cuts is now. You want to get people

thinking of photographs for Christmas. Our December advertising will be

Christmas advertising and the cut to use in same will be ready next month.
Begin to advertise now.
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The R. O. C. Enlarging- Back

Instantly attached to the back of a view camera in

place of the ground glass frame. Made in two sizes,

6^ o X 8H and 8 x 10, for Empire State and Premo

View Cameras. Adapted to fit R. O. C. or Century

View Cameras without extra chari^e.

R. O. C. Enlarging Back with Negative

Carrier and full set of nested kits, $8.00

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada

Order jrom your dealer.
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Save Time and make Perfect Prints by using

The New F. S^ S.

Professional Printer
JNIade in two sizes.

No. 1, 8 xlO— No. 2, 11 xl4

AVrite us for pamphlet giving full description

and specifications.

Another time and trouble saver

Rounds Print IVasher
Made in two sizes.

Automatically removes Hypo in less than

twentv minutes.

J. G. Ramsey & Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada.
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THE ELEMENT
OF CERTAINTY

The uniformity of your chemicals is of equal import-

ance with their quahty. Once a formula is compounded
to produce a certain result, that same result can contin-

uously be reproduced only by the use of chemicals which
are maintained at a uniform strength and quality.

This is especially true of Carbonate and Sulphite of

Soda. And the variation in strength of these C. K. Co.

Sodas, by actual test, does not average over 17c.

The use of chemicals of such a high degree of uni-

formity, not only insures the uniform quality of your
work, but reduces waste and the consequent loss in time

and material.

LOOK FOR THIS SEAL OX EVERY
PACKAGE OR BOTTLE

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada
All Dealers.
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Fixing plates flat in the bath is wrong.

Fix them on edge in a

Kodak Fixing Box
and you will have negatives free from

spots and stains. Your plates will also

fix more quickly and evenly.

The Kodak Fixing Box is made of clear

glass and takes 12 cabinets.

Plates rest on a ledge so they do not

touch bottom.

Price, $1.50

Specify the ''Kodak F'l.r'nig^ Bo.v^'

In your order.

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited
Toronto, Canada
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Accuracy in timing and correct temperature of
solutions are essential in producing

good prints.

The
Eastman
Timer

will split seconds. The hand
makes one complete revolu-

tion every minute, and the

large dial is easily read in

subdued liirht.

THE PRICE $2.00

Thermometer Stirring Rod

This stirring rod is also a correct thermometer and will

give the correct temperature of solutions at the same time

it is being used to dissolve the chemicals. The glass rod

is flattened at one end to better crush the chemicals.

THE PRICE $ .60

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

At Your Dealer's.
Toroiito, Canada.
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Folders and
Card Mounts

We have a good stock of Canadian

Card Co. Catalogue lines.

Repeat orders filled promptly.

Artura Paper
We have a complete stock of all

grades in standard sizes.

Send your rush orders to us.

The D. H. Hogg Co., Reg'd,

p. O. Box 1114

Montreal, Quebec.
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GET YOUR ORDER IX WITH YOUR
DEALER TO-DAY -ONLY A FEW LEFT

Your Studio Calendar
10' 2 ^ 1^ inches.

For Portraits on 4 x 6 paper

1



oUR POLICY
Our business was established on a quality basis.

It has grown because we act on the belief that we
can maintain our position in the trade just so long as

we make better goods than our competitors— and no

longer.

Our customers receive the benefit of the most ad-

vanced photographic thought of Europe and America.

Kodak factories in Europe and America are in constant

touch with each other. Each has the benefit of the

work and the discoveries of the other. The very

breadth of our business enables us to give to each de-

partment absolutely the best that the world affords in

technical skill and in producing facilities.

Our theory is that we can best serve ourselves by
supplying our customers the best goods. Our acts

have made this Theory a Policy, for we have not

merely the desire to make the best goods but the

means of converting that desire into a Reality.

In thirty years in the photographic business there

have been several revolutionary changes. Doubt-
less there will be many more. Whatever they may be

our Policy shall be to furnish (without following every

mere will-o'-the wisp) the very best of those goods

which painstaking testing shall prove to be of benefit

to our customers in the Simplification of Photographic

Processes and the Advancement of the Art.

C. K. Co., Ltd.
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THE ARISTO EAGLE
ESTABLISHED I90I

THE ARTURA BULLETIN
ESTABLISHED 1906

Vol. 5 DECEMBER 1913 No. 10

May the year 1913 show a

gratifying and profitable increase

over the previous years of your

photographic business. We wish

every photographer a merry

Christmas and an increasingly

prosperous and happy New Year.

A bit of fresh crisp holly sug-

gests Christmas. Used Avith

good taste in your display, it

suggests a portrait as the solu-

tion of the gift problem.

Avindow of the jeweler down the

street.^

An idle display case is like a

vacant house. The longer it is

idle, the greater the loss to its

cwaier.

Every display window in your

city is filled Avith Christmas sug-

gestions to tempt the Christmas

shopper's purse. Is your display

case doing its share of tempting.?

Does it compete Avith the shop

A good print on display is

Avorth tAvo in the— Avell, any-

Avhere they can not be seen ex-

cept by those Avho come into your
studio to buy pictures. The print

on display in a street case reaches

those who Avould neAer think of
coming inside to see your work,
but the display print may bring

them inside.

And an attractive advertise-

ment in your local paper will

reach the great number of people
Avho only see your di^jilay case

occasionally. It AAill give you a

chance to break even Avith the

great army of advertisers who
are offering all manner of argu-

ments for the sale of their wares.

Nothing is more appropriate—
more pleasing as a gift, than a

good portrait. Remind the read-

ers of this fact in your Christmas

advertising.
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QELLIXG FROM PROOFS
*^ In the old corner studio,

over the bank and directly back

of the leading attorney's offices,

we used to do a fine family group

business with our country trade,

on Saturdays, and while court

was in session. And Saturday

was the day I had to spend a

good part of my time in the

dark-room developing the neg-

atives.

We didn't even show proofs

of many of these sittings. The
boss would show the developed

negative and get the order and

a deposit, if all those in the

group had held still. He would

mail proofs if the patrons were

insistent enough, but was usually

able to convince them it was a

fine negative, and the order was

secured.

You couldn't do that sort of

thing to-day,—there is too much
competition. The average pat-

ron demands better work and

has a better idea of what may
be accomplished by the modern
photographer.

Instead of making two neg-

atives, as we used to do, you

probably make half a dozen or

more. And you do this with an

idea of giving a pleasing variety

of positions and lightings to se-

lect from, as well as to sell from

several negatives, with an ad-

ditional charge for each extra

one.

This is salesmanship. It is

more profitable to make three

prints from each of four neg-

atives, than twelve prints from

one. You make an additional

profit on finishing the three

extra negatives, and have four

live prospects for duplicate or-

ders instead of one.

Thei-e is a very practical and

logical way to increase the

amount of your orders by selling

from several negatives. Try it

out the next time you make a

number of negatives of a good
prospective buyer and see how
it works.

When the lot of negatives is

ready for proofing, look them over

carefully and see where your

etching tool can be used to good

advantage. You can't very well

hurt a woman's feelings by etch-

ing off a few pounds of flesh, if

she is inclined to be stout, and

if you know how to use your

etcher, she is none the wiser.

She ivill say you are a wonderful

photographer, however, and will

advertise you to her friends.

Of course, you can make the

proofs and then tell her you can

trim down her neck, remove her

double chin and make her much
slighter,—but these things hurt

her vanity. How much better

it is to do these things first and

clinch a good order from several

negatives without resort to what

may be embarrassing explanations

to a sensitive customer.

The same thing applies to re-

touching. A receptionist showed
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me a set of proofs that were far

from flattering—and I had to say

I would not hke to tiy making
a sale from them. Then she

handed me a set of ])roofs made"

after the etching and a little

proof retouching had been done
on them. They were fine,

though by no means over-re-

touched.

The lady sitter had been
greatly pleased and gave an order

for over one hundred dollars

worth of pictures from several

negatives. They were all so

good she simjily couldn't decide

on any one. She had cautioned

the receptionist not to let them
take out a line of expression in

finishing the pictures, because

they were perfect likenesses.

I shuddered to think what she

might have said had she seen

the first proofs. She probably

never could have been convinced

they would be all right, and
might not have liked them after

they had been retouched,

I believe there is a very large

percentage of photographers
who do proof retouching and
etching before proofs are made,
and I think I am safe in saying

their orders will average enough
more on this account to pay for

their retouching and leave a sub-

stantial profit.

If you have never tried this

help to salesmanship, test its

value on the first difficult subject

you encounter. You will find

the average person likes to see

a proof that gives some idea of

the finished print— and such
proofs will enable you to sell

larger orders.

ATTENTION TO
TAILS

DE-

A iihotographer remarked to

me the other day that good
printers were few and far be-

tween these days. Having been
a pretty good })rinter at one time

mj'self, and having a soft spot in

my heart for the printer, I was
naturally interested and asked
why.
My friend went on to explain

his contention. "The printer of

your day and mine silvered his

own paper and found it necessary

to have some knowledge of pho-

tograi)hic chemistry. He knew
the action of each of his chemi-
cals and the result of their im-

proper use. There was no chance

to blame the manufacturer, ex-

cept for poor paper stock, and
even then, little satisfaction,

since the paper generally had to

be used, good or bad."

"Perfect results were not
always certain even with the best

of us , so it Mas natural that readj--

sensitized papers should be wel-

comed by the printer. And it

was natural that the printer

should depend to a greater ex-

tent upon the instructions of the

manufacturer and his demonstra-

torSj without making himself as
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Your photograph— nothing

will add more to the Christmas

pleasure ot the friends and

kinsfolk at home.

There s a photographer in your town,

Eastman Kodak Companv, Rochester, X. \

.
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familiar with his chemicals and
their action as Avhen he himself

was the manufacturer."'

"So it has gradually come to

the point where many younger
printers blindly follow directions.

By this I mean that a formula is

often made up without regard to

the quality of chemicals used,

accuracy ofweight, order in which

they should be compounded or

the condition of the water in

which they are dissolved."

"And once prepared, the solu-

tion of developer or fixing bath

is often used with little regard to

its temperature or the actual num-
ber of prints that may be safely

treated with the amount of

chemicals in the solution. If

things don't go right, it is the

fault of the paper or the manu-
facturer's directions, so why
should the printer worry?" This

was about the trend ofmy friend ' s

argument, and it is probably a

fact in many cases, though a re-

grettable one.

The printer of to -da}' has so

many opportunities to become
proficient and make a success

with so little effort and expense,

that there is certainly no excuse

for poor printers. The apprentice

of albumen days had to pay for

his instruction, because it was
supposed that he Avould be the

cause of wasting a certain amount
of material.

A poor printer or apprentice

can waste just as much material

to-day, but the difference is that

he is usually paid for doing it.

This condition of aHairs is prob-

ably as much the fault of the

photographer as the printer.

Many photogiaphers themselves

have come to think that papers,

developers and fixing baths
should work automaticallj', and
do not go to the trouble to see

that the printer does his woik
l)roperly.

A successful photographer
should know more about each

department of his business than

his employees. He should look

into them occasionally, to see

that methods have not become
lax and to offer occasional sug-

gestions. He should see to it

that his printer and dark room
man are furnished with depend-
able chemicals and that they are

used properl}'.

The qualitj' of our plates and
papers depends upon the quality

of the chemicals we use, as well

as the skill in manufacturing
them. The quality of the work
you deliver also depends upon
the quality of the chemicals you
use, as well as the quality of your

paper and your skill as a photog-

rapher.

When you think the quality of

your Avork is falling off a little,

look into the matter of chemi-

cals and see what your stock

house is supplying you. If they

are not Kodak Tested Chemicals,

specify this brand in your next

order. Also take a look at the

latest plate and paper manuals,
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and brush up on chemical man-
ipulation. Then see that your

people in the printing and dark

rooms have not allo^ved any im-

portant precautions to slip their

notice.

Your work will show the effect

of such careful supervision and

your interest in details will make
more careful workmen of those

about you.

^^7EAK LIGHT
* ' There is an immutable

law of cause and effect in the

exposure and development of a

plate, on which depends the

quality of the negative. To be

sure there is a certain flexibility

to this law, but this is regulated

entirelj' by the amount of lati-

tude or flexibility of the plate

emulsion.

Avoid under-exposure in neg-

ative making. To the same de-

gree you under-expose, will

your negative fall short in its

scale of gradation. You can't

develop detail in shadows that

have never had an exjjosure, and
you can't secure a full scale of

gradation in a negative until you
get into those shadows with the

required amount of light.

Of course, the first thing one

thinks about when under-
exposure is encountered, is more
exposure. That is logical

enough, but there are often

other and better remedies than

longer time of exposure. I step-

ped into a studio the other day
Avhere I feel sure about twenty-

five per cent, more light could

have been secured by the judic-

ious use of soap and water on

the skylight and curtains cover-

ing it.

Take a look at your lens, if

j'ou have not cleaned it recently,

and see how much more light

would reach your plate if that

haze were removed. A lens

gathers moisture and the mois-

ture gathers dust, and in a short

time there is a hazy fihn over

its surface which effectually cuts

down the amount of light enter-

ing the camera.

Then there is the fast Seed

"R" Plate or the equally fast

Eastman Portrait Film, both of

which combine speed with those

very essential qualities,— latitude

and gradation. If you are using

a slow plate you can get more
exposure without an increase of

time, by using a fast plate. But
regardless of how you arrive at

the result, get the necessary

amount of exposure.

In equally clear weather, ex-

posures will need to be about

four times as great in December
as in June. And this is the

month of December.
You may be exposing correctly,

— you may be under-exposing

and don't know it, but if you

are, your results will show it.

Many a good workman has fallen

into the habit of making ex-
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posures a little short of what
they ought to be without realiz-

ing it. It's a very simple mis-

take and one easily fallen into.

Practice makes it possible for

you to make a number of ex-

posures almost identical in time-

In September you gave exposures

of three seconds under certain

conditions. In October and
November you do the same thing,

and the falling off in quality from

the under-exposure is so gradual

that you hardly notice it unless

you go back and make a com-

parison with your full timed

negatives.

It is barely possible that you

have follen into this habit of

under-exposing. Make several

negatives of various exposures

and see how much time is really

necessary to over-expose. And
see if the full timed negatives

don't pick up a lot of quality

when printed.

It's better to be on the over

than on the under side of correct

exposure.

wHY FRESH
BATHS?

FIXING

Ulicn you have fried

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT FILM
t/ou xcill appreciate the

superiority of film

quality.

Let's look into the matter of

fixing baths and the chemical

action that takes place in fixing

a plate or print, and see how im-

portant the fixing bath really is.

Proper fixing removes all the

sensitive silver salt which has not

been acted upon by light or the

developer. We will consider the

fixing of both plates and paper in

order to make ourselves perfectly

clear.

The fixing bath has two func-

tions. The first is the formation

of a double salt of sodium hypo-

sulphite and silver bromide, at

which point a negative is clear

and apparently fixed. The double

salt so formed is insoluble inwater

and cannot be removed by wash-

ing. It cannot be seen and the

negative appears to be fixed, and
just here lies the danger, for if

the negative is washed and dried,

this double salt will turn yellow

on exposure to light, and in time

the image will fade more or less.

Of course, practically the same
thing occurs in fixing a print,

though the cleariiig cannot be

seen as in the negative.

The second function of the fix-

ing bath is the dissolving away of

the double salt first formed.

Although insoluble in water, a

longer soaking in the fixing bath

will convert the first double salt

into a second double salt which
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water will dissolve and readily

wash from the film.

You can readily see why you
are advised to allow plates to

remain in the fixing bath for

some time after they appear to

be perfectly clear and why you
have stained negatives when you

do not.

However, impi'oper fixing is

not the cause for all stains on
negatives and prints. If the de-

veloper is not properly rinsed

from negatives or prints before

they are placed in the fixing bath,

they are very readily stained.

Using the same fixing bath for

several different developers will

often cause stains if a quantity of

these developers is carried into

the fixing bath.

The most common cause for

stains, however, is the use of a

weak or over-worked fixing bath.

In either case there may be
enough hypo in the bath to form

the first double salt, but as it

requires an excess of hypo to

form the second salt, which is

soluble in water, the second
function of the fixing bath is not

performed, even though the neg-

ative may be clear or the print

have remained in the bath for

the proper length of time.
Stained negatives and prints are

the result, and both will deteri-

orate or fade in time.

Another mistake is to make
the fixing bath too strong. It

may seem strange to you, but a

plate will fix properly in a 25

per cent, solution of hypo quicker

than in a 50 per cent, solution,

while prints require a still

weaker solution for best results.

When these facts have been
gone over carefully, you will

readily see the importance of

fresh fixing baths if you would
be sure of your results. And you
will better understand the desire

of the manufacturer and demon-
strator to help you secure better

results.

Listen to the demonstrator's

or manufacturer's advice and ask
" why " as often as you like, for

there is a reason for all things.

oUR ILLUSTRATIONS
You can't help admiring a

man with steadfastness of pur-

pose who begins at the bottom,

follows the line of work he likes

best and keeps climbing until he
has reached a position in his

chosen profession where it may
be said of him: — there is a suc-

cessful business man.
And if the particular task he

has chosen is one of the most
difficult and arduous— one that

others would often prefer to

evade, so much greater is the

credit due him.

Mr. Conkling of St. Louis,

Mo., photographer of children,

entered business for himself
thirteen years ago, after having

served his apprenticeship under

Guerin, generally admitted to
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No. 3. The purpose of this solu-

tion is to neutralize the Fluoride,

as without doing this, permanent

contact with another plate could

not be secured. Three minutes

in Solution No. 3 is sufficient.

Then lift as before and transfer

to a larger tray containing clear

water and a plate, preferably of

a little larger size, which has

been fixed and thoroughly washed

but not developed. This gives a

gelatine coated plate which is

perfectly clear and transparent.

Float the loose film onto the

gelatine side of the new plate,

lift out ofthe water and squeegee

with a wet blotter to remove air

bubbles, then set up to dry. The
use of a larger plate for transfer

is desirable, as it is a convenience

in placing and handling the film.

If properly hardened in Solution

No. 1, the film will not stretch

to any perceptible extent in the

process of transferring.

If a negative has been re-

touched or varnished, it would,

of course, be necessary to remove
the retouching dope or varnish

before treating in the several

solutions. Alcohol or turpentine

should be used for this purpose.

PREVENTING GRAIN
IN ENLARGING

Frequently it is necessary to

do work on both the film and
the glass sides of a negative in

order to emphasize some quality

or effect an improvement.
It is customary to flow the

glass side with a matte varnish

or to cover the back with tracing

cloth or tissue paper and work on
this with stump and crayon.

Satisfactory contact prints may
be made from such negatives,

but trouble arises when they are

enlarged by artificial light, for

the strong condensed light will

show up most unhappily the re-

touching and all unevenness in

the grain of the varnish.

Diffused daylight does not pro-

duce sharp shadows, and when
enlarging with such illumination

the above difficulties are not so

much in evidence, but as most
of us employ artificial light a

remedy will be welcomed.
A prominent professional in

commenting on such difficulties

offers a method for enlarging

from worked up negatives that

seems most practical.

He stated that the grain of

the matte varnish could be easily

eliminated by the use of chiffon,

and we will describe his method
later, but he found it rather diffi-

cult to overcome an unevenness

in the deposit of the varnish. As
many of his negatives were used

for enlarging he discarded the

varnishing the back of the nega-

tive, and instead varnished a sheet

of clear glass, which was then

bound in contact with the nega-

tive, and even then only about

two out of a dozen were suf-
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ficiently perfect in surface for the

purpose. He later found the

remedy in the preparing of his

own ground glass.

His method is to select two
sheets of clear glass, and rub

them together with exceedingly

fine carborundum powder moist-

ened Avith water, interposed.

He states that in four or five

minutes you can produce two
perfect surfaces with an exceed-

ingly fine grain, and with suf-

ficient tooth to hold any amount
of lead or crayon.

This ground glass is placed in

contact with the back of the

negative with the ground surface

out as then there are two thick-

nesses of glass between the face

of the negative and the ground
surface.

With this condition when the

film of the negative is accurately

focused the ground surface is out

of focus, and the grain diffused;

it is perhaps not necessary to

state that a lens with a fairly

large working aperture should

be employed.

In cases when the negative de-

mands emphasis in the nature of

sharp lines the ground glass should

be placed in contact with the

film of the negative, the ground
surface facing out. Bj' this meth-
od but one thickness of glass

separates the working up from

the film, and will produce a

sharper effect.

When the negative and ground
glass are placed in the enlarging

camera, and focused on the easel

very thin negatives will show a
slight grain, but much less than
produced by matte varnish.

With negatives of average
density the grain is scarcely per-

ceptible.

Now comes his method of using

chiffon. He states that if black

chiffon be placed over the en-

larging lens the grain will be
cut out absolutely even with the

thinnest ofnegatives. The chiffon

will also prevent any retouching

from showing.

The definition does not be-

come fuzzy, but has a similar

ajipearance to a print from a

negative taken with a portrait

lens when a slight amount of

softness has been introduced.

The effect of the chiffon varies

with the mesh and the coarse-

ness of the threads, and in some
instances two and even three

thicknesses are necessary to pro-

duce the effect desired.

He suggests that in trying this

method the worker provide him-

self with a variety of grades and
try the effect of each one until

the right one is found.

The chiffon should be black in

preference to white as the white

has a tendency to become lumi-

nous and so fog the highlights to

a certain degree.

Seal "i?" the fast j)Iate

of quality.
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THE ONLY CON-
DITION

We make but one condi-

tion in our offer of cuts for

the use of photograjihers.

It is obvious that two
photographers in the same
town would not care to use

the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit

this offer to one photogra-

pher in a town. It will be

a case of first come first

served. The first order

from a citj' will be promptly

filled. Succeediiig orders (if

any) will necessarily be
turned down and the re-

mittance, of course, will be
returned. It is also obvious

that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings,

furnish any large variety of

cuts at the nominal prices

quoted, and therefore can

offer no substitute cut. The
thing to do is to get your

order mjirst, as it would not

be fair to give the man who
happens to get in his order

early one month, -a permanod
advantage ; we shall book no
orders in advance. They
must always specify the num-
ber of cut wanted. These cuts

consist of the illustrations

only, thus making it possi-

ble for the printer to change
the wording or the amount
of space to be occupied by
the wording if so desired.

C. K. Co.. Ltd.

A gift to please those you

would fiivor with a mark

of your personal esteem—
your portrait.

Nothing could be more

appropriate.

Make the appoiniment io-darj

THE
PYRO STUDIO

No. 197. Price, 50 cents.
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Port. No. 20, Price 50 cents

PORTRAIT SERIES OF CUTS FOR
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

^''There's a photographer in your tozvn"

This series of cuts is offered the photographer that he may use our

copy with suitable illustrations for newspaper advertising.

The conditions governing our offer of these cuts are given on page 23.

No orders are booked in advance and no cuts furnished until they appear

on this page.

Port. No. 20 is the illustration for our ad, "Just as you are, I wouldn't

change a thing." It appeared in Cosmupolitan, McClure's and Saturday

Evening Post.

Port. No. 21, shown on the opposite page, is the illustration for our

Christmas ad, a copy of which is shown on page 7.

The time to make use of these cuts is iioio. You can reach people with

newspaper advertising you can't reach through the medium of your show

case and you have the advantage of being able to follow up magazine

advertising which has already set the public to thinking about photographs.
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Port. No. 21, Price 60 cents

The abov^e cut illustrates our ad in the Christmas number of

Cosmopolitan, McClure's, Everybody's, Mutisey, Harper's, Century,

World's JVork and Revieiv of Reviews. This is a formidable array

of full pages. The same ad will appear as a quarter page in the

Woman's Home Companion, Ladies' Home Journal, Saturday Evening

Post and Collier's. The combined circulation of these magazines

runs away into the millions and is probably much greater in your

own city than your local papers.

This advertising is going to make a lot of Christmas business for

photographers— will make business for you if you use the same copy

in your local papers. {Seepage 7.) The illustration contains too

much detail to allow being made in a smaller size. It tells the story

well, however, and is worth the space. It will bring business before

and after Christmas as well. Order your cut at once.
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In the busy holiday season, make sure

your prints are safe—use a

Rounds Print Washer
Automatically keeps prints moving, elimi-

nates Hypo in less than twenty minutes.

Place washer in sink, slip hose on tap, turn

on the water, and you can be sure the prints

will be properly washed.

JNlade in two sizes. Capacity of

100 cabinet or 4 x 6 prints, . . . $10.00

200 cabinet or 4x6 prints, . . . 20.00

Orderfrom your dealer to-day.

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

All Dealers Toronto, Canada.
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For Your Christmas

Business

Send us your repeat orders for

Mounts and Folders

Full line of Canadian Card Co. 's

make carried in stock

IVe ship promptly Plates, Papers and

Kodak Tested Chemicals

J. G. Ramsey & Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada.
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THE ELEMENT
OF CERTAINTY

The uniformity of your chemicals is of equal import-

ance with their quality. Once a formula is compounded
to produce a certain result, that same result can contin-

uously be reproduced only by the use of chemicals which

are maintained at a uniform strength and quality.

This is especially true of Carbonate and Sulphite of

Soda. And the variation in strength of these C. K. Co.

Sodas, by actual test, does not average over 1%.

The use of chemicals of such a high degree of uni-

formity, not only insures the uniform quality of your

work, but reduces waste and the consequent loss in time

and material.

LOOK FOR THIS SEAL ON EVERY
PACKAGE OR BOTTLE

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada
All Dealers.
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Photo Card Mounts
We carry a stock of catalogued styles.

Send your Christmas rush orders to us.

Seed (§ Royal Plates
A complete stock of fresh plates in stock.

Prompt attention to orders.

Artura Paper
We carry a complete stock of all grades

in standard sizes.

Send lis your tare ordersfor jwonqot serviee.

TheD. H. Hogg Co., Reg'd,

160 Craig Street, West

Montreal, Quebec
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For tray or tank development of

Portrait Films or Plates, the best

quality of negative is secured with

a Pyro developer

—

The most convenient form of

this chemical

EASTMAN
PERMANENT
CRYSTAL
PYRO

Is easy to handle— gives off no dust

—

is acidified ready for use.

Specify Eastman Permanent Crystal Pyro

in your next order.

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

,,, ^ ,
Toronto, Canada.

Ail Uealers.
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Azo K
In single and double weights

at standard Azo prices

An emulsion ofextreme

latitude and yielding

warm tones, coated on

a particularly firm

white stock. Semi-gloss

surface.

Azo K is especially adaptedfor views

and commercial work of every

description

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited
Toronto, Canada
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VuH?' Best Style for Holiday Trade

The Royalty Folder
Colors: Buff,

Brown and
Grey.

8x12 outside.

For tipped,

developed and
platinum

prints.

Black and
White, Buff
and Sepia.

Can he usedfor Cabinet,

Jf.xG, 5x7 and 5x8 prints

The Royalty, a very rich and high-class folder for tipped

prints. Insert extra rag stock, tooled surface, all deckled,

with fabric finish insert all deckled, silk linen paper print

protector. All enclosed in Irish pattern lace cover with

handsome relief panel design in up})er left hand comer.

Notice, it is made in suitable combinations for tipped Black

and White, Buff and Sepia prints.

Sample of one color on receipt of Jour two-cent stamps

MANrFACTrUED BY

Canadian Card Company
Toronto, Canada










